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Cool and funky hand painted shoes at a great price 

Sizes 3 and up and all made to order 

For more product information please visit 
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or call 
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Can you believe its April already?  A third of the year has passed by.  However in the 

world of cars and motoring things are just getting started.  This month we visited the 

89th Geneva International Motor Show and were amazed and stunned by what will be 

gracing our roads in the coming months.  We also  in fact attended the New York 

International Auto Show which you will read about next month. 

Our headline story is about the new BMW M850i, the über-luxurious flagship model.  We also drove a 

selection of the planets finest cars including the Alfa Romeo Stevio QV, BMW i8 Roadster, Jaguar XE 

SV Project 8, Mercedes-AMG C43 Coupe, BMW 745Le, Mercedes-AMG C63 S, McLaren 720S Track 

Pack, Porsche Panamera GTS and the bonkers 586kW Dodge Challenger SRT Hellcat Redeye 

Widebody.  And there are more, a lot more. 

One of the founding objectives of this magazine, going back to its roots in 2009, was to always be 

different and to never, ever conform to the industry ‘norms’.  And I believe that my team and I have 

succeeded in getting this right.  Our readers - that’s you - demand it, and we are happy to deliver it. 

My team, speaking of which, having been sent forth into the world have returned with some stellar 

works of exceptional quality.  Oliver discusses his nemesis, the fox.  Kate discusses what the British are 

good at, with surprising results, and I reminisce about discarded cover themes.  The other columnists 

Nadia, Kevin, Thembi and Rodney deliver their usual spread of excellence and diversity. 

My personal pick of the lot this month comes from none of them in fact, but from a new writer, Jessica 

who joins us from London.  Her new column Hear Me Out is a fresh take on things and this month her 

article is titled Life in the Silent Lane which is a reflective look at something we all take for granted. 

This should also be the last month our magazine is offered for free and I would like to thank my 

comrade-in-arms Thys for all his hard work in making that a reality, and hope to count on your 

continued patronage. 

So jump right in and we all hope that you enjoy our April 2019 edition of the Naked Motoring magazine. 

Leon Rehrl               

           editoratnakedmotoring.co.za 
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HOWARD CHARLENE 

THYS SAVAGE MARK 

JAMES 

OLIVER 

KATE 

KEVIN 

THEMBI 

This is the Naked Motoring Team, who all come from massively different 

backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring to the table a varied 

and completely fresh approach to journalism. 

The Johannesburg team is led by editor-in-chief, Leon comprises Howard, 

Charlene, Mark, Kevin, Thembi and Rodney. 

In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original and founding 

Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and runs all things Mother City 

related. 

All ex-pats and now based in Europe are Kate, James and Oliver.  Then joining 

them is Jessica, a slightly (for good reasons) anonymous born and bred 

Bri;on; all of whom comprise our European team.  

Then all the way in Japan is expert driMer Ichika, who shares with us all things Asian and 

tail-happy. 

Then all the way in the good ‘ol US of A, we have our American beauty Nadia bringing to 

us her fresh and intriguing view on all things motoring. 

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver and our resident racing 

driver, who brings his vastly knowledgeable and somewhat unusual approach to all 

things race inspired… he of course doesn’t really have a home at all, except of course 

the one he sits in... and holds its steering wheel…  

NADIA 

ICHIKA RODNEY 

If you would like to write to them, then please send a mail to 

team_mailatnakedmotoring.co.za and specify the addressee 

JESSICA 
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le;ers, comments, ques$ons or sugges$ons, 

and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica$on. 

Please send to magazine_submissionsatnakedmotoring.co.za 

Hi Ken. 

Thank you for wri�ng to us. 

Firstly I must say that I am impressed by the 

loyalty displayed by our American readers.  

Patrio�sm perhaps? 

Secondly we have approached virtually every 

American based automobile company and Nadia (our American) has been 

introduced to them, and is in fact now known to several too. 

Thirdly the term ‘American cars’ is however a slight misnomer because the most 

popular car sold in the USA today is in fact a Honda.  And the second is a Toyota.  

The third is another Honda. 

In this magazine however you will be pleased to find a review of the Dodge 

Challenger Hellfire, or whatever its called - the 789bhp one.  Sadly though Nadia 

was not able to do that par�cular review, but I can assure you that in the coming 

months a lot of American cars will be featured - as they have been since day one.  

Ford is a3er all American and we have at least one in virtually each edi�on.  But 

we will also try to feature those American cars found only in America, too. 

And lastly we never said American cars were “not good” i.e. bad.  We have 

however repeatedly stated - as a statement of fact - that some American cars 

are not very powerful, poorly engineered and made from cheap materials. 

Out of curiosity which German cars, in your view, are bad? 

Regards.  Ed. 

Mr Editor. 

You have an American working for you and 

you have promised to review American cars, 

but nothing is seen yet. 

I know that not all American cars are good, 

but by the same breath not all German cars 

are good. 

When will we see some stuff coming from the 

good ol’ US of A? 

Ken, Orlando, USA 
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Hi Catherine. 

Thanks for the le>er and for the 

compliments. 

Having woman in the team has been part of 

our business model since we started in 2009, 

and 10 years later we are even more focused 

on female perspec�ves regarding motoring.  

Half of all new car buyers are women, so 

anyone who ignores this is stupid in my 

opinion. 

Regards.  Ed. 

Dear Mr Editor. 

I am a ‘woman driver’ and unlike the stupid s�gma a>ached to woman 

drivers, I am actually quite a good driver.  I am as a ma>er of profession an 

instructor of advanced driving. 

I am wri�ng to say thank you for being so open-minded and representa�ve 

of female motorists by having such a prominent number of woman within 

your ranks.  It shows (for me at least) maturity and intelligence. 

Keep up the good work. 

Catherine, Boston, USA 

Ian. 

Thank you and duly noted.  Ed. 

Sir. 

It is always easier to cri�cise than to compliment.  I know because I 

work in customer care for a leading retail chain. 

I however want to compliment you on an excellent magazine and 

cri�cise on just one per�nent point. 

The covers are very good, but some don’t grab my a>en�on.  

Supercars make for great covers (January and February 2019) but 

pickup trucks do not (December 2018). 

I hope this sugges�on helps because that aside you have a really 

good publica�on and it is always an entertaining read. 

Best regards. 

Ian, Bradford, England 

Hello. 

I am a big fan of your magazine and love your 

ar�cles and stories. 

In Japan there is a big car culture and I was 

wondering if you would be interested in doing 

stories about modified cars for street racing and 

dri3ing? 

I see you have Ichika Saito working [for you] and 

I know she is good at this. 

Thank you very much. 

Osomo, Kōbe, Japan 

(This le>er has been translated from Japanese 

and we apologise for any loss of content in the 

transla�on process) 

Hi Clayton. 

I agree about Nadia and she is definitely 

growing from strength to strength.  She has also 

been very well received by our American readers 

and has quite a substan�al following. 

Before this le>er goes to press I will convey your well wishes to her. 

Regards.  Ed. 

Dear Naked Motoring. 

This American Beauty is beau�ful and American. 

I love Nadia and what she writes about. 

Her topics are truly American and really interes�ng. 

I am based in LA and the auto scene here is sick.  Not a day passes 

where you don’t see high-end sports cars like Ferraris, BugaJs, and 

Lamborghinis. 

I cannot wait to see what she will write about when she starts with 

car tes�ng. 

Please send her my best. 

Clayton, Los Angeles, USA 
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Twickenham, England:  Here is the 

thing, whilst the majority of those in 

the automo$ve industry are geOng 

excited about electric vehicles, 

there’s another zero-emission 

revolu$on very quietly happening in the 

background which makes more sense - 

hydrogen-powered cars. 

However there is plenty of debate in both 

camps on which is actually the most 

environmentally friendly but in the future 

there’s every possibility that these two 

sustainable op$ons for powering vehicles 

can co-exist, just like the fuels of today. 

For now, there are two clear advantages in 

respect of prac$cality for hydrogen 

fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV).  They have 

longer ranges than EVs, eradica$ng range 

anxiety, and ‘refuelling’ can only take five 

minutes.  By comparison, a decent charge 

for an EV on the go, at the fastest charging 

point will take - at least - the best part of 

an hour. 

But then of course, there is the lack of 

infrastructure.  There are, for example, 

sixteen thousand EV charging points in the 

UK (where this test is being conducted) but 

there are only eleven hydrogen refuelling 

sta$ons.  Need I say more? 

There are of course plans to have 65 

sta$ons by 2030, but for now, this 

limita$on - and the expense of the cars in 

the first place - means hydrogen cars are 

only viable for a select few. 

Hyundai has apparently been at the 

forefront of hydrogen vehicle 

development, star$ng research in 1998, so 

it claims.  There was a Tucson-based 

prototype in 2007 and then, in 2014, 

a hydrogen variant of its ix35 SUV arrived, 

which laid claim to being the first so-called 

‘mass produc$on’ hydrogen car. 

There are now 500 of these cars in Europe, 

of which 17 made it to the UK. 

The Nexo replaces the ix35, and is built 

from the ground up as an FCEV.  Compared 

to the ix35, the fuel cell technology is 

smaller, lighter and stronger, refuelling 

$mes are shorter and the air supply system 

is improved.  It has 660km of range on a 

WLTP cycle and takes five minutes to 

refuel.  

Hyundai calls the Nexo its “technological 

flagship” and to this end, has made sure 

technology extends far beyond just the 

hydrogen fuel cell.  It has a blind spot view 

monitor which shows drivers on a central 

screen the rear leM, right and side views of 

the Nexo using cameras while changing 

lanes as well as Remote Smart Parking 

Assist, which enables the Nexo to park 

itself or retrieve itself from a parking space 

without a driver in the car. 

The model is capable of Level 4 

autonomous driving, which means it can 

self-drive in all but the most complex 

driving scenarios, and was tested in South 

Korea where it completed a 200km run.  

However, and somewhat understandably, 

and perhaps even frustra$ngly so this 

technology won’t yet be fi;ed to the 

produc$on models given that legisla$on 

does not currently allow for that level of 

autonomy… and probably never will. 

It’s also safe, recently becoming the first 

hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle to score 

a maximum five-star Euro NCAP safety 

ra$ng, which is a very good thing.  Anyone 

remember the Hindenburg?  
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Given the issues we have highlighted surrounding hydrogen, 

it’s unsurprising there are very few compe$tors to the Nexo.  

The Toyota Mirai and Honda Clarity FCV are two such 

examples.  And perhaps the only two in the same price range. 

We are driving a pre-produc$on Nexo, but to all intents and 

purposes, it’s ready to go with the excep$on of a few minor 

niggles and the satellite naviga$on which is s$ll being 

developed - and thought we were in Norway. 

There are two elements which are displayed in a sec$on of the 

infotainment system.  The first shows how much air you have 

‘purified’ - equa$ng it to the amount of air an adult breathes a 

day.  Hyundai claims that, in one hour, the Nexo ‘purifies’ 

26.9kg of air, the same amount as 42 adults. 

The second is the CO
2
 reduc$on achieved by driving the Nexo 

over a petrol car.  For example, in one 14km sec$on of my 

drive, the system claimed CO
2
 was reduced by 2.1kg, which is 

a lot.  I think. 

Now I know that a lot of this is just gimmicky and green 

creden�als aside I wanted to know what it is really like to 

drive.  You might expect a hydrogen car to feel drama$cally 

different, yet it doesn’t.  The Nexo has definitely not been 

created to be the ul$mate driver’s car but, nonetheless, it is 

respectable on the road.  In many ways, it feels like any other 

electric vehicle with the same immediate and 

uncompromising power delivery. 
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The 120kW motor delivers 120kW and 395Nm 

of torque and the Nexo does 0-100km/h in 9.5 

seconds.  From a standing start, it has just 

slightly more lag than your typical EV, but is 

s$ll far more sa$sfying than a tradi$onally 

powered motorcar in its class. 

It rides comfortably but there’s a fair bit of 

judder on uneven surfaces, while handling is 

compromised by the 1 814kg weight, which 

you no$ce immediately.  That said, at a brief 

opportunity to throw it around a corner or 

two, it fared be;er than expected given its 

bulk. 

There are two driving modes, Normal and Eco 

and to be brutally honest there’s not a 

discernable difference between them in how 

the car feels, but the Eco only delivers 80% of 

the overall power, though this can be 

overridden by pushing through a step on the 

thro;le. 

The interior is nice and I have no complaints in 

this regard.  It also has all the toys you would 

expect. 

I just wonder when the rest will follow because 

this technology does actually work really well. 
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Scotland:  I find myself in a dark and dreary place.  

Scotland.  But I also find myself in an Alfa Stelvio QV 

which makes the dreariness quite bearable in fact. 

This might be the first-ever SUV to wear the coveted 

cloverleaf badge, but the Stelvio Quadrifoglio Verde means 

something even greater for Alfa Romeo. 

It’s the second step of a momentous return to form, the 

exclama$on point to follow the brilliant red-blooded Giulia QV 

sedan that magnificently reaffirmed the brand’s ability to 

produce true performance cars. 

Both models share the same 2.9 litre, twin-turbocharged V6 

engine and eight-speed automa$c gearbox, but the Stelvio gets 

bespoke calibra$ons and ra$os.  In the sedan, all 375kW was 

sent to the rear wheels, but here Alfa’s Q4 four-wheel drive 

system adds, well, four-wheel drive. 

Up to half of the total 600Nm of torque can be sent to the front 

- but only when the rear tyres begin to slip.  Un$l that point, the 

car is en$rely rear driven, with the rear differen$al’s pair of 

clutch packs spliOng torque between the rear wheels.  The 

combina$on unlocks truly unbelievable levels of performance. 

We have experienced its potent combina$on of Ferrari-

derived powerplant and class-leading handling twice before: 

first on the mirror-smooth roads of Jebel Jais in the United Arab 

Emirates early last year, and most recently at home, albeit as a 

leM-hand-drive, which we didn’t even bother to report on.  This, 

then, is our first chance to try a right-hand-drive model on 

Bri$sh roads. 

The Stelvio is every bit as aggressive and explosively powerful as 

its extended wheel arches, angular bonnet vents and enlarged 

quad tailpipes suggest, with an equally intoxica$ng soundtrack 

to match.  When Leon drove the Guilia QV he described its 

sound as that of hundreds of very manly bees with large 

tes$cles.  He nailed it down perfectly, because that is exactly 

how it sounds! 

The Stelvio QV sounds mean enough in Dynamic mode, but the 

gloves come off completely when Alfa’s DNA drive modes are 

dialled up to Race.  UpshiMs sound like gunshots and the engine 

truly roars, unlike many turbo units. 

The performance figures are equally impressive, dispatching the 

0-100km/h sprint in 3.8 seconds.  Accelera$on is almost violent 

at $mes, with a surprising lack of turbo lag that means the 

power is almost always available. 

However it’s not in its straight-line performance where the 

Quadrifoglio Verde truly impresses; it has the poise and body 

control of a car that sits much closer to the ground, staying 

remarkably composed in bends and over the bumpy ScoOsh 

back roads of our test route, so you can carry significant speed 

just about everywhere. 
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The steering is light and, with a short ra$o, reacts instantly and 

with precision to your inputs.  This ma;ers most in Race mode, 

which thankfully disables all trac$on aids and can some$mes 

call for some counter steer when the car steps out, reminding 

you of its rear-wheel bias. 

Uneven roads reveal a secondary ride that’s understandably 

firm, but in Normal mode, it can s$ll absorb most imperfec$ons 

without becoming unpleasant.  Even in Dynamic mode, it takes 

some serious pushing before you find the limits of the damping. 

Gear changes from the giant, column-mounted paddle shiMers 

are snappiest in Race mode, but although the eight-speed 

gearbox is generally smooth when leM to do its own thing, it can 

occasionally be caught out in Normal mode and be a li;le slow 

on downshiMs. 

Having previously driven the Stelvio on winter tyres, we thought 

the standard steel disc brakes could bite a li;le higher in the 

pedal range.  However aMer experiencing the car on Pirelli P 

Zeros, they feel much more responsive.  The op$onal carbon-

ceramic brakes can s$ll be unpredictable un$l you have brought 

them up to temperature, though, especially in slow traffic. 

Our test car came ‘fully loaded’ which meant that it also 

exchanged the standard leather front seats for a pair of carbon 

fibre backed Sparco buckets.  They do a great job of keeping 

driver and passenger in place and go a hell of a long way to 

giving the interior a spor$ng feel. 

Being an Alfa Romeo though, an unsurprising amount of road 

and wind noise creeps into the cabin and overly glossy carbon 

fibre trim and some scratchy plas$cs beneath your eye line let 

the side down slightly.  But that’s just Italians for you - I say this 

nervously as my wife is one. 

Otherwise, cabin refinement is up to the class standard and the 

QV gets plenty of standard equipment, including an 8 inch 

infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, a 

rear-view camera, front and rear parking sensors, an electric 

sunroof and 14 speaker Harman Kardon sound system. 

Although being an Alfa Romeo the decision to buy one will 

largely be made by your heart and not your head, this 

is comfortably the most engaging performance SUV money can 

buy.  And if I am not mistaken s$ll holds the SUV lap record 

around the Nürburgring. 

So, yes, the Giulia QV might be even more engaging, but when 

you are not flexing your right foot - which is most of the $me -  

the high driving posi$on and SUV prac$cality add to the 

Stelvio’s everyday driving appeal. 

Interior plas$cs don’t quite gel with the asking price, 

especially compared with those of the German compe$$on, but 

that doesn’t make the Stelvio any less engaging to drive.  

It is aMer all an Alfa Romeo. 
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Have you ever shot a supermodel?  Well I 

did just the other day. 

For those of you who have read some of 

my older columns you will know I live on a 

farm in Kent, England.  And those of you 

who haven’t; well now you do.  But I have 

to make it abundantly clear that I’m not a 

farmer by any descrip$on. 

I have three children, two daughters and a 

son, and a wife who remarkably tolerates a 

lot of my ‘pursuits’. 

Around the breakfast table the other day 

we all decided that shop bought eggs were 

rubbish and that we should grow our own.  

So without delay my son and youngest 

daughter hopped into my car with me and 

we headed out as if despatched by God 

himself on a sacred quest. 

Five hours, 11 farms, a hardware store, 100 

miles and the shy side of £400 later we 

returned with a dozen hens in boxes and 

enough $mber to build an Ark.  We then 

set to work construc$ng a henhouse.  I 

must also point out that I am neither a 

builder, carpenter or engineer. 

If by the grace of all that is holy, and 

nothing else, by nighYall a crude yet 

rudimentary henhouse stood and was 

populated by 12 very bewildered and 

slightly trauma$sed chickens.  The children 

then decided to name them. 

Maggie Thatcher, Bill Clinton, Ozzy 

Ozborne and so the naming con$nued.  

Gender seemed to play no role either in 

the process. 

In the morning we went to collect our first 

harvest of eggs - or whatever you call 

collec$ng eggs - and were met what looked 

like a crime scene from CSI.  And in the 

middle of it all, toes up, dead in the dirt lay 

a decapitated Jus$n Bieber (my daughter’s 

contribu$on).  Tears were inevitable and it 

didn’t take long to work out what had 

happened.  The tunnels ran from my 

henhouse to France.  Foxes! 

Now I have to make it plainly clear that 

foxes are NOT cute orange puppy dogs.  

They are in fact shrunken orange wolves 

and the incarna$on of pure evil. 

“Your henhouse is shit”, said my darling 

wife.  “Your be;er get a proper one”. 

So another £300 later and I had a 

henhouse which rivalled a 16th century 

castle with its for$fica$ons and 

impregnability.  The children inspected the 

fortress and were pleased. 

The following morning another CSI crime 

scene awaited us, and the hens were on 

strike demanding safer living condi$ons 

before a single egg would be laid.   

I carefully assessed the situa$on and 

realised that I couldn’t put down poison 

because the dogs would eat it, and if I set 

the dogs on the foxes then protesters 

would surround my house and then the 

government would arrest me. 

So I did what any reasonable man would 

do, I headed off to town and bought for 

another couple hundred Quid night vision 

goggles and some shells for the shotgun. 

Unfortunately I don’t live in an area rich 

with technology so the night vision goggles 

turned out to be Russian army surplus, 

which basically meant that anything 

further that three feet from you was a bit 

of a blur.  However undeterred by this I 

was convinced that I would be able to spot 

the orange Satan as it emerged from its 

fiery lake to invade my for$fied henhouse.  

And then blast it to kingdom come. 

Darkness fell and I got into posi$on.  By 

midnight I had finished two bo;les of 

Cabernet Sauvignon, two chocolate slabs 

and a packet of biscuits, and there I saw it - 

movement.  So I put down the goggles, 

took aim in the general direc$on and 

sha;ered the silence with an almighty 

shotgun blast. 

I triumphantly went to bed and fell asleep. 

A few hours later I awoke to my wife 

shou$ng at me for peppering her garden 

furniture with lead, and no amount of 

explaining how lawn chairs and foxes look 

alike through old Russian night vision 

goggles seen through slightly drunk and 

sugar rushed eyes seemed to make any 

difference. 

That night I was banned from booze and 

any sugary s$mulants and told to stand 

guard again.  Now I have to tell you that 

guard duty sans these things is bloody 

boring, but fuelled by hatred I glared out 

into the blurry green of night.  And just 

aMer 2am I saw it again, movement.  So 

remembering the furniture incident I 

concentrated and there it moved again.  

Right you fluffy li;le bastard $me to meet 

your maker.  The night’s silence was again 

sha;ered by an almighty bang and with my 

bloodlust sated I re$red to bed the victor. 

“You f***ing idiot!  You shot Kate Moss”, 

was the good morning gree$ng I woke to.  I 

tried to convince the children that this had 

been the work of the devil-spawn vermin, 

but apparently gunshot wounds and fox 

a;acks do look different. 

So I hung up the shotgun, re$red the night 

vision goggles to a box in the garage and 

am leOng nature take its course.  And by 

that I mean leOng the dogs deal with the 

foxes.  Somehow protesters and prison 

seem a be;er alterna$ve to siOng up 

sober all night shoo$ng things which I paid 

for the in first place. 
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I recently moved to the United 

Kingdom, and in par$cular I have a 

job (as an architect) and live in 

Canterbury, which is about 40 miles 

(60km or so) from London, to the 

south-east.  It is a nice, reasonably 

quiet town and I am slowly finding 

my feet. 

So the other day I was siOng in the local pub aMer work with a few 

colleagues and we were discussing the contribu$ons that various 

people, aka na$ons, have made to humankind, and what thus are 

those na$ons good at.  I then dropped a bombshell… 

“What are the Bri$sh good at?”, I asked.  Stunned silence followed 

by lots of um-ming and ahh-ing. 

Ships?  Drinking?  Railroads?  Global expansion?  Culinary treats?  

Men’s clothing?  Roads?  Public transport?  Tourism? and so the list 

went on.  But sadly not one person could defini$vely put their 

finger on a single thing in which the Bri$sh excelled.  And then it 

struck me.  Murderers!  The Bri$sh have got very good murderers. 

Not exactly the sort of thing that you can put on a brochure, but its 

true.  Lets start with Jack the Ripper... you see!! 

Of course this was scoffed and sneered at by everyone - mainly 

because they are all Bri$sh - and the list was then rehashed. 

“We have the finest public transport system in the world”, said one 

deluded idiot.  Well, no I would have to say that the Japanese who 

consider anything more than 60 seconds overdue as ‘late’ have to 

take that crown.  The argument con$nued. 

“The sun never sets on the Bri$sh Empire”, claimed another.  Sorry 

chum, that may have been the case a century or so ago, but today I 

would have to say that the Chinese have more fingers in more pies 

on more con$nents in more countries that the Brits ever had, ever! 

“What about the Chelsea Flower Show?  Surely that is the greatest 

display of flowers on earth?”.  Shame, I started to feel sorry for 

them.  Whilst I am sure that the Chelsea Flower Show is pre;y 

please remember that I come from South Africa and I will take a 

million acres of Namaqualand daisies in full bloom over any flower 

show, any day of the week. 

“Ah-ha!!”, exclaimed someone so suddenly and loudly that 

everyone jumped.  “We have Rolls Royce”.  And then sat there 

smiling.  Watching the poor things face droop to such sadness when 

I explained that Rolls Royce was about as Bri$sh as bockwurst was a 

painful experience, and tears almost came when I explained that 

Bentley, Land Rover, Jaguar, Mini, McLaren and TVR (for what its 

worth) are also all in the hands of foreign powers. 

Depression set in and everyone went home.  Probably to kill 

themselves, or someone else.  

And this got me thinking, surely apart from murdering the UK must 

do something really well. 

Sadly if you look at Britons, and for this I am going to include 

myself, we tend to live in the past.  When you pop into an English 

souvenir shop you will inevitably leave with a teddy bear wearing a 

London Bobby’s hat and a smile, however thanks to the suicide 

bombing luna$cs and sawed-off shotgun brigade the Bri$sh police 

these days go out dressed like Robocop carrying automa$c 

weapons.  Long gone are the Bobby hats and truncheon days. 

Union Jack flags also festoon the shelves of these stores.  Dinner 

wear bearing the Queens face.  Now who else does that?  Would 

you, apart from perhaps for reasons of target prac$ce, buy plates 

printed with a photo of Donald Trump?  Or Cyril Ramaphosa?  Or 

the Pope even?  Of course you wouldn’t yet we do. 

But then I remembered something - or rather someone - and gave 

him a shout.  It was The Savage.  And when he replied it was 

se;led.  Britain does at least have one thing to be proud of… 

Formula One drivers. 

It seems that Bri$sh F1 drivers are doing be;er even than Bri$sh 

murderers.  We have in fact racked up more championship points in 

F1 than any other na$on in history: Italy has 1 968 points, France 2 

406, Brazil 2 923 and Germany 4 225.  England on the other hand 

has accumulated a whopping… 6 030 points! 

So we have the best, most competent and clearly fastest drivers in 

the world, yet oddly at the same $me some of the most draconian 

speed laws in the universe.  So we can do it but aren’t allowed to, 

whereas Germans, who aren’t as good as us can and do because 

they are allowed to.  How Bri$sh is that! 

So take yourself off to an F1 race and go cheer for the Brits because 

they deserve it, and to be honest that’s about all they can be 

cheered for these days. 

But go with a friend and don’t leave aMer dark lest one of those 

from the other group who do Britain proud find you. 

The traffic police!  And you thought I was talking about murderers. 
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I love cars so 

much and being 

a car enthusiast 

myself what I 

love most about 

cars is the 

freedom they 

give me.  The freedom to control my 

own des$ny whether it’s avoiding an 

accident or mistakenly geOng into one 

where hopefully no one was hurt due to 

misjudgment.  The freedom to be a 

responsible driver and choose what kind 

of driver I want to be at any given 

moment whether it’s an aggressive or 

defensive driver.  The freedom to 

differen$ate me from society in other 

words have my own iden$ty and 

personal connec$on with whatever car I 

choose to drive.   

There is so much that the automobile 

has done for me and now a new era of 

the automobile industry has risen to 

take over the old.  As the saying goes 

“out with the old and in with the new,” 

but is this new commodity necessarily a 

good thing for society?   

Non-electric kind of cars are what I 

know best and frankly what I prefer 

however is that they are going to start 

slowly decreasing - maybe even become 

discon$nued - as autonomous 

electronic cars are currently on the rise.   

“Autonomous Electric Cars” are defined 

as a device that is capable of opera$on 

without direct human control, which 

sounds quite frightening doesn’t it?  In 

the March 2019 edi$on, I received some 

love from Thomas in Los Angeles 

California USA and Donny, New York 

USA.  To everyone who wrote in and 

showed support a huge shout out to 

you fine amazing individuals and a 

special thank you from the bo;om of 

my heart.  

One thing I no$ced almost quite 

immediately is that both Thomas and 

Donny live in major ci$es and it got me 

thinking about whether or not 

autonomous cars will be beneficial to 

those who live in such municipali$es. 

Although I’ve never lived in New York 

City, or been outside of the 

Pennsylvania area, I have driven a few 

$mes in Philadelphia which is quite 

nerve wrecking in itself regardless if you 

live in the city or not.  Those who do live 

in the metropolitan know how the 

traffic flow goes and learns with $me 

what to expect on which roads.  It’s like 

you develop a connec$on with the 

terrain so to say and if you drive it more 

than enough $mes you become one 

with the road.  Soon as you know it, 

you’ll learn who is from the city area 

and who is not.   

Take Philadelphia for example, in the 

city of brotherly love Aramingo, Tioga, 

Market Street, Arch, Broad Street, Cecil 

B More, and South Street to name a few 

are all hell holes at certain $mes 

especially when there is high count of 5-

0 (Philly slang for cops) patrolling the 

area.  Truth is no ma;er what city you 

are in, you’ll see the same acts of 

constant honking, profanity outrages, 

possible road rage fights, cyclist playing 

with their lives, deals of bad kinds going 

down, and recklessness of not following 

the road rules; not pedestrians, not 

vehicles, not cyclists, not even foo�es 

(another slang term for  foot patrol 

cops) having the foggiest clue on how to 

enforce a good traffic flow.   

Why is there a thing called road rage or 

traffic jam?  The answer is because the 

human mind does not care to take in 

what we have learned from the permit 

booklet we read in order to be able to 

drive.  We do not apply the two car 

length rule when we should, we do not 

put on our turn signal when we should, 

we lack road communica$on plain and 

simple therefore causing things like 

traffic jams, fatal or non-fatal accidents, 

slow traffic flow, etc.  Will autonomous 

cars prevent all this?  Yes, in fact 

manufacturer’s biggest goal with the 

autonomous electric car is so there will 

be a good traffic flow given that 

humanity fails to give two shits about it 

and it’s inevitably in our DNA to make 

bad decisions based on our impa$ence.  

Everyone I would like for you all to meet 

Jack, the Audi A7 (comes in both white 

and gray) prototype who is right now 

the closest test vehicle of mee$ng this 

goal to be able to drive without the 

assistance or supervision from a human 

being.  Jack comes equipped with 

cameras, ultra-sonic radar sensors, and 

laser scanners which all work together 

to help Jack have a sense of his 

surroundings and know what to do in 

driving scenarios.  This is known as 360 

sensory.   

The long term goal of these 

THIS AMERICAN BEAUTY... JUST DID! 

by Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapireby Nadia Schapire    
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autonomous electric cars made by 

manufactures is to have complete 

networked roads, reducing traffic jams 

and environmental pollu$on, increasing 

traffic safety, and lastly increase 

infrastructure at an op$mum capacity.  

According to the Genesis rep I 

conversed with while at the 

Philadelphia Auto show, he stated that 

Genesis plans to achieve a fully 

func$oning “pilot driven” car within 10 

years.   

AMer seeing so much video footage of 

this concept idea I can honestly say that 

I do not see the automo$ve industry 

accomplishing this ‘gold mine idea’ 

within a 10 year $me frame but then 

again with a lot of dedica$on and hard 

work it could happen.   

As far as the consumer wan$ng to buy 

these types of automobiles there’s s$ll a 

lot for the automo$ve industry to 

address.  Such things are the safety 

concerns of the consumer puOng their 

lives into the hands of technology 

especially with all of the technological 

issues that have taken human lives of 

which we have been hearing about all 

over the news regardless if it pertains to 

the automo$ve industry or not.   

Another is hack-ability (an$-hacking) 

safety concerns and movies like The 

Fate of The Furious is prime example of 

a possible global catastrophic event that 

could occur.  In addi$on, is the ques$on 

of whether or not these autonomous 

electronic vehicles have the ability to 

follow global road rules down to a T?  

There are so many concerns and 

ques$ons the consumer has which have 

been leM unanswered by the 

automo$ve industry and I personally 

sure as hell would hope that the 

consumer will not be an irresponsible 

buyer just because of the beneficial 

sales pitches proposed by these 

manufacturing companies.  Such pitches 

consist of allowing the consumer to go 

from point A to B without having to 

supervise the ride, mul$tasking job 

related things while on their conference 

trip located from where they live to 

hours even days travel across the 

country, being able to chat with their 

family via face�me while going on these 

long road trips, and the one that 

bothers me the most which is being 

able to sleep while going on these 

lengthy road trips.   

From technology concerns, to safety 

concerns, to lastly even law 

enforcement concerns of this iconic 

world wide change in society, the 

automo$ve industry is just not quite 

there.  

Therefore, the answer to the world 

being ready for self-driven cars is no, 

but is possible once we see a decrease 

in technology taking human life. 

My personal conclusion; I will not be 

inves$ng in an autonomous “self-

driving” electric vehicle and only will do 

so as a last resort meaning if the 

manufacturing companies completely 

discon$nue conven$onal, non-electric, 

combus$on engined cars.  

I stated earlier that I like the freedom of 

being connected with the car that I 

drive and the freedom to choose who 

has control of my des$ny.  

Although I am not a fan of this idea, I 

will however not knock it, give it a try 

and then will be open to wri$ng a 

ar$cle of my findings and feelings.  
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Hello, I would like to introduce myself.  My name is Jessica. 

By profession I am a solicitor and an ‘associate’ with a large London

-based law firm, and I love what I do.  My specialty is commercial 

and corporate law, which is quite literally most of the $me all about 

geOng the law to work for the benefit of concerned par$es; where 

you are not only responsible for the protec$on of the interests of 

client but all par$es thereto.  Sadly because of all of this, and by 

instruc$on of my employers, I can’t show my face. 

I am also completely deaf – as in 100% deaf.  I was born deaf and 

un$l I turned twenty-five remained deaf un$l I underwent the most 

incredible surgical process to install a Cochlear implant, and so for 

the last almost four years I have been able to hear.  The implant 

comprises two main components; the internal bits which include a 

receiver / sound processor and some wiring to feed the incoming 

sounds into the auditory nervous system, and there is the external 

piece which contains a microphone and a transmi;er to send the 

heard sounds to the receiver / sound processor.  At night when I 

sleep, or when I go for my daily run, or just when the ba;ery runs 

flat, I remove the transmi;er (which simply a;aches magne$cally) 

and my world becomes completely silent again.  I am however not 

at a complete disadvantage because my body and mind have 

adapted and tuned themselves into other sensory inputs.  I for one 

am highly sensi$ve to vibra$ons and changes to air movement.  If 

you walk into a room and I don’t see you there is a be;er than 

average chance I will feel you.  The same applies to an approaching 

car.  I can feel the air forced ahead of it and this has saved my 

bacon many $mes. 

So for me, unlike people who can hear naturally, sounds are not 

something taken for granted.  They are in fact something which I 

pay a;en$on to and study, even. 

Cars are one source of considerable sound, and surprisingly cars 

generate a huge amount of different sounds.  And I am not just 

talking about the obvious differences, like that between petrol and 

diesel engines, or family cars and sport cars.  Tyres make noise.  

Smaller, narrower tyres sound different from bigger, wider ones as 

they roll along the road, and the type of surface ma;ers too.  And 

as they slice through the air that generates a sound too. 

The biggest problem I have is that the scope and depth of my 

hearing is limited to only 12 predetermined frequencies.  Just 

twelve, and those usually associated with normal speech.  By 

contrast the average human being can hear somewhere between 

15 000 and 18 000 frequencies.  And this is something that 

frustrates me, because I want to hear the subtle$es and not just 

base sounds.  But that is something which medical science, 

hopefully in my life$me, will figure out. 

Cars, to me at least, sound fascina$ng because they are moving, 

fluid things which produce many sounds, which sadly most people 

hear but don’t no$ce.  When a Ferrari screams past, or sits revving 

in a parking lot people no$ce it because it’s different.  But what 

about your Ford or Nissan.  Maybe you can dis$nguish the sound of 

your own car from others.  How about then the guy’s car who lives 

five doors down?  I thought not. 

I am not a motoring expert.  In fact I don’t currently own a car, 

which is predominantly occasioned by two reasons; finances and 

the fact that I live in London where car ownership is not very 

prac$cal.  But I can appreciate a car for what it is.  I can appreciate 

the a;en$on to detail taken by a manufacturer and I can 

appreciate the things which separate one car from another.  To me 

I think that these quali$es qualify me, at the very least, to proffer 

an opinion on motoring, backed up with solid research and facts. 

I do have one burning ques$on, which I guess only experience will 

answer.  Will a more powerful car ‘feel’ like a powerful car?  In 

other words, will I be able to feel its vibra$ons through the seat of 

my pants and at some point be able to tell you the difference 

between a Ferrari and a Lamborghini by how it s$rs my nether 

regions?  I hope so. 

So now why am I telling you all about this?  Perhaps to garnish 

sympathy for the poor li;le deaf girl?  Well no, not at all.  I don’t 

want or need sympathy, but it is in fact easier to relate to what 

someone says when you have a more complete understanding of 

who they are and what makes them $ck. 

Another important thing to know, perhaps, about me is that I am 

lesbian.  Yes, I am gay and openly proud of it.  I am also what they - 

whoever they are - call a ‘Gold Star’ lesbian because I have never 

engaged in sexual congress with a man.  Nice euphemism, hey.  

Some would also call me ‘femme’ which in lesbo-speak means I 

wear makeup, lingerie, women’s clothing, have long hair and most 

importantly I don’t chop my own wood. 

So this is why I would never write for a men’s magazine.  I can 

however write about women, and now I am going to learn all about 

cars. 

LIFE IN THE SILENT LANE 

BANG 
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I was slightly 

stymied this month 

as to what I was 

going to write 

about.  That was 

un$l I received 

Kate’s column and it suddenly hit me. 

Part of my job is to design the covers for 

the magazine, and although the readers 

only see one each month, there are about 

6 or 7 which they don’t.  One of these 

‘excluded’ ones was actually at one stage 

des$ned for this month (April 2019) but 

was binned in favour of the mighty BMW 

M850i - but in the bo;om right corner, 

every pun intended, is the draM design. 

It was a good design and was supposed to 

introduce a story which was also binned.  

Un$l now that is.  Car brand ownership. 

We all know there are dozens of car brands 

star$ng with Abarth and ending with Zoyte 

(or whatever its called), but there are far 

fewer owners of these companies, as I 

shall now explain. 

Take BMW for example.  Anybody who 

owns a BMW will also know, if they are 

observant, that BMW also sells and 

services Mini because they share premises 

at a lot of dealerships.  The reason, 

unsurprisingly, is that BMW owns Mini.  

But BMW also owns Rolls Royce. 

So that’s 3 brands with a single owner. 

And then - s$ll in Germany - is Volkswagen; 

perhaps the migh$est of the lot.  The VW 

Group owns, obviously, Volkswagen but 

they also own Audi, Bentley, BugaO, 

Lamborghini, Porsche and Seat.  They also 

own a truck brand or two, and if memory 

serves a motorbike brand too.  This is why 

the engine is a diesel Bentley Bentayga is 

the exact same one found in the Audi SQ7. 

Mercedes Benz owns Smart.  Okay that’s 

nothing to be proud of, but they also own 

Daimler who haven’t made a car in at least 

25 years.  Weird... 

Off to Japan then.  Toyota owns Lexus, 

Daihatsu and Subaru.  Nissan owns Renault 

and Infinity. 

Peugeot and Citroen are one and in fact all 

of their cars are pre;y much 

interchangeable with one another, 

especially the engines. 

Then there are the Americans.  General 

Motors, who can’t seem to stay out of 

financial trouble owns Chevrolet, Cadillac, 

Opel / Vauxhall & Isuzu, plus they used to 

own SAAB and Hummer. 

Tata, an Indian maker of cheap cars, also 

owns Land Rover and Jaguar. 

The Chinese - Geely - own Volvo and I think 

MG, too. 

The rest of the Chinese cars are shit, so I 

won’t bother you with those details, save 

to say they are not excluded from ‘group-

type’ ownership. 

And let us not forget our Italian friends at 

Fiat who own Fiat, obviously, as well as 

Alfa Romeo, Abarth, Jeep, Chrysler, Dodge, 

Masera$ and Ferrari. 

And so the list goes on with the smaller 

and more obscure brands, such as Proton - 

a Malaysian company - which owns Lotus.  

Conceivably I cannot list every car brand, 

but I think you are star$ng to get the idea. 

So when I sat down and designed the “who 

owns who’s bu;” cover there was a story 

behind it, and not just a nice looking bu; 

decorated with car badges pretending to 

be ta;oos. 

This all of course makes me wonder about 

something.  You see in recent years most 

of these manufacturers - certainly all the 

big ones - have started making use of 

common ‘plaYorms’ on which various 

models are built.  The logic is that instead 

of having dozens of different electrical 

systems you only have two or three.  The 

same applies to chassis setups and engines 

and gearboxes are shared prolifically.  The 

reason, apparently, is to make produc$on 

a) easier and b) cheaper. 

So the MQB plaYorm upon which the Audi 

TT is built is the same one as the VW Polo, 

Golf and Tiguan.  This means that all four 

models share, at least, chassis and 

electrical systems. 

The same goes for the VW Touareg, the 

Audi Q7, Porsche Cayenne and Bentley 

Bentayga. 

Why then are cars which, thanks to all of 

this, s$ll very expensive and geOng more 

so when they should be geOng cheaper? 

I get that the trim level in a Bentayga is 

vastly different from a Touareg, but that is 

not true of the rela$onship between the 

Touareg and the Q7 where everything up 

to and including mechanicals are shared.  

However there is a huge price difference 

between the two.  And I know why. 

The difference between a VW and an Audi 

involves four li;le rings which overlap one 

another - the badge. 

You pay more for an Audi because it is an 

Audi and not for any other reason. 

The same applies to the Jeep whatever-

model with a Fiat engine and gearbox.  We 

are paying more for a name, for status, for 

ego. 

So my ques$on, “who owns who’s bu;?” is 

answered and the bu; owned by the car 

makers is actually yours, the consumer. 
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Pretoria, South Africa:  Why the hell did BMW wait for so 

long to launch a topless version of the i8?  The cynics may 

suggest that anyone who wanted an i8 had bought one 

already, and with some three-year lease deals of the early 

cars now coming to an end, now is a good $me to tempt 

them into something else.  Why would you want that 911, sir, when 

you can have an open-top version of one of these?  Hmmm... 

AMer all, a ‘produc$on-ready’ i8 roadster concept was seen in early 

2016, when the i8 coupe was only a year or so into its life, and at 

that point because of demand selling on the used market for more 

than it was new. 

In a world where frequent new variants are crucial to keeping up 

interest in your sports car no ma;er how radical yours looks, 

Porsche the master or s$rring the mixing bowl another way every 

few months, BMW in a somewhat bold move waited to 

launch this latest version of its sports car un$l demand 

had faded a bit with the coupe. 

At the same $me as launching the roadster, BMW has 

taken the opportunity to upgrade the petrol-electric 

plug-in hybrid drivetrain of the coupe to the more 

powerful offering of the roadster. 

That upgraded drivetrain is focused on the electric side. 

The front wheels are driven through a 105kW electric 

motor, an extra 9kW from the earlier i8 coupe, and a 

two-speed automa$c gearbox.  The lithium-ion ba;ery 

is also larger, capacity rising from 7.1kWh to 11.6kWh, 

which gives the i8 roadster an electric-only range of just over 50km. 

It can travel up to 130km/h on electric power, too, with charging 

$mes also reduced courtesy of an upgraded charging system. 

The mid-mounted 1.5 litre three cylinder turbocharged petrol 

engine, which drives the rear wheels through a six-speed automa$c 

gearbox, is unchanged.  The i8 roadster can therefore run on 

electric power as a front-wheel drive car, or an all-wheel drive car 

as a hybrid. 

BMW says only 60kg has been added to the total weight of the i8 

roadster over the coupe, an impressively low figure, and far less 

structural reinforcement is needed than normal thanks to the i8 

roadster using an aluminium chassis with a high-strength, carbon 

fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) passenger cell. 
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Time has been kind to the i8.  Just look at it.  It s$ll looks like 

nothing else on the road, and you will have to drive around in a 

hypercar to turn more heads.  You get a child-like joy each 

$me you see it and go to drive it.  Behind the wheel, you no$ce 

passersby and other road users feeling the same, even if your 

view out is nowhere as exci$ng as their view in, roof up or 

down. 

So what is different from the coupe?  Not much, in truth.  For 

however radical it is, the i8 is actually quite a typical 

conversion from coupe to roadster, a beau$fully-engineered 

folding soM-top roof mechanism bringing theatre to 

proceedings as well as dynamic compromises. 

Roadsters oMen lose chassis s$ffness in their transforma$on 

from coupe, and the biggest visual telltale sign is a wobbly 

interior mirror on the windscreen.  The i8 roadster’s doesn’t 

wobble though, but not long do you have to wait to know why 

- you need to seriously put your back into it to adjust it.  BMW 

has made it extra secure.  I  wonder why...? 

The i8’s brief has always been open to fairly wide 

interpreta$on.  Looking at it without any prior knowledge, you 

would think it was a hypercar.  On price and posi$oning, it’s a 

sports car.  Spend any length of $me in an i8 coupe, and it feels 

more like a GT.  Iden$ty crisis perhaps?  I don’t think so... 

The i8 roadster feels even more like a GT than the coupe.  It’s 

at its best enjoyed making brisk point-to-point progress on 

fast, smooth, flowing roads than as a memorable companion 

on your favourite back road.  It’s properly quick in a straight-

line, with trac$on excellent, and in-gear accelera$on that’s at 

$mes more supercar than sports car thanks to the backing of 

the electric motor. 

The sensa$on of creeping around town in a car as drama$c-

looking as the i8 in near total silence on electric power is one 

of the more unusual in motoring.  Yet that sensa$on now also 

now comes with some added discomfort, as while the 

drivetrain might be silent, the chassis isn’t, pounding over 

bumps and with a low-speed ride that’s rough at best. 

On anything but faster, smoother main and highways in and 

around the na$onal speed limit, the i8 is just too fir.  And not 

‘sporty’ firmness, either!  More the sort tuned into the 

suspension to try and mask the lack of body control. 

It’s far more fun accelera$ng out of a corner than slowing 

down and turning in for one, thanks to a combina$on of a 

weird numb and unresponsive feeling in the first half of the 

brake pedal travel, and a tendency to understeer when 

pushed.  S$ll, it corners flat and it corners fast, without ever 

really involving you in anything other than when you floor the 

pedal on the way out of a corner to enjoy that point-to-point 

pace once more. 

It won’t surprise you to learn the claimed official fuel economy 

of 2 litres per 100km is not an accurate figure - when the 
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ba;ery runs out you will get a fairly steady 8l/100km no ma;er what 

the road condi$ons, so divide that by the length of your journey and 

what you will manage to get from the 50km or so of electric power 

to know how efficient it’s going to be for you.  But whatever the 

combined petrol-electric economy is, even at its worst, 8l/100km is 

significantly impressive for a car with such spor$ng pretensions. 

That’s relevant to the i8 - you know the future won’t look like this, 

and this car is instead 2014’s vision of the future rather than the 

present day’s, with everything that’s happened around electric cars 

and legisla$on in the intervening period.  To that end, I doubt BMW 

would replace the i8, when electric cars of all types become the 

norm rather than a special preview of things to come. 

In this era, price and layout wise, the i8 is a sports car alterna$ve to a 

Porsche 911.  As a sports car, it just isn’t as good, as either a coupe 

or now a roadster.  As a technological achievement and statement of 

intent for the way the industry is heading, the i8 is a modern great, 

and the roadster version that formula made more desirable with 

nothing more than the usual compromises such a conversion from a 

fixed-roof that brings. 

Is it par$cularly engaging?  Not really.  But then neither is the coupe.  

Yet the i8 is s$ll charisma$c enough to receive my blessing, and in its 

niche class of one, the roadster is the variant to go for.  Time and 

history will be very kind to a car as innova$ve as this. 

… the best thing about the i8 interior is that it is instantly recognisable as BMW where everything works well and has its righRul place… unlike the i3 for example 
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THE WINNER: 
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JAGUAR I-PACE WINS EUROPEAN 

CAR OF THE YEAR 2019 

Pretoria, 5 March 2019:  The all-electric Jaguar I-PACE, which is now available in South 

Africa, has been voted ‘Car of the Year’ at the European Car of the Year Awards 2019. This is 

the first $me a Jaguar has won the coveted prize.  

The European Car of the Year jury comprises 60 motoring journalists from 23 countries, and 

the award recognises technical innova$on, design, performance, efficiency and value for 

money. 

Prof. Dr. Ralf Speth, Chief ExecuBve Officer, Jaguar Land Rover, said: “For our first electric 

vehicle to also be the first Jaguar to win European Car of the Year gives us a huge sense of 

pride.  

“I-PACE was designed and engineered in the UK from a clean sheet of paper. It is the most 

technologically advanced ba>ery electric vehicle. It’s a true game-changer. Winning 

European Car of the Year is an honour and real recogni�on of what our world-class team has 

delivered.” 

Designed and developed in the UK, the Jaguar I-PACE has had profound sales success 

globally, with more than 8,000 customer deliveries to date – 75 per cent of them in Europe*. 

Nothing else on the road looks or drives like the I-PACE. It is engineered to take full 

advantage of its electric powertrain and bespoke aluminium architecture, offering sports car 

performance and SUV prac$cality. 

The I-PACE has received 55 awards worldwide since it was revealed a year ago, including 

German, Norwegian and UK Car of the Year, BBC TopGear magazine EV of the Year, China 

Green Car of the Year, and Autobest’s ECOBEST Award. 

For more informa$on on the I-PACE, visit www.jaguar.co.za 

*Figures correct up to 31 January 2019  

** Jaguar’s electric performance SUV triumphed over six other finalists – the Alpine A110, 

Citroën C5 Aircross, Ford Focus, Kia Ceed, Mercedes-Benz A-Class and Peugeot 508 – and 

was the only vehicle on the shortlist to boast zero emissions. 
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One-off homage to Type 57 SC Atlan$c costs around £11.3 

million, and is already sold 

BugaD has revealed the most expensive new car of all Bme: 

La Voiture Noire, a one-off homage to Jean BugaD’s iconic 

Type 57 SC AtlanBc. 

La Voiture Noire, priced at €11 million (around £9.45m) before 

taxes, has already been sold. If sold in the UK, the price would 

be some £11.3m including VAT. 

La Voiture Noire, which arrives in BugaO’s 110th anniversary 

year, features aggressive styling up front with a more 

pronounced grille than either the Veyron or Chiron, while the 

headlights recede back above the wheel arches rather than 

being placed horizontally above the bumper, which now juts 

out sharply. 

While the styling isn’t en$rely reminiscent of the smooth 

coupé contours and elongated bonnet of the original Atlan$c, 

the most defini$ve stylis$c aspect has been retained: the 

dorsal seam running up along the bonnet, between the 

windows and over the roof of the body (although the rivets 

have been leM out). 

At the rear, a con$nuous rear light runs along a grille-like back 

end, McLaren P1 style, with the company name illuminated in 

white below. All this sits above a bespoke exhaust set-up 

comprising six separate pipes running away from the 

car’s 1103kW 8 litre W16 engine. From the specs, it is likely to 

be the same engine used in the Chiron. 

The car is based on the Chiron but the wheelbase has been 

lengthened slightly by 250mm. BugaO is understood to have 

made money on the project.  

BugaO has not named the buyer of the car, saying only that 

they are a ‘BugaO enthusiast’. Stephan Winkelmann, BugaO 

boss, said that BugaO approached the customer direct about 

buying the car. The average BugaO owner has around 30 cars, 

Winkelmann added, and the firm had a list of customers who 

may well be interested in products like the La Voiture Noire. 

“The true form of luxury is individuality,” said Winkelmann. 

“La Voiture Noire is now at the cuOng edge of automobile 

produc$on. It is a sculptural beauty with unique technology, 

the ideal grand tourer.” 

“With La Voiture Noire, we are paying homage to our heritage 

and bringing speed, technology, luxury and aesthe$cs forward 

to a new era,” Winkelmann con$nued. “With our automo$ve 

haute couture, we have shown what BugaO is capable of.” 

BUGATTI LA VOITURE NOIRE 

REVEALED AS MOST EXPENSIVE 

NEW CAR OF ALL TIME 
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This year’s Geneva motor show isn’t short on hypercars, but the newly 

unveiled Koenigsegg Jesko might turn out to be the most hyper of them all. 

Headlines are a power output of up to 1176kW, up to 1000kg of downforce 

and a targeted top speed of 300mph, or 480km/h. Only 125 will be 

produced, with prices set to start at just under $3 million (£2.29m) before 

taxes. 

The car was unveiled on Koenigsegg’s stand by company founder Chris$an 

von Koenigsegg alongside his father, aMer whom it is named. Jesko von 

Koenigsegg backed his son to start in the car business as a near-penniless 22-

year-old, and was visibly moved on the Geneva stand to discover the tribute 

to him. 

The Jesko effec$vely replaces the Agera, siOng on a new plaYorm and with a 

modest increase in dimensions. Power comes from a heavily reworked 

version of Koenigsegg’s own V8 engine with a forged crankshaM and twin-

turbochargers and an all-new air injec$on system to cut down on lag. Power 

is quoted as 941kW when running on regular 95-octane petrol, and up to 

1176kW when benefi$ng from the extra cooling effect of E85 ethanol. Peak 

torque is 1505Nm.  

We don’t have any accelera$on figures - let’s be honest, we don’t really 

need them - with Koenigsegg saying it plans to sell the car in two different 

configura$ons, one for track use and one to maximise top speed. That 

version is targe$ng a 480km/h top speed. If delivered, that would be enough 

to make it the fastest road-legal car in the world, breaking the record set 

two years ago by a Koenigsegg Agera in the US.  

The really clever bit is the transmission: a new, Koenigsegg-developed nine-

speed gearbox with each gear having a separate wet clutch. The result is the 

ability to swap between any speeds in just 20 milliseconds and without the 

need, as in a normal twin-clutch, for one to be pre-selected. Called the Light 

Speed Gearbox, Koenigsegg claims a total weight of just 90kg. The gearshiM 

will allow a driver to either swap ra$os one at a $me or, by holding it for 

slightly longer, to immediately shiM to the lowest or highest possible ra$o. 

Koenigsegg confirmed that the Jesko will be homologated for sale on both 

sides of the Atlan$c. With a carbonfibre structure and a minimum of 

fripperies, it will weigh just 1200kg dry, and 1400kg in fully wet road 

configura$on. One of the toys is a “Display Mode”, which opens doors and 

the car’s clamshell to be;er show it off. It also gets a steering wheel with an 

in-built digital display screen that always orientates text upright, to make it 

easier to read under cornering. 

Von Koenigsegg says his company has already taken 83 deposits on the car, 

ahead of its official unveiling. “Be fast if you want one,” he told the crowds 

at Geneva. “We will have to see how many are leM at the end of the show.” 

KOENIGSEGG JESKO BREAKS COVER 

WITH 300MPH (480KM/H) OBJECTIVE 
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This feature seems to have been well received by our readers. 

I received 138 submissions this month.  Of course the job of 

then deciding which to choose falls on me, and I have to say it 

is a hell of a difficult task. 

So what we have this month are the best half-dozen photos of 

strange things happening in the strange world of motoring. 

 

Fresh from the good ol’ US of A, courtesy of none other than our 

very own Nadia comes this photograph of a 1967 Ford Mustang 

GTA which a clearly very bored, yet crea$ve family in Omaha, 

Nebraska made en$rely from snow following a par$cularly heavy 

snowfall. 

The car is a picture perfect 1:1 scale snow car and even, because it 

was illegally ‘parked’ was visited by the local police who gave it a 

parking $cket… and they have the bu;on to end the world... 

 

The next photo, courtesy of a reader named Jacques who forgot to 

tell us where he lives, is of a bunch of police cars covered in snow 

which were discovered by someone who a) was very bored, b) has 

a crea$ve streak, and c) has a sense of humour. 

They decided that police cars (from a European country we can’t 

iden$fy) would look be;er with faces drawn into the snow from 

the children’s movie Cars.  I think its brilliant!! 

35 

The “Helicron” submi;ed by Jessica (UK) February 2019 

SEND YOUR STRANGE MOTORING RELATED PHOTOS TO editoratnakedmotoring.co.za WITH A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
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Jason in Bristol, UK points out that all cars have engines who’s power is 

measured in horsepower.  What that means tradi$onally is how many 

horses - actual carrot ea$ng ones - would be able to exert the same 

amount of energy.  So a 500hp engine has the equivalent pulling power 

of, you guessed it, 500 sweaty, farty, bitey and galloping horses. 

Even the most rubbish cars in the world have at least double digit 

horsepower… except the one in the photograph which clearly is a one 

horsepower car.  Eastern Europe would be my first guess.  It’s Borat 

country you know… 

 

Now if you thought the snow ar$st was bored and crea$ve, he or she 

has nothing on someone who took a perfectly good old, classic 

Volkswagen Beetle and decided to decorate it a bit - to look like a 

mouse.  Or at least that’s what I see. 

Rather troublingly the actual $tle of the photo is bunny-car. 

I am guessing that the Bri$sh person who originally took the photo 

probably hasn’t seen a bunny, or a mouse. 

Our reader Ricardo from Cuenca, Spain sent this in asking the very same 

ques$on. 

Well I have seen both a bunny and a mouse and that is without a doubt 

a mouse. 

The more pressing ques$on however, quite simply, is WHY??? 

My money is on a dangerous combina$on of extreme boredom and lots 

of very cheap drugs. 

 

To BugaO or not to BugaO, that is the ques$on… well, no not really. 

I think that car started its life as a Honda Civic, and then with the help of 

a two-tone paint job, some new headlights and a instantly recognisable 

grille - hey presto a BugaO Veyron. 

Sadly nobody is being fooled by that one.  In fact all that tells us about 

the owner can be summed up in three words.  Seek professional help. 

On the plus side the car is completely thief-proof as no self-respec$ng 

car thief would dare be caught dead in something so stupid. 

Thanks to O;o from Kansas City, USA for this one. 

 

Now the Prowler was a rubbish car when it was launched and today it is 

s$ll rubbish. 

However someone - lets call them ‘crazy’ - thinks that we are wrong and 

that the Prowler is good.  So much so that they collected 6 addi$onal 

versions of the car, reducing in size to a matchbox car. 

Submi;ed by Dennis from London, UK. 
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Milton Keynes, England:  For me a big ques$on mark has 

hung over the Jaguar XE SV Project 8 ever since we drove it 

for the first $me in Portugal last year, and when I say we I 

mean The Savage.  Now don’t get me wrong, the man is an 

excep$onally close friend of mine and a brilliant driver, but 

somewhat limited when it comes to the finer points of motoring 

journalism.  I needed to find out for myself. 

Here was a four-door sedan with more real-world grip and more on

-track handling ability than any other sedan before it; that much 

was clear.  But by being so uncompromising in its quest for agility 

and dynamic response, would it simply be too s$ff to be enjoyable 

on anything other than a perfectly manicured racetrack? 

So it was off to the invi$ngly twisty and rolling roads of the English 

countryside to get the answer. 

The Project 8 is a super-sedan like no other.  Available somewhat 

tragically in leM-hand drive only, it will be limited to 300 units 

worldwide.  Whereas most super-sedans are everyday cars that 

happen to be capable of supercar-like straight-line performance, 

the Project 8 is more likely to be parked in a garage under a cover 

during the week and cracked out on weekends.  It price tag also 

places it quite far ahead of other super-sedans. 

Developed and built by Jaguar Land Rover’s Special Vehicle 

Opera�ons, the Project 8 shares its basic body shell with the regular 

XE, but just about everything else has been modified or uprated. 
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The familiar 5 litre supercharged V8 

that serves across the JLR group has been 

shoehorned in.  With outputs of 441kW 

and 700Nm, it is by far the most powerful 

engine ever fi;ed to a Jaguar road car. 

Ticking a box on the op$ons list marked 

Track Pack will add £10 000 to the already 

steep £150 000-plus invoice and see the 

back seats replaced with a half roll cage 

and the front chairs binned in favour of 

carbon fibre-backed bucket seats with four

-point harnesses.  This par$cular car was 

not so equipped. 

On the Cotswolds bumpiest and most 

uneven roads, the Project 8 does feel over-

sprung, to the point where you simply back 

off and wait for the road to improve.  In its 

defense there aren’t very many modern 

performance cars that don’t feel over-

sprung on those roads, however. 

On the smoothest stretches that you will 

find, meanwhile, the car’s chassis works 

very well indeed, lending the Project 8 the 

sort of body control and agility that you 

Cont. page 41 
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… when The Savage drove the XE SV Project 8 last year he 

rated it as a four-door supercar - something suffering perhaps 

from an idenDty crisis - and I have to agree… it is a four-door 

supercar, but as far as idenDty is concerned this car knows 

exactly what it is: a purpose-built four-door race car to take 

on anything and everything with a lower door count, and beat 

them at their own game.  It is brilliant and I love it! 
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would expect of a purpose-built sports car. 

But what of those in-between roads, the sort that makes up 

the majority of most networks?  Crucially, there is just enough 

pliancy and composure to make the car not only bearable but also 

enjoyable.  The Project 8’s is a busier and more connected sort of 

ride quality than that of any other super-sedan, the pay-off being an 

altogether more exci$ng driving experience. 

If the Project 8 isn’t defeated by a typically bumpy road, it certainly 

is by wet and damp condi$ons.  An overall sense of size and weight, 

as well as rela$vely numb steering and Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 

tyres that are clearly at their best in bone dry condi$ons, means the 

car prefers to be driven with cau$on rather than abandon whenever 

the wipers are sweeping back and forth. 

At least with four-wheel drive you are never at all unsure how much 

thro;le you can apply; you simply apply all of it, whenever you can. 

In the end, the Project 8 actually feels at its best on a circuit, where 

it is far and away more game than any other four-door on sale 

today.  The trouble is, the eight-speed automa$c gearbox that had 

been adequate out on the road is the weak link on the track. 

When the rest of the car is so sharp and responsive - not least the 

supercharged V8 - the slightly hesitant gearbox becomes something 

of a hindrance. 

The XE SV Project 8 makes no more ra$onal sense here in the UK 

than it did in Portugal - it remains a fearsomely expensive yet 

occasional-use four-door sedan - but it is s$ll enormously good fun 

to drive. 
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Bradwell-on-Sea, England:  I am so 

excited, again.  When this car was 

launched in Germany last year I 

accompanied Jennifer, who was a bit 

ill at the $me to the launch, and I got 

a chance to drive it.  She however wrote 

the review and I was the ‘silent-partner’, 

but this is now my chance to  taste it on UK 

roads.  It is Mercedes-AMG’s entry-level 

version of the significantly revised C-Class 

Coupe. 

As before, the Mercedes-AMG C43 

Coupe bridges the gap between the 

already pre;y sporty standard C-

Class Coupe range to the more potent and 

extreme C63 AMG Coupe as part of the 

$ering of AMG models in any given range 

to broaden the choice for buyers. 

You can’t mistake a C43 for a C63 visually, 

for the former does without the la;er’s 

aggressively-flared rear wheel arches as 

the most obvious visible dis$nc$on 

between them.  The C43 instead relies on 

its donor car’s pre;y, sleek lines to give it a 

different kind of purpose, with its biggest 

measure of spor$ness coming from the 

quad exhausts.  

Nor will you if you open the bonnet; 

where you will find a V6 instead of the 

bruiser’s V8.  This isn’t just any V6, 

however, as it has some serious 

performance creden$als of its own.  The 

twin-turbo 3 litre unit produces 287kW  

and 520Nm, driving all four wheels 

through a nine-speed automa$c 

gearbox.  

The C43 is one of the best examples of 

just how diverse the AMG brand has 

become.  The model lacks the 

raucousness of the ‘63 AMG’ models, and 

feels far more like a potent grand tourer 

than a compact sports car.  To that end, 

at $mes it feels like it has more in 

common than the C-Class coupe models 

immediately below it in range than the 

full-fat C63 AMG above it. 

Take the ride quality.  The ride is one of 

extreme sophis$ca$on, and for the most 

part makes this a very comfortable car.  

While spooling through the various 

Comfort and Sport modes the firmness 

and response increases, that high-quality 

ride bereM of intrusion from whatever 

the road surface beneath it remains.  It’s 

really very comfortable, which is not 

really the thing you expect to be most 

impressed about on any AMG model. 

The trade off with that brilliant ride 

comfort is handling that’s not as involving 

as you would want it to be.  Though there’s 

plenty of grip, body control is excellent, 

and it’s very stable and predictable at 

speeds, this is just not a car that really 

involves you in the process.  It’s all a bit 

clinical; a car to impress the head while 

keeping the heart bea$ng at a steady 

pace.  

That grand tourer feel spreads to the 

drivetrain, too.  Straight-line pace is the 

C43’s forte rather than the kind of howling, 

barking adjustability afforded by the V8-

engined C63.  It’s actually more sensible 

feeling than the numbers suggest, too, and 

it isn’t as confidence inspiring to drive 

quickly as it should be, both things that can 

be ascribed to the lack of percep$on of the 

nine-speed automa$c gearbox. 

The rest of the package is all very grand 

tourer, too - and here it’s very welcome. 

The seats are comfortable and suppor$ve, 

the cabin layout intui$ve and oozing  

quality, while the digital screens are big, 

bold, and rich in their presenta$on.  Inside 

and out, this is one of the best-looking cars 

Mercedes-Benz makes.  

Solid if slightly unspectacular, the C43 

Coupe though isn’t the best AMG in its 

range.  It could get away with that in other 

sectors it makes cars in (and that’s quite a 

lot these days), yet the C43 Coupe 

competes against probably the best car 

its biggest rival BMW M currently makes, 

the M2 Compe$$on.  

The M2 Compe$$on is one of those cars 

that comes along every now and then that 

makes you reevaluate everything else that 

pulls up alongside it.  That’s bad news here 

for Mercedes-AMG, whose own C43 loses 

far more on the dynamic front to Munich 

than it gains with the comfort, quality and 

cross-country pace it trumps the BMW on.  

Oh well, maybe next $me. 
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… the interior, whilst not par�cularly unique to the model is s�ll massively comfortable, prac�cal and func�onal, and a very [pleasant place to be... 
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Maisach, Germany:  Holy f***, what the hell has happened 

to the front of this car?  That was my first thought when I laid 

eyes on BMW’s latest high-tech offering, and BMW might not 

want to admit it, but the invoice for face liMing the current 7 

Series came in a fiMh costlier than what’s typically permi;ed. 

That only confirms what we already know: the G12-genera$on 

model introduced in 2015 had fallen too far off the pace of rivals 

from Mercedes-Benz and Audi.   Waning refinement and a 

forge;able aesthe$c were to blame, with the former undermining 

sales in Europe and the la;er failing to fully inspire wealthy Chinese 

wan$ng to make a statement.  As a result MUCH money has been 

duly spent. 

This refreshed 7 Series LCI (for ‘Life Cycle Impulse’) spearheads 

chairman Harald Krüger’s goal of making BMW’s costlier models 

more luxurious in the tradi$onal sense.  It’s why you can now have 

parquet leather on the seats and armrests and wooden inlays on 

the seatbelt outlet covers, and why there’s addi$onal sound 

insula$on within the rear wheel arches, rear backrest and B-pillars. 

Thicker glass, laminated to 5.1mm, is also available not only for the 

windscreen but also the side and rear windows, which are now 

more slickly lowered by new electric motors. 

‘Luxury’ is apparently also to blame for the ballooned kidney grille.  

Comparisons with Bugs Bunny beckon, and BMW has definitely 

gone too far this $me, but along with the slimmer laser headlights 

and elegant panels of the lower front bumper, it does give the 7 

Series a more arrogant disposi$on. 

The designers say 

their aim was to 

channel a touch 

of Rolls Royce, 

itself owned by BMW, and when you see the car’s thrus$ng, 

bevelled nose and neat front bumper... pity they got it completely 

wrong then. 

This is the plug-in hybrid 745Le form at BMW’s Maisach facility just 

outside Munich - a former German Air Force base that’s now used 

as an academy to train employees. 

An improvement over the old 740e is the addi$on of two cylinders, 

bringing the count to six.  And then you add electric motors. 

This is a ‘development car’ so I don’t want to say too much right 

now because a comprehensive road test of this and other ‘new’ 

Sevens will follow.  But for now this is the new face of BMW Tech, 

and it impressive, but pre;y fugly! 
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Chipping Norton, England:  The F-Type is not a new car, so 

what is this handsome devil?  Well it’s the 2019 model year 

update of the Jaguar F-Type.  And if you are thinking that it 

looks remarkably similar to the last F-Type you came across - 

bar the very fetching and very expensive new Madagascar 

Orange paint - then you would be absolutely right. 

Because, cosme$cally, this F-Type is completely unchanged from 

the previous one.  If it ain’t broke, aMer all... 

Instead, the latest revision to Jag’s sports car focuses elsewhere; 

the styling has been spot on since day one, with some other areas 

less convincing.  So for 2019 the F-Type now receives JLR’s latest 10 

inch InControl Touch Pro infotainment system, a new range of 

colours and wheel designs, standard torque vectoring for all models 

and a refresh of the naming structure - the 2 litre, four-cylinder 

car is now the P300, the entry-level V6 the P340 and the car that 

was the V6 S , and as tested here, is now dubbed P380.  Got it?  

Right... 

It was tested in R-Dynamic guise, though there is the choice 

between coupe and conver$ble body styles, manual or automa$c 

gearboxes, plus rear or four-wheel drive powertrains. 

Nobody will be surprised to learn that, given the modest overhaul 

that the F-Type has been subjected to, the car s$ll feels broadly 

similar to the F-Type we have come to know and love.  It’s very far 

from a new car now though, having first been launched mid-2013, 

and even in isola$on there are a few flaws apparent. 

Chief among 

those is the F-

Type’s sheer size; 

combined with 

less-than-perfect visibility it remains a tricky car to place on the 

road.  And how does a car this physically large offer such pathe$c 

interior space?  It beggars belief! 

Furthermore, despite precise, sa$sfying steering and largely 

impressive body control, there’s no escaping the considerable 

weight the Jaguar carries.  It does a reasonable job, but even a 

quick drive in a four-cylinder car shows what poten$al there is for a 

more enthralling F-Type benefiOng from a diet.  It’s no coincidence 

that our favourite sports cars in this price range, cars like the 

Porsche 718 Cayman, are considerably lighter.  That said, although 

age isn’t exactly on its side, the F-Type s$ll makes for en$rely 

pleasant and agreeable company on the right road and when you 

are in the right mood. 
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Saku, Japan:  This is not a Japanese car, its half Japanese and 

I don’t like it.  But I am a professional so I will tell you what it 

is, and then you can decide.  With an all-new model due to 

arrive in mid-2019, the Renault Captur line-up has been 

subjected to something of a refreshing for the remainder of its 

current lifecycle, and also in a bid to comply with stricter WLTP 

emissions regula$ons. 

The engine, a 900cc three-cylinder thing is a pathe$c engine to say 

the least, developing only 66kW at 5 500r/min, while 140Nm of 

torque is produced at 2 250r/min.  This is directed to the front 

wheels via a five-speed manual gearbox with no automa$c being 

offered on petrol-powered Capturs. 

The trim levels available for the Captur have been simplified, too, 

dropping from five to three.  Play now represents the entry-level 

model, while our Iconic test car occupies the mid-range, featuring 

standard equipment such as satellite naviga$on, Bluetooth 

connec$vity, 

DAB radio and 

cruise control. 

GT-Line models 

top the line-up. 

Aside from these things the car itself remains mechanically 

iden$cal to how it was at its 2013 launch.  The small SUV sits on 

the same Renault-Nissan Alliance B plaRorm that underpins the 

Clio and awful Nissan Juke, while its suspension s$ll consists of 

MacPherson struts up front and a torsion beam at the rear. 

While the Captur is a reasonably a;rac$ve-looking thing from the 

outside, from behind the wheel there’s much less to get excited 

about.  Plas$cs - of both the soM-touch and hard, scratchy variety - 

are used liberally throughout the cabin of our Iconic-specifica$on 

test car.  Combined with a dark colour scheme, it has the effect of 

making the Captur look and feel dreary and dated - especially when 

compared with newer rivals such as the Mazda CX-3. 

The front seats are okay, but the back are abysmally bad.  It is quite 

simply not a nice car and a complete waste of money, so be 

warned because Renault dealers are going to be flogging these at 

unbelievably good prices, with all sorts of incen$ves added too.  

If you really must have a Captur, though, you might do well to wait 

a few months for the new model to arrive.  Hopefully Renault will 

have addressed the lack of rear leg room and other shortcomings 

by then. 
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York, England:  The old C63 S was a good car, a fun car and 

its 4 litre V8 produced 375kW.  So imagine my surprise when 

line four of the technical specifica$on for this faceliMed 

Mercedes-AMG C63 S reads “375kW at 5 500 - 6 250r/min”. 

Now I am no mathema$cian but you don’t have to be to see 

that it is no more than you got in the old Mercedes-AMG C63 S. 

Now there are three possible reasons for this; the first is that the 

German power wars are finally drawing to a close.  However more 

probable is that giving the C-Class any more grunt would result in it 

treading on the toes of the mighty E63 in terms of power-to-weight 

and performance, and today’s strict model hierarchies simply won’t 

permit this. 

Or perhaps Mercedes has decided that 375kW and 700Nm are 

enough for a ‘junior’ sedan and has instead trained its exper$se on 

making such explosive force more usable in the real world. 

The truth is somewhere between those second and third 

possibili$es. 

It doesn’t ma;er thought because no rival punched harder than the 

C63 S when it launched in 2015 and four years later, even aMer the 

arrival of a new B9-genera$on Audi RS4 Avant, the Ferrari-

engined Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio Verde and a BMW M3 

CS sharpened to a razors edge, this is s$ll the case. 

So, what then has changed?  Li;le in terms of chassis hardware.  

Both the C63 and C63 S con$nue to use a wet-sumped 4 litre twin-

turbocharged petrol V8 and mul$-link suspension with adap$ve 

dampers and 

steel springs. 

Both also get an 

e-differen$al 

previously 

reserved for the S, although the more expensive car now also 

benefits from dynamic engine mounts that are said to improve 

steering feel and response. 

The car, despite being grown in a science laboratory is s$ll a truly 

engaging weapon against vast distances.  Even at idle, the eight-

cylinder burble escaping the four exhaust $ps is so dense that you 

can almost see it.  This par$cular version though notwithstanding 

being a hell of a lot of fun to drive is geOng on a bit and with talk of 

a new C-Class in the wind, as well as a new M3 on its way, perhaps 

the king will eventually be overthrown.  However un$l then it will 

make you smile every single $me you go near the thro;le and that 

is something you can’t put a price to. 
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Tokyo, Japan:  I must have been a very bad person for this to 

happen to me twice in one month.  First the Captur and now 

the Kadjar… and its new… you might though have a hard $me 

actually no$cing it, but I am not lying.  So far as faceliMs go, 

it’s definitely one of the harder-to-spot ones.  At least from 

what you can actually see by standing a metre or two away, 

anyway. 

But I don’t think Renault’s conserva$sm on this front should be 

ba;ered too much.  Next to the Nissan Qashqai, with which the 

Kadjar effec$vely shares everything, the Renault was always the 

more handsome of the two.  The minor tweaks wrought upon its 

exterior - the new grille design, redone foglight housings, altered 

front and rear skid plates, for example - simply ensure this remains 

the case.  At least they do in my eyes, anyway. 

Of more significance than those slight visual modifica$ons, though, 

is the realloca$ng that’s occurred within the Kadjar’s powertrain 

department, where there are now two engines to choose from.  

Well, two engines and a handful of gearbox and power output 

combina$ons, to be precise; but for simplicity’s sake, we will just go 

with two engines.  

The first of which is a 1.3 litre four-cylinder petrol that - surprise, 

surprise - is also available in the recently updated Nissan Qashqai.  

Here, it will make either 103kW or 117kW.  And if that doesn’t grab 

your fancy, there is  a 1.5 litre diesel with 85kW or 110kW, too.  

And just when you think you couldn’t get any more spoilt for 

choice, you can also have four-wheel drive - but only if you opt for 

the top-spec diesel model.  Right, enough of that. 

And as for the 

cabin?  Well that’s 

been treated to a 

much-needed 

overhaul as well, as 

the previous model was beginning to look especially $red on the 

inside.  The main change is to the dash fascia, which now features 

three rotary dials for the HVAC system, each of which contain 

digital displays for thing like temperature and fan speed a la Jaguar 

i-Pace.  Sort of.  There’s a new 7 inch touchscreen, too.  While not 

exactly changing the game for Kadjar, they’re welcome addi$ons. 

As for owing one, well you could certainly do a lot worse.  One of 

the Renault’s big draws, it seems, is value-for-money; and this car 

admi;edly does deliver in that department. 

Would I buy one?  No, never and not at all.  I don’t personally like 

these sort of cars, but I will say that driving one is preferable to 

walking.  Just. 
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Geneva, Switzerland:  

This year celebrated 

the 89th annual Geneva 

Interna$onal Motor 

Show which is an 

ins$tu$on, having been held annually for 

more than 100 years (and yes we know it’s 

officially the 89th - just trust us on these 

numbers).  It has always been held up 

alongside Frankfurt as a priority show for 

manufacturers looking to unveil their latest 

concepts and produc$on models for the 

first $me. 

Unlike the exodus of last year’s Paris motor 

show, there are only a few big names that 

won’t be appearing with new models in 

Switzerland this year, with Ford and Jaguar 

Land Rover being the most prominent no-

shows. 

That s$ll leaves plenty of manufacturers 

primed to reveal new metal, and we are 

here to bring you every single one. 

In the photograph on this page is the 

BugaO La Voiture Noire, a one-off car 

made for one lucky customer who parted 

with € 11 million for the honour of owing 

it.  The exo$c sounding name La Voiture 

Noire quite literally means ‘the black car’.  I 

guess when price is no object you can get 

hold of some serious object d’ desire. 

In the six-pages which follow is a collec$on 

of photographs of what we believe to be 

the stars of the show. 

Unfortunately when every manufacturer in 

the world is represented there are literally 

hundreds of cars on display.  

Unsurprisingly there was a massive 

emphasis on all-electric (EV) cars - the way 

of the future perhaps - and pre;y much 

every car maker now has electricity in their 

veins. 

The show opened to the public on 

Thursday 7 March and ran for 10 days. 

If ever you are in Geneva around this $me 

of year then you should make every effort 

to get to the show. 

We trust you will enjoy what you see. 

BugaJ La Voiture Noire 
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Lamborghini Aventador SVJ Roadster 

Lamborghini Aventador SVJ Roadster 

Lamborghini Huracan Evo Spyder Zenvo TSR-S 

Pininfarina BaJsa  

Audi Q4 e-Tron concept 

Renault Clio 

Masera� Levante 
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Audi A7 55 TFSI e Qua>ro 

Aston Mar�n AM-RB 003 

Subaru Viziv Adrenaline concept 

Alfa Romeo Stelvio QV 

Mercedes-AMG GT R Roadster 

Mercedes-AMG GLE 53 4Ma�c+ 

KIA Imagine concept 

Bentley Bentayga Speed 
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Mazda CX-30 

Porsche 911 4S Cabriolet 

Citroen Ami One concept 

Skoda Vision iV concept 

Smart Forease+ 

Volvo Polestar 2 

Bentley Con�nental Number 9 Edi�on 

Mitsubishi Engelburg Tourer 
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Toyota Corolla GR 

Skoda Kamiq crossover concept 

Subaru Viziv Adrenaline concept 

Italdesign DaVinci concept 

Aston Mar�n Vision Vanquish 

Peugeot 208 

Mercedes Benz CLA Shoo�ngbrake 

Ferrari F8 Tributo 
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Seat Minimo BugaJ Chiron Sport 110 year edi�on 

Lagonda All-Terrain concept Nissan GTR 50 

FIAT Centoven� concept 

Honda e concept 

Gine>a Akula 

Gine>a Akula 
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KIA e-Niro 

Cupra Formentor 

KIA e-Soul 

Rinspeed 

Alfa Romeo Tonale concept 

Volkswagen ID Buggy 

Audi e-Tron Sportback 

Mercedes Benz Concept EQV 
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Hubsan H123D X4 Jet Brushless Racing Drone (Black/Green) 

R3 999 

Hubsan went under the hood to give the H123D X4 jet a revamped 

engine that redefines speed in drones. Being the successor of the 

H122D, the Hubsan H123D can pierce through the air at a blistering 

25 meters per second with graceful nimbleness. This acroba$c 

drone gives you 360-degree flipping and rolling with Real-$me 720p 

HD FPV so you can capture the thrill of it all. True craMsmanship is 

exhibited through its brushless motors and potent power system 

with tri-blade propellers that deliver high performance. With a full-

bodied carbon fibre body, this robust drones body resists corrosion 

and impacts, making this an extremely durable and reliable drone. 

Available from www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Havit HV-H2158U 7.1 

Channel Virtual Surround 

Sound Gaming Headset 

(Black/Orange) 

 R 799 

Whether you’re a novice, 

intermediary or expert player, 

Havit’s HV-H2158U 7.1 Channel Virtual Surround Sound 

Gaming Headset gives you a completely immersive gaming 

experience. Take to the realms of your favourite games with 

crisp and clean mage bass surround sound that allows you to 

hear even the faintest of footsteps of your adversary. With a 

thick gold plated braided USB cable, not only will your sound 

be delivered with a richer tone, but you will be playing for 

hours on end thanks to its durable design. Gaming has never 

been so comfortable un$l now. 

Available from www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

ShiOCam 2.0 6-in-1 Travel Set Bundle With Front Facing Lens 

(iPhone X) 

R 1 299 

Now you can capture the individual experience like never before. Equipped 

with a 6-in-1 lens, the ShiMCam 2.0 6-in-1 travel lens is designed to be the 

ul$mate travel and photography accessory for any professional or photography 

enthusiasts. Ultralight, fast and compact, this enhancing tools slim-lined body 

features 120-degree wide angle, 2X telephoto, 180-degree fisheye, 10X macro 

and 20X macro func$onality. This award-winning lens set also features wide 

angle adaptor that gives you greater crea$ve expression with your selfies.  

 

Addi$onally, it also includes a slim and ergonomically designed phone case 

with an$-slip coa$ng and inner protec$ve glove for added grip and protec$on. 

Tell a deeper story with your photography wherever you are. Whether you’re in the Tibetan Himalayas capturing 

breathtaking panoramic shots of mountain views or simply capturing the $meless joy on your child’s face, the 6-in-1 

lens will add a new dynamic perspec$ve. 

Available from www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

JBL GO 2 Bluetooth Speaker (Cyan) 

R 499 

The JBL GO 2 is your go-to for a click and play solu$on that is compact, 

portable and high-quality. Featuring JBL’s signature pure bass sound, the Go 

2’s sturdy design is IPX7 waterproof, so much so that you can swim with it! 

Offering up to 6 hours of play$me and audio cable input, you’ll be able to jam 

your favourite tunes with or without Bluetooth connec$on. Moreover, enjoy 

crystal clear calls thanks to its high-quality noise-cancelling speakerphone. 

With the sound of JBL and a trendy appearance, the JBL GO 2 gets it right 

every $me. 

Available from www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Total CompeBBon: Lessons in Strategy 

from Formula One (Ross Brawn and 

Adam Parr) 

Available from Amazon 

Supa-LED TacBcal Pen With Flashlight (Black) 

R 359 

Tac$cal pens are a popular must-have gadget in any man’s everyday carry (EDC). This aircraM grade aluminium tac$cal pen is the ul$mate gadget to 

get you out of a tricky situa$on, and might just save your life one day. It’s strong, sturdy and very useful. Grips are machine cut and will ensure this 

tool never slips out of your hand, which also means you’re able to leverage great power from it. It features a pen, flashlight, window breaker and self 

defense weapon. This Tac$cal Pen with Flashlight comes with an elegant black finish to the rugged tac$cal design with 2 extra pen refills and a pen 

ba;eries. Supplied in a giM box. 

Available from www.mantality.co.za 
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we 

oMen forget just how good some of the older adver$sing was.  So in the interests of 

preserving the stuff that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or 

two which of course will be motoring themed. 

Enough said, now on with the fun stuff. 

DISCLAIMER:  As a point of seOng the record straight before we have to actually do so, we must point out that the adverts featured are OLD and therefore the products depicted therein 

are NOT available for sale, and similarly the content whether expressly stated or implied may not be an accurate statement regarding the brand in current $mes.  And that those adverts 

shown are NOT provided by the companies concerned for the purpose of adver$sing.  All such are published with bona fides and with the reasonable assump$on that all adver$sing material 

is genuine.  We cannot be held liable for any misrepresenta$ons as we did not design or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious though, isn’t it... 

What we have this month are actually two adverts for the same product, the BMW i3, from the same period. 

What clearly the BMW adver$sers wanted to convey was that the i3 is ‘cuOng edge’ and that anyone who 

doesn’t run out and get one is going to regret it for the rest of their lives, having missed out on the opportunity 

to “lead the charge” (a play on words) or to drive “change” instead of fearing it. 

We know be;er now though that the i3 is far from either of those things and has somewhat been leM in the 

dust by other EV products, including some of BMW’s own offerings, such as the brilliant i8. 

We do however admire op$mism, enthusiasm and everyone loves a good catchy advert.  Well done BMW! 
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Some$mes when it rains it just rains, but some$mes it pours.  

This month it’s a flood!! 

What a beau$ful specimen of automo$ve history is our 

Sunday Cruiser.  And all thanks to a very lucky reader 

Chris$an Spencer from Malibu, California. 

Chris$an is the proud owner of a 1957 Mercedes Benz 220S 

Conver$ble.  And it is truly spectacular motorcar. 

The car was part of an inheritance and whilst Chris$an has no 

inten$ons of selling it, ever, is valued at around a rather impressive 

US$ 100 000. 

“It is a classic, and although not the rarest 

classic out there it is s$ll really cool.  I 

receive offers on it all the $me”, says 

Chris$an.  He adds, “but no amount of 

money will be enough.  I love it and it has 

huge sen$mental value.” 

The car is (as is plainly evident from the 

photos) a fetching two-tone brown and 

cream combina$on and the interior is beige, 

which at the $me, in the 1950s, was really 

fashionable.  The fabric roof is also beige. 

Chris$an describes the cars condi$on as 

“excellent” and apart from a valet and 

detailing once a year just keeps it clean and 

uses it on the occasional weekend. 

Fortunately no restora$on was needed and the car is in absolutely 

original factory spec down to the finest detail. 

“I haven’t changed a thing.  The way you see it now is the way 

Mercedes Benz made it 62 years ago”, says Chris$an. 

Known as the W180 II the 220S was launched in 1956 and featured 

a 2.2 litre inline six-cylinder engine producing 74kW and has a 4-

speed manual gearbox with a Hydrak automa$c clutch.  The gear 

lever is on the steering column and has two micro-switches to 

control the clutch. 

Sunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday Cruiser    
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Mercedes Benz built 3 429 220S conver$bles and ceased produc$on of the 

W180 series in 1959. 

The car has been in Chris$an’s family since it was new, bought originally by 

his great grandfather, Maj. Gen. Alexander Spencer of the Canadian Armed 

Forces who was an engineer and part of the planning effort for the WW2 

Normandy invasion.  The car also has a full service history, including the 

original service booklet, star$ng at its very first service and ending when the 

book finished.  It has done only 121 500 miles. 

Chris$an confirmed that he has taken the car to concourse shows but admits 

that the car doesn’t do all that well because it is not in pris$ne enough 

condi$on.  Chris$an says, “its been in the family now for 4 genera$ons and 

to do something like re-spray it just feels wrong.  I take good enough care of 

the car, but for me its not a showpiece, it’s a family member and one day I 

will pass it onto my children.” 

The very spirit of Sunday Cruiser is about cars like this.  Not just some glitzy 

thing someone bought and now uses as a weekend car, but rather for 

something deeply special and personal.  This 220S is the epitome of that 

spirit and I am really pleased that Chris$an was willing to share this very 

special part of his history with us. 

This car is so special in fact that it could have just as well been the featured 

car in Oliver’s classic cars sec$on.  And I challenge anyone to argue 

otherwise. 

When asked the ques$on as to how many special memories the car holds for 

him Chris$an’s reply was simply, “too many”.  And then added, “I grew up 

with this car in my life; first my grandfather and then my uncle and now me.  

The list of special and happy memories is endless, and every $me I take her 

out more are made.” 

I want to expend a very special thanks to Chris$an and the Spencer family for 

this honour and privilege. 
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Bedfordshire, England:  When you 

look at recent developments in 

McLaren you would forgiven for 

thinking that its road car division has 

been nicking the people of McLaren 

Racing. 

In no $me at all we’ve been handed a trove 

of track day treasures.  There is, of course, 

the mighty Senna - a heavily circuit-biased 

supercar that follows the func$on-over-

form mantra to an almost comical degree.  

It’s the quickest car this magazine has ever 

tested but can, alas, quickly plunge you 

into insanity on the road.  It is also very 

expensive. 

We also met the 570S Track Pack which 

was in essence a op$onal extra offering a 

mildly stripped-out 570S with some clever 

track telemetry, lighter kit and more 

carbon fibre.  

Then there is the 600LT - a stripped-out, 

aero-clad version of the McLaren’s 

brilliant, more affordable Sports Series 

model.  If you want a McLaren it’s the 

current favourite, but don’t let the fact it 

works so freakishly well on the public 

highway (albeit a rela$vely smooth one) 

obscure its true raison d’etre... track days. 

There is more.  Only last month news 

broke of a road-illegal Senna GTR with slick 

tyres, GT3-spec suspension and a diffuser 

that belongs at La Sarthe.  Its engineers 

claim the car will generate a ton of 

downforce, which means it will be scarily 

close to pulling off that famous old F1 trick 

of being able to drive on the ceiling.  

Theore$cally at least.  Chief test driver 

Kenny Bräck will surely give it a damn good 

go anyway and in all probability have a 

messy but exci$ng death. 

Is this not what precisely what would 

happen if a racing ouYit got the keys to the 

product-planning department?  Or visa-

versa? 

And now there is this – the 720S Track 

Pack.  It’s a package McLaren has already 

applied to the 570S, both in coupe and 

Spider form, and with one in ten orders 

specifying it as an op$on for those 
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models there is clearly an appe$te for 

something a li;le bit raw, if not in 

substance then in style. 

The motorsport exper$se that allows 

McLaren to pull off cars such as the Senna 

is shot through all the company’s 

products, so compared to the compe$$on 

the 720S already feels considerably track-

op$mised. 

The changes are no$ceable yet not 

overwhelming, and the Monocage II 

carbon tub that partly facili$es this design 

gives the chassis massive torsional rigidity.  

The brake pedal is also offset to 

encourage the driver to use his or her leM 

foot, and to that end there’s rela$vely 

li;le servo assistance.  And its is amazing.  

There is no switchgear on the steering 

wheel, either - none at all - and as far as I 

am concerned the driving posi$on is 

absolutely spot-on. 

With a dry weight of 1 283kg, the 720S is 

also light for something not only carrying 

a 4 litre twin-turbocharged V8 but also 

with a footprint close to that of a BMW 5 

Series.  The Track Pack sheds another 

24kg with the generous use of carbon 

fibre and a set of ‘super-lightweight’ 

forged alloys wrapped in Pirelli P Zero 

Corsa tyres.  In fact it must save more 

weight than that, because a $tanium 

harness bar - somewhat redundant in the 

case of our test car - has found its way 

into the cabin. It looks good, but poorly 

finished surfaces elicit the irrita$ng 

squeak of metal on leather in our 2 880km 

test car. 

A development engineer would iden$fy 

the dynamic consequences of those 

changes but on the road, with its many 

variables, I can’t pretend to have no$ced 

any meaningful difference.  The 720S 

remains wickedly fluid on the move.  The 

subtle hydraulic steering is perhaps even 

more of a pleasure to interact with 

through the Track Pack’s alcantara wheel, 

but the crowning glory is the Proac�ve 

chassis, which with its cross-linked 

dampers is leM unaltered.  In any of its 

three modes the setup serves up a 

characteris$c blend of gentle but 

unbreakable control, unless you have 

found a par$cularly unkept back road to 

… not a single bu>on or switch on the steering wheel tells you that this is a serious car with murderous inten�ons when it comes to track days... 
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a;ack.  Elsewhere, it is the stuff of magic carpets. 

The more easily appreciable elements of the Track Pack are also 

sa$sfying.  The carbon fibre racing seats, available in two sizes, 

will cup the bum, hips and ribs of both you and your passenger 

magnificently and are an endless source of confidence.  The 

sport exhaust also gives the 720S a valuable injec$on of passion 

at the top of the rev range, and the ma;-finished carbon fibre 

do;ed about the cabin suits the car’s persona.  There’s plenty 

of carbon on the exterior, too, and in combina$on with the 

McLaren Orange paint you have to say that the 720S has never 

packed quite such a hard op$cal punch.  

McLaren has elected not to massage any more power from the 

engine, but with 530kW arriving at 7 500r/min and a mammoth 

hit of 770Nm at 5500r/min, it’s seems hardly necessary.  You 

will not have any difficultly uns$cking the fat rear tyres 

whatsoever, and in the wet the 720S elicits an old-school fear-

factor that’s actually pre;y refreshingly so long as you on your 

A-game. 

But precision, communica$on and balance are the founding 

precepts of the 720S driving experience and so long as you have 

a healthy respect for the power, they combine to let you 

sensibly approach the limits of grip and trac$on.  Mind you, this 

is very much a case of  ‘they all do that, sir’, and the Track 

Pack’s addenda feel largely superficial in this regard. 

Of course that all depends on what you want your 720S to be, 

and there is indeed a choice.  This significant Super Series 

McLaren is versa$le enough to fulfil the du$es of either a super-

GT or a highly focused track day car, with several intermediate 

roles too. 

If you are for the former then s$ck to ‘Luxury’ trim and throw 

leather at the interior.  Honestly, you couldn’t want for a more 

agreeable but involving mid-engined super-cum-hypercar, and 

without the harness bar there’s useful a storage space behind 

the seats.. 

This Track Pack is aimed at the other cohort.  Those willing to 

spend £28 360 in excess of the £224 700 McLaren asks for the 

‘Performance’ model. 

That is a hell of a lot of money considering you might 

conceivably never use the telemetry or the cameras or the six-

point racing harnesses, but for some it will be worth paying 

simply for the demonstrable sense you are driving the most 

focussed 720S that exists.  At least un$l those stolen engineers 

give us the Longtail version.  

At £253 060 the car is s$ll half a million pounds cheaper than a 

Senna, and that is something also which might encourage 

prospec$ve buyers to $ck the right op$ons box. 

Its not a Senna, not aesthe$cally at least, and definitely not on a 

racetrack, but we don’t drive on tracks to the office, and on a 

‘what you pay for, what you get’ basis you really can’t go wrong 

with this setup.  Not at all. 
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On the back of something which has 

been men$oned a few $mes in this 

magazine already, and at the risk of 

stepping on Oliver’s classic car toes I 

want to talk about something really 

special.  BugaO. 

In par$cular the Type 57SC Atlan$c Coupe (in photograph).  Now in 

the Geneva show report and in the news sec$on there was talk of 

the BugaO La Voiture Noir (‘The Black Car’) and that it was very 

expensive and a tribute to the 57SC Atlan$c. 

Now the Type 57, of which 710 were made, was built between 

1934 and 1940, but the Atlan$c (as we will call it for short) was a 

very special car and only four were ever made. 

The Atlan$c was designed by Jean BugaO (E;ore’s son) - what do 

you thing EB stands for - and was a radical departure from other 

BugaO cars of the era. 

As the story goes one of the four cars belonged to Jean and was 

black. 

Then some$me during WW2 the car was transported from one end 

of France to the other… and disappeared.  It vanished and has 

never been seen again.  Many theories exist as to what could have 

happened but none have been proven. 

Thus only three now exist and are worth more than their weigh in 

gold.  The car in the photograph belongs to none other than Ralph 

Laurent (of Polo shirts fame) who is an avid BugaO collector.  He 

was recently offered $100 million for it and apparently told the 

person making the offer to get stuffed - or something like that.  

Bo;om line they are probably the most valuable and prized 

classic / vintage cars in the world. 

The La Voiture Noir is therefore in essence with its design cues and 

such the reincarna$on of the Type 57SC Atlan$c, and that is what 

makes it so very special. 

I tune you straight 
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Interna$onal motor 

show season has 

begun; first Detroit, then Geneva and 

next is New York, and at every show 

there are new supercars (and hypercars) 

being showcased.  At Geneva for 

instance was the Zenvo TSR-S, the 

BugaO Chiron Sport 110 year edi$on 

and the Ferrari F8 Tributo.  But however 

expensive these cars may be you have a 

chance to see them.  Somewhere. 

There are however an even rarer breed 

of supercars which, in all likelihood, you 

will only ever see in photographs.  Here 

are just a few examples of these, 

star$ng with the Ferrari FXX. 

The Enzo-based, track-only FXX was 

something of an odd ownership 

proposi$on.  Even though prospec$ve 

owners had to stump up £2 million for 

each one, they’re only allowed drive it 

when Ferrari wants them to, on specially 

organised track day events.  You can 

understand the ra$onale behind 

mollycoddling the owners a li;le bit, 

though. With the 6 litre V12 from the 

Enzo enlarged to 6.3 litres, the FXX 

blasts out an unholy 600kW.  Most 

importantly, as this is not a road-legal 

car, Ferrari are able to fit slick tyres, 

making the FXX devasta$ngly fast 

around a circuit and only 30 were made. 

However there are those of more rarity, 

such as the Porsche 911 GT1 , and it is 

another great example of why we 

should love homologa$on rules.  Rather 

than develop a racing version of a 

supercar for GT championships as the 

likes of McLaren did,  Porsche 

approached it from the other way 

round. It produced a full-on race car, 

then did just enough to convert it for 

road use.  It’s a tac$c that’s been 

reproduced many $mes since, as 

evidenced by the Masera$ MC12.  The 

rules stated at least 25 road-going 

versions needed to be sold, so Porsche 

built a couple more than was required, 

charging £550 000 for each one.  The 3.6 

litre turbocharged flat-six churns out a 

meaty 395kW, which is enough to send 

the 911 GT1 from 0-100km/h in 3.9 

seconds, and on to a top speed of 

304km/h.  Only 27 were built. 

However we can beat that with the 

Lamborghini Sesto Elemento, which like 

the FXX, this thing is for track use only. 

And as track cars go, this one takes 

some bea$ng. With a carbon fibre 

chassis, body, driveshaM and suspension 

components,  the Sesto $ps the scales at 

a featherweight 999kg.  The car uses a 

tweaked, 419kW version of the 

Gallardo’s 5.2 litre V10, so it’s 

blisteringly fast.  And with so li;le to 

weigh it down, it’s probably the most 

capable Lamborghini to cane around a 

track.  The best part is the only made 20. 

However even the Sesto Elemento is 

common compared to the Lamborghini 

Veneno where Lamborghini upped the 

ante and made this Aventador-based 

monster.  

With just three coupes and three 

roadsters sold at £2.9 million each, it’s 

difficult to think of many cars that are 

rarer or more expensive.  The 6.5 litre 

V12 received a small hike over the 

Aventador, giving a massive power 

output of 550kW.  The body is the key 

part, however.  The heavily sculpted 

front end of the Veneno acts as a giant 

wing, while the underside is smooth, 

helping channel air to a big diffuser at 

the back. 

However If the standard McLaren F1 

wasn’t extreme enough for you, there 

was always the McLaren F1 LM.  Based 

on the legendary F1 GTR race car, the 

LM had the few creature comforts found 

in the F1 removed to save weight, and 

sat on much s$ffer suspension.  

Aerodynamics also played an important 

part, with the LM geOng the front 

spli;er, rear diffuser and giant rear wing 

from the GTR. 

Only five were ever made making this 

ultra-rare on a different level. 

Motoring made SexyMotoring made SexyMotoring made SexyMotoring made Sexy    
by Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumaloby Thembi Khumalo    
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The seat belt is one 

of our best 

protec$ons in a car 

crash.  In fact, 

somewhat oddly 

according to the American Center for 

Disease Control and Preven�on, “seat belt 

use is the most effec$ve way to save lives 

and reduce injuries in crashes as more than 

half (range from 53% – 59%) of teens and 

aged 13 – 44 years who died in crashes in 

2014 were unrestrained at the $me of the 

crash.”  In short, seat belts save lives, but 

how did then end up in our cars in the first 

place?  

Below is a brief history of the car seat belt.  

The seat belt was invented by George 

Cayley, an English engineer in the late 

1800’s who created these belts to help 

keep pilots inside their gliders.  However, 

the first patented seat belt was created by 

American Edward J. Claghorn on 10 

February 1885 in order to keep tourists 

safe in taxis in New York City.  Over $me, 

the seat belt slowly star$ng showing up in 

manufactured cars to help passengers and 

drivers stay put inside their car seats.  

There was less concern for overall driving 

safety.  

Though invented in the late 1800’s, it 

wasn’t un$l the mid 1930’s when several 

U.S. doctors began tes$ng lap belts and 

immediately saw their impact and began 

urging manufacturers to provide seat belts 

in all cars.  In 1954, Sports Car Club of 

America required compe$ng drivers to 

wear lap belts during compe$$ons and in 

the following year, the Society of 

Automo�ve Engineers (SAE) appointed a 

Motor Vehicle Seat Belt Commi>ee.  Race 

car drivers were the first to really wear 

seat belts to help protect them against 

serious internal injuries.  

The real breakthrough with modern seat 

belts came in 1958 when Swedish  

engineer Nils Bohlin invented the three-

point seatbelt.  Up un$l this point, seat 

belts in cars were two-point lap belts, 

which strapped across the body, with the 

buckle placed over the abdomen. Volvo 

hired Bohlin in 1958 and he designed the 

seat belts we know today through a three 

point seat belt that be;er protects the 

driver and passenger in an accident.  The 

three point design was created to help 

secure both the upper and lower body.  

Be;er yet, this seat belt design was simple 

and effec$ve, leading other car 

manufacturers to borrow the design.  

When Bohlin passed away in 2002, Volvo 

had es$mated that the seat belt had saved 

more than one million lives in the four 

decades since it was introduced.  

Once the idea of safety benefits of seat 

belts caught on in the U.S. public, sales of 

seat belts skyrocketed.  Automo$ve 

companies offered seat belts as op$onal 

equipment and were even sold at filling 

sta$ons at one point in $me.  

Since 1966, American vehicles are required 

to have seat belts in their cars. As such, by 

1975, most first-world countries had a seat 

belt requirement in their cars.  Once they 

became more common in cars, laws soon 

followed aMerwards.  By 1970, the world’s 

first seat belt law was created in Victoria, 

Australia, which required passengers to 

wear their seat belts at all $mes. In the 

U.S., seat belt laws came around the $me 

of the crea$on of The Na�onal Traffic and 

Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966.  

Though they were required by law to be in 

cars, wearing seat belt laws were a 

different story.  The Na$onal Ad Council 

ran countless ads for 25 plus years 

encouraging drivers to “Buckle Up.”  States 

slowly star$ng implemen$ng laws and by 

1995, every state except New Hampshire 

had “Click it or $cket” laws.  Currently, all 

states have a seat belt enforcing law. 

So, what’s next for the seat belt?  Ford 

demonstrated its inflatable safety belt in 

2001 where a shoulder belt containing an 

airbag would instantaneously inflate when 

a car is in a collision.  Other car 

manufacturers are looking to make the 

seat belt more comfortable and 

convenient for drivers.  From the criss-

cross experimental safety belts to seat 

belts that are tailored to our individual 

bodies, there are many experimental seat 

belt types in the pipeline that could affect 

the way we drive.  

Whatever it may be though the humble 

seatbelt is here to stay, so… buckle up! 

KEVIN’S KORNER 
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Bahrain:  What a strange and 

curious place.  Bahrain sits in the 

Persian Gulf just off Saudi Arabia, 

and seems to be known for li;le else 

other than hos$ng a Formula One 

race once a year.  But here I am and I am 

joining Porsche in the launch of what they 

describe as a ‘significant moment’.  Ever 

since Porsche rejuvenated the ‘Gran 

Turismo Sport’ moniker for the modern 

era, hardcore GT-division wares aside, it’s 

been the deriva$ve to have.  No wonder 

you can buy the 911, Boxster, Cayman, 

Macan, Cayenne and now this, the mighty 

Panamera, all in GTS form. 

It was way back in 2011 when the first 

recipe for a par$cularly desirable version 

of Porsche’s four-door sedan was wri;en.  

Dropping the ride height, enlivening the 

engine closer to range-topping Turbo 

heights - but retaining glorious natural 

aspira$on - and adorning slick black trim 

over the sloping hatchback body produced 

the ugliest but finest-handling luxury sedan 

money could buy an added saccharinity.  

Alcantara interior trim and a very 

reasonable showroom premium didn’t 

hurt, either.  

But now the second-genera$on Panamera 

has come in for a GTS makeover, and while 

the story is familiar, bluntly speaking it 

does not whet the appe$te in the same 

way.  

For one thing the 4 litre 90-degree V8 is 

now turbocharged like every other engine 

in the Panamera range.  Figures of 338kW 

and 620Nm, delivered almost 

uninterrupted over a mammoth rev-sweep 

from 1 800 to 6 100r/min, point to fairly 

fecund everyday performance, but in 

reality this is now a ‘mere’ Turbo motor 

with the boost dialled down slightly. 

Granted, it will do a WLTP-cer$fied 

10.2l/100km combined compared to the 

old model’s 10.6l/100km, which was a 

figure recorded on the absurdly op$mis$c 

NEDC test (meaning it was closer to 13).  

Given the new model is not only larger and 

heavier but also 15kW more powerful and 

0.3 seconds quicker to 100km/h, at 4.1 

seconds, that’s some improvement. 

But the GTS was always meant to be about 

more than the figures, and so it’s a surprise 
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the mechanical modifica$ons are also in 

short supply outside the engine bay. 

The standard-fit air suspension sits the 

chassis no lower than for any other 

PDCC-equipped Panamera, though as is 

also the case for those cars, selec$ng 

Sport mode effects a further 18mm and 

10mm drop at the front and rear axles 

respec$vely.  You do get thicker an$-roll 

bars, at least for the non-PDCC base 

model, but rela$vely few will buy with 

such asce$cism. 

For PDCC cars with ac$ve an$-roll bars 

(and a torque-vectoring rear differen$al) 

the electronic actuator is instead 

ordered to knead quite a bit more 

tension into the setup when required.  

Damper rates are also up, but the 

exis$ng hardware remains.  The same 

applies to the sports exhaust, whose 

soMware is altered for a bit more muscle

-car grumble.  All in, the GTS feels a lot 

like an tuning exercise using code 

instead of compression testers.  

Not that any of this stops the latest 

Panamera from feeling unnaturally 

athle$c for a 1 995kg beast.  Our $me 

on the road is limited but s$nts on track 

highlight the car’s ability to summon 

truly tenacious grip one moment then 

indulge the driver with $p-toe poise the 

next.  

Porsche has tuned the four-wheel drive 

in the GTS to remain rear-biased even 

aMer grip turns to slip.  Along with an 

ESP Sport mode calibrated to interpose a 

moment later, it really shows, with the 

chassis adop$ng just a touch of yaw and 

feeling supremely well balanced in 

general - at least on the track. 

Indeed, there are more welcoming 

super-sedans, and quicker ones, but no 

comparable car dials you into the driving 

experience quite like a Panamera, and 

that is more evident than ever in the 

GTS.  It’s responsive to the sort of subtle 

thro;le inputs lost on other big-boned 

cars and, thanks to a linear EPAS 

steering setup you would be grateful to 

have in a bona fide sport 

car, devasta$ngly accurate right up to 

the point the Pirelli P Zeros begin to 

falter.  You are also not conscious of the 

body control which suggests it is 

superbly effec$ve. 

If the GTS leaves you puffing out your 

cheeks with admira$on, as it surely will, 

then it is also suffers the same afflic$on 

as so many modern performance cars. 

You will have to contrive to find any 

meaningful objec$ve fault, but as the 

driver your window of opportunity to 

appreciate Porsche’s detailed changes is 

simply too high to be relevant on the 

road. 

There’s some technical overkill going on 

here, and there’s also the fact the ever-

present charm of the old 4.8 litre V8 has 

leM the building.  Fabulous as the GTS 

would be own, it leaves us wondering 

why you would get one of these instead 

of the already excellent Panamera 4S. 

Ul$mately the most sa$sfying Panamera 

to drive isn’t as characterful as it once 

was.  Neither is it’s delicacy so easy to 

appreciate. 
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Jenson Alexander Lyons Bu;on MBE (born 19 January 1980) is 

a Bri$sh racing driver and former Formula One driver.  He 

won the 2009 Formula One World Championship, driving for 

Brawn GP. Bu;on announced in September 2016 that he 

would be giving up his seat at the end of the 2016 season but 

remained at McLaren as a reserve driver and ambassador of 

McLaren un$l 2018.  He currently competes in the Japanese Super 

GT Series driving for Team Kunimitsu, in which he won the $tle in 

2018. 

Bu;on began kar$ng at the age of eight and achieved early success, 

before progressing to car racing in the Bri$sh Formula Ford 

Championship and the Bri$sh Formula 3 Championship.  He first 

drove in Formula One with Williams for the 2000 season.  The 

following year he switched to Bene;on, which in 2002 became 

Renault, and then for the 2003 season he moved to BAR.  In 2004 

he finished 3rd in the World Drivers’ Championship, with only the 

two Ferraris ahead of him.  BAR was subsequently renamed Honda 

for the 2006 season, during which Bu;on won his first Grand Prix in 

Hungary, aMer 113 races. 

Following the withdrawal of Honda from the sport in December 

2008, he was leM without a drive for the 2009 season, un$l Ross 

Brawn led a management buyout of the team in February 2009, 

and Bu;on suddenly found himself in a highly compe$$ve, 

Mercedes-engined car.  He went on to win a record-tying six of the 

first seven races of the 2009 season, securing the World Drivers’ 

Championship at the Brazilian Grand Prix, having led on points all 

season; his success also helped Brawn GP to secure the World 

Constructors’ Championship. 

For 2010, he moved to McLaren, partnering fellow Bri$sh racer and 

former World Champion Lewis Hamilton.  AMer finishing fiMh for 

the team in 2010, Bu;on finished the 2011 season as runner-up. In 

2012 he took his first pole for McLaren at the 2012 Belgian Grand 

Prix.  He spent a fiMh season with the McLaren team in 2014, his 

fiMeenth in Formula One, and went on to complete two further 

years at the team in 2015 and 2016 before stepping back from full-

$me racing to take an ambassadorial and reserve driver role.  He 

returned for a one-off appearance at the 2017 Monaco Grand Prix 

in place of Fernando Alonso which elevated him to joint second 

with Michael Schumacher in the list of all-$me F1 starts.  From the 

306 races that Bu;on has started he has won 15, with a total of 50 

podium finishes despite driving uncompe$$ve machinery for most 

of his career.  His $me in F1 was characterised by fallow early years 
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as he tried to make his mark, a compe$$ve and ul$mately 

successful middle s$nt in which he won the World Championship 

and won races for McLaren and a difficult end to his career as the 

team struggled with the new regula$ons introduced in 2014. 

Bu;on was born on 19 January 1980 in Frome, Somerset and 

brought up in nearby Vobster.  He is the fourth child of South 

African Simone Lyons and former Rallycross driver John Bu;on, 

who was well known in the UK during most of the 1970s for his so-

called Colourado Beetle Volkswagen, before switching to a VW Golf 

Mk1 in 1978.  He was named aMer his father’s Danish friend and 

rallycross opponent Erling Jensen, changing the “e” to an “o” to 

differen$ate it from Jensen Motors.  He was educated at Vallis First 

School, Selwood Middle School and Frome Community College.  

AMer his parents divorced when he was seven, he and his three 

elder sisters were brought up by their mother in Frome.  However, 

aMer a while the boy moved to his stepmother Pippa Kerr, who had 

been married to his father in 1994.  When Jenson was 19 years of 

age John Bu;on and Pipa Kerr divorced.  Bu;on junior failed his 

first driving test for geOng too close to a parked vehicle. 

Bu;on enjoyed racing from an early age, racing his BMX bike with 

friends aMer school, he began kar$ng at the Clay Pigeon Raceway at 

the age of eight, aMer his father bought him his first kart, and made 

an extraordinarily successful start.  In 1989, aged nine, he came first 

in the Bri$sh Super Prix.  He won all 34 races of the 1991 Bri$sh 

Cadet Kart Championship, along with the $tle with team Wright 

karts.  Further successes followed, including three triumphs in the 

Bri$sh Open Kart Championship. In 1997, he won the Ayrton Senna 

Memorial Cup, and also became the youngest driver ever to win 

the European Super A Championship. 

Aged 18, Bu;on moved into car racing, winning the Bri$sh Formula 

Ford Championship with Haywood Racing; he also triumphed in the 

Formula Ford Fes$val at Brands Hatch.  At the end of 1998, he won 

the annual McLaren Autosport BRDC Young Driver Award.  His prize 

included a test in a McLaren Formula One car, which he received at 

the end of the following year.  Bu;on entered the Bri$sh Formula 3 

Championship in 1999, with the Promatecme team. He won three 

$mes - at Thruxton, Pembrey and Silverstone - and finished the 

season as the top rookie driver, and third overall.  He finished fiMh 

and second respec$vely in the Marlboro Masters and Macau Grand 

Prix, losing out by 0.035 seconds to winner Darren Manning in the 

la;er. 

At the end of 1999, Bu;on had his McLaren test prize at 

Silverstone, and also tested for the Prost team.  A vacant race seat 

became available at the Williams team for the 2000 season, 

following the departure of Alex Zanardi, and team boss Frank 

Williams arranged a ‘shoot-out’ test between Bu;on and Formula 

3000 racer Bruno Junqueira, with Bu;on securing the drive.  This 

made him Britain’s youngest ever Formula One driver.  Bu;on was 

heavily hyped before his first race: former driver Gerhard Berger 

described him as a “phenomenon”; the head of his kar$ng team, 

Paul Lemmens, compared him to Ayrton Senna; and Williams’s 

technical director Patrick Head said he was “remarkably mature 

and definitely a star of the future”.  However some had misgivings 

about his lack of experience and ability to cope with the pressures 

of Formula One. 

Making his début in Australia, Bu;on crashed during prac$ce and 

qualified second-last on the grid.  However, he performed strongly 

in the race and was set to score a point before his engine failed 11 

laps from the finish.  A sixth-place finish at the next race in Brazil 

made him, at the $me, the youngest driver ever to score a point.  In 

his first six races, he out-qualified his teammate Ralf Schumacher 

twice, and was consistently close in pace; journalist David 

Tremayne described Bu;on’s start as “the stuff of any team 

owner’s wildest dreams”.  However, Williams had intended to use 

Bu;on only un$l they could exercise their op$on to buy the highly 

rated Juan Pablo Montoya out of his contract at Ganassi Racing.  A 

dip in Bu;on’s form, combined with Montoya’s victory in that 

year’s Indianapolis 500, led to Montoya being announced as his 

replacement midway through the season.  Williams chose not to 

sell Bu;on’s contract, keeping the right to recall him in 2003. He 

went to Bene;on on a two-year loan. 

Bu;on’s best qualifica$on of the season was third place in the 

Belgian Grand Prix at Spa-Francorchamps; and his best result was 

fourth in the German Grand Prix.  Despite the worries about his 

inexperience, he made few mistakes during the season, the most 

notable coming in the Italian Grand Prix at Monza.  Under safety car 

condi$ons Bu;on swerved to avoid the pack which had bunched 

up, and subsequently crashed into the barrier; he blamed Michael 

Schumacher who had been leading at the $me (and so controlling 

the pace), and Schumacher apologised for it aMer the race.  Bu;on 

finished his impressive debut season in eighth place with 12 points 

(Ralf Schumacher finished fiMh with 24). 

For 2001, Bu;on partnered experienced driver Giancarlo Fisichella 

at Bene;on, which had recently been purchased by Renault.  He 

endured a dismal season: the Bene;on car was very uncompe$$ve 

and he was consistently outperformed by his teammate.  He 

finished 17th in the Drivers’ Championship with only 2 points, with 

his best result being fiMh place at the German Grand Prix.  His poor 

form led to specula$on he would be replaced before the end of the 

year; team principal Flavio Briatore said, “Either he shows he’s 

super-good or he leaves the top echelon of drivers”, and reportedly 

offered him the chance to walk.  Bu;on believed that his 

inexperience showed as he struggled to help his team set up a 

compe$$ve car.  His lack of success combined with an extravagant 
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lifestyle led some press publica$ons to dub him a “playboy”. 

In 2002, Bene;on was rebranded as Renault F1, and Jarno Trulli 

joined the team to partner Bu;on.  Over the winter break, Bu;on 

spent a lot of $me working with his engineering team and felt there 

was an improved understanding between them; he described 

himself as “very confident” for the season.  He started well: in the 

second race of the season in Malaysia, he was on track for his first 

podium before a suspension problem in the final laps dropped him 

to fourth place.  Bu;on’s performances were greatly improved 

from the previous season’s; although oMen out-qualified by Trulli, 

he showed the faster race pace to outscore his more experienced 

teammate.  Despite Bu;on’s performances, and his desire to stay 

with Renault, it was announced at the French Grand Prix that he 

would make way in 2003 for test driver Fernando Alonso.  Briatore 

faced cri$cism for his decision, but stated, “$me will tell if I am 

wrong”; he would also accuse Bu;on of being a “lazy playboy”.  In 

July, Bu;on signed a two-year contract with a two-year op$on for 

Bri$sh American Racing, partnering 1997 world champion Jacques 

Villeneuve.  An important factor in his decision was the chance to 

work with David Richards, the BAR team principal.  He finished the 

season seventh with 14 points, one place and 5 points ahead of 

Trulli. 

Bu;on faced early hos$lity from new teammate Villeneuve, who 

suggested that Bu;on had been hired for his marke$ng appeal 

more than his ability, and compared him to a “member of a boy 

band”.  Bu;on responded by denying he had anything to prove to 

Villeneuve; “I am not here to earn Jacques’ respect, I am here to 

win and move the team forward”.  Their rela$onship did not 

improve aMer the first Grand Prix in Australia: Villeneuve was due 

to pit, but stayed out an extra lap and pi;ed when Bu;on was due 

in, leaving Bu;on wai$ng in the pit lane while Villeneuve’s car was 

serviced. Villeneuve blamed it on “radio problems”, but both 

Bu;on and team principal David Richards hinted that they did not 

believe him.  Bu;on performed well in the first six races, scoring 

eight points (the points system had changed that year to award 

points to the top eight finishers), including fourth place at the 

Austrian Grand Prix; Villeneuve had scored only three.  Bu;on 

crashed heavily at 298 km/h during Saturday prac$ce in Monaco, 

briefly knocking him unconscious, and he was detained in hospital 

overnight.  Despite the accident Bu;on s$ll wanted to race, but was 

withdrawn by his team on medical advice.  He also missed a one-

day test in Monza, but was cleared to race in the following Grand 

Prix in Montreal.  Bu;on con$nued to outperform his teammate 

(although Villeneuve suffered a large number of mechanical 

problems), and this helped rebuild his previously faltering 

reputa$on.  Just before the final race in Japan, Villeneuve lost his 

seat at BAR, so Bu;on was partnered with Takuma Sato; he took his 

second fourth place for the season, and finished ninth in the 

Drivers’ Championship with 17 points. 

The 2004 season was the first in which Bu;on was the more 

experienced driver in his team.  He was ambi$ous for the season, 

saying, “This year I could be a front-runner.  We want to run 

alongside the top teams.  I want to be consistently in the points and 

on the podium.”  He took his first ever podium in the second race of 

the season - third-place at the Malaysian Grand Prix - saying 

aMerwards, “There are no words to describe the feeling of your first 

podium”.  He followed it up two weeks later with another third-

place in Bahrain.  In the next race at Imola, he took his first pole 

posi$on and finished second behind Michael Schumacher.  His 

results for the season were impressive: he took 10 podiums in 18 

races, and failed to score points in only three.  Bu;on came third in 

the Drivers’ Championship, behind the two u;erly dominant Ferrari 

drivers, and helped BAR to take second in the Constructors’ 

Championship. 

In August, Bu;on became embroiled in a contract dispute.  On 5 

August, Bu;on chose to leave BAR and signed a two-year contract 

to return to Williams.  This was surprising, as Bu;on was enjoying 

his best season to date, while Williams had been struggling.  BAR, 

however, insisted they had the right to exercise their op$on to 

keep Bu;on.  Bu;on’s management argued that the BAR op$on 

was not valid because it contained a clause allowing him to leave if 

BAR risked losing their Honda engines.  They felt the new contract 

signed in the summer for Honda to supply engines to BAR was not 

defini$ve, and thus Bu;on was free to move.  The dispute went to 

Formula One’s Contract Recogni$on Board, who ruled in favour of 

BAR on 20 October, forcing Bu;on to stay with the team. Two of 

the men at the centre of the dispute were soon removed from their 

posi$ons: team principal David Richards was replaced by Nick Fry 

aMer Honda bought 45 percent of the BAR business; and Bu;on 

separated from his manager John Byfield, saying he had been badly 

advised. 

Despite the feud, Bu;on insisted he had his team’s backing, and 

was op$mis$c for the 2005 season.  He endured a difficult start: 

BAR were off the pace in the first race in Australia; and in the 

following race in Malaysia, both cars re$red with engine failure 

aMer only three laps.  Two weeks later in the Bahrain Grand Prix, 

Bu;on had fought his way to fourth place from eleventh on the 

grid, before a clutch problem forced him into another re$rement.  

The poor start only got worse at the San Marino Grand Prix. Bu;on 

finished third, but aMer the race scru$neers found his car had a 

second fuel tank kept inside the main tank; once both were 

drained, his car was 5.4 kg underweight.  Although the race 

stewards took no ac$on, the FIA appealed against the decision and 

the case was examined by the FIA Interna$onal Court of Appeal.  It 
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could not be proved that BAR were deliberately chea$ng; however, 

for contraven$on of the rules, both drivers were stripped of their 

points from San Marino and banned from the next two races. 

Returning at the European Grand Prix, BAR were s$ll struggling and 

Bu;on finished tenth.  He surprised everyone by taking the second 

pole posi$on of his career in Montreal, but crashed out on lap 47 of 

the race while running third.  The forced withdrawal of all teams 

using Michelin tyres, including BAR, at the controversial United 

States Grand Prix, meant Bu;on and Sato were s$ll yet to score 

points aMer nine races of a 19-race season.  However, this marked a 

turning point as Bu;on scored in all of the remaining races.  He was 

on the podium twice in the season - third-place finishes in Germany 

and Belgium.  He finished the season in ninth place with BAR sixth 

in the Constructors’ Championship. 

For the second year in a row, Bu;on had contract disputes 

involving BAR and Williams. Bu;on had signed a pre-contract to 

drive for Williams in 2006, but he now believed his prospects would 

be be;er at BAR, and that his Williams contract was not binding.  

Frank Williams insisted the contract was fully binding, and that 

there would be “absolutely no turning back”; his team required 

Bu;on to fulfil some contractual obliga$ons with sponsors.  AMer 

several weeks of talks, Williams agreed to release Bu;on in 

exchange for an es$mated £18 million in compensa$on.  BAR 

brought in experienced driver Rubens Barrichello from Ferrari to 

partner Bu;on, replacing Takuma Sato.  In October, Honda bought 

the remaining 55 percent of BAR from Bri$sh American Tobacco, 

renaming the team Honda Racing F1; Bu;on said at the $me, 

“Honda buying the team is amazing news and really shows their 

commitment to winning the world championship”. 

The new team performed quite well in tes$ng prior to the 2006 

season, helped by the extra resources now available from Honda, 

and Bu;on was confident in the car. 

The early part of the 2006 season proved difficult; at the first 

round, he scored five points with 4th place, and finished on the 

podium in Malaysia.  In Australia, he qualified on pole, but was 

overtaken on the run to the first corner by Fernando Alonso and 

Kimi Räikkönen aMer a safety car period; he was running 5th in the 

race, before his engine blew at the last corner on the last lap.  He 

stopped short of the finish line to avoid an engine penalty.  At his 

home race at Silverstone, he qualified 19th aMer he lost $me being 

weighed, and his team failed to get him on track quickly enough.  

He spun off on lap eight due to an engine oil leak. 

At the Canadian Grand Prix, Bu;on out-qualified Barrichello for the 

first $me since Imola, but finished outside the points in ninth.  He 

re$red at the United States Grand Prix, in a first lap collision 

involving several drivers and again at the French Grand Prix due to 

an engine failure.  At the German Grand Prix, Bu;on was again 

pulled into the weighbridge, but went on to qualify fourth.  AMer 

running third for a while in the race, Bu;on eventually finished 

fourth. 

Bu;on took the first win of his career in 2006 at a chao$c 

Hungarian Grand Prix - the 113th Grand Prix start of his career.  He 

started 14th aMer a 10-place grid penalty for an engine change.  

The race was badly affected by heavy rain, and Bu;on passed a 

number of drivers in the early laps - including championship 

contender Michael Schumacher - and was up to fourth by lap 10.  

Following the re$rement of leading drivers Kimi Räikkönen and 

Fernando Alonso, he went on to win the race by just over half a 

minute from Pedro de la Rosa and Nick Heidfeld.  Alonso was 

behind Bu;on on the racetrack when he re$red, although Bu;on 

s$ll had one pitstop to make.  Bu;on’s win be;ered Nigel Mansell’s 

1989 win from 12th on the grid at the Hungaroring.  Bu;on was the 

first Bri$sh driver to win since David Coulthard in March 2003, and 

the first English driver to win since Johnny Herbert won the 1999 

European Grand Prix.  He was the second driver aMer Räikkönen to 

win a race despite a grid penalty for changing an engine.  At the 

Bri$sh Academy Television Awards 2007, Bu;on’s first win earned 

ITV1 a BAFTA under the category of ‘Best Sport’. 

Bu;on finished fourth or fiMh at each of the next five races and 

finished the season with a podium finish at the final round in Brazil.  

Over the last six races of the season, Bu;on scored more points 

(35) than any other driver. 

In 2007, Bu;on again competed with Honda alongside Barrichello.  

He was unable to take part in winter tes$ng, prior to the season 

because of two hairline fractures to his ribs, sustained in a kar$ng 

incident in late 2006.
 
 Former Bri$sh world champion Damon Hill 

aired doubts over Bu;on’s hopes to be a championship contender 

at Honda over the coming season, saying, “if he is serious... he has 

to get himself in a car that is a championship contender.”  Alan 

Henry wri$ng in The Guardian 2007 F1 season guide, predicted: 

“Bu;on will win a couple more races but is not a $tle contender.”  

He was proved to be wrong, as the Honda RA107 proved to be 

aerodynamically poor. 

At the first race of the season in Australia, Bu;on only managed to 

qualify 14th aMer handling problems.  The race was no be;er, as he 

endured considerable understeer throughout, was given a drive-

through penalty for speeding in the pit lane and finished 15th.  The 

next two races in Malaysia and Bahrain were just as unsuccessful, 

Bu;on finishing 12th behind teammate Barrichello in Malaysia, and 

not even comple$ng a lap in Bahrain, aMer colliding with Red Bull 

Racing driver David Coulthard at Turn 4.  At the French Grand Prix, 

Bu;on finished eighth, earning his and Honda’s first point of 2007. 
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Following the Bri$sh Grand Prix, it was announced that Bu;on 

would remain with Honda for 2008. 

As Bu;on’s place as the pre-eminent Bri$sh driver in Formula One 

was effec$vely taken by Lewis Hamilton, former champion Nigel 

Mansell cri$cised Bu;on, saying, “Jenson should have won more 

races, he has under-performed and that is down to him.”  Honda 

team boss Nick Fry defended his driver, saying, “I would refute 

everything Nigel has said, and par$cularly I think his comments 

about Jenson’s reputa$on for partying are about five years out of 

date… his increasing maturity and the way he changed his lifestyle 

is extremely no$ceable.”  Bu;on made no secret of his frustra$on 

regarding his current situa$on; he described his 2007 season as “a 

total disaster”.  Bu;on did, however, record several impressive 

ou$ngs towards the end of the season, especially when rain was 

prominent. 

Bu;on stayed with Honda for 2008, and con$nued to be partnered 

by Barrichello.  The Honda RA108 proved to be uncompe$$ve, and 

he scored his only points at the Spanish Grand Prix with 6th place, 

but did not finish in the wet in front of his home crowd at 

Silverstone, where Barrichello finished third.  On 5 December 2008, 

Honda announced that they were quiOng Formula One, due to the 

global economic crisis, leaving Bu;on’s chances of a drive in 2009 

dependent on the team finding a buyer. 

On 5 March 2009, it was announced that the former Honda team 

would race in 2009 as Brawn GP, following a late buy-out by Ross 

Brawn, the previous team principal of Honda Racing.  Bu;on and 

Rubens Barrichello were confirmed as the team’s drivers for 2009, 

with Bu;on reported to have taken a 50% pay cut as part of the 

deal.  2009 was the first $me Bu;on drove for an F1 team powered 

by something other than Honda since his 2002 season with Renault. 

In the first half of the year the Brawn team benefited from a 

controversial diffuser design, which gave the teams using it an 

advantage over teams that did not.  Once the major teams 

introduced their own reconfigured diffusers Bu;on’s dominance 

ended, with Bu;on winning 6 of the first 7 races, but averaging only 

6th in the following ten races. 

Brawn GP impressed from the first Grand Prix: Bu;on took pole 

posi$on in Australia, his first for the team and third ever, with 

Barrichello qualifying in second.  Bu;on then led from start to finish 

to win the race ahead of his teammate - the first $me a team had 

scored a 1–2 finish on their debut since 1954 - with Bu;on 

describing it as “a fairytale ending for the first race”.  One week 

later he repeated the accomplishment, taking pole posi$on and 

winning a rain-curtailed Malaysian Grand Prix; due to the rain the 

race was red flagged and only half points were awarded.  At the 

Chinese Grand Prix, Bu;on finished third behind Red Bull’s 

Sebas$an Ve;el and Mark Webber, but returned to winning ways 

the following week in Bahrain despite only qualifying fourth. 

The fiMh race of the season was at the Circuit de Catalunya in 

Barcelona.  The return to Europe allowed most of the teams to 

update their cars, including modifica$ons to Bu;on’s car, the 

Brawn BGP 001, which had not yet been altered since the season 

began.  Bu;on took pole posi$on with the final lap of the qualifying 

session, describing the updates as “good step forward”.  Both 

Bu;on and Barrichello ini$ally planned to stop three $mes during 

the race; however, aMer he fell behind Barrichello at the first 

corner, Bu;on was switched to a two-stop strategy, and this meant 

he ended up finishing comfortably ahead.  An unhappy Barrichello 

felt immediately aMer the race that the team might have sacrificed 

him to help Bu;on, saying, “If I get the slightest sniff that they are 

favouring Jenson I’ll hang up my helmet tomorrow”. 

At the Monaco Grand Prix, Bu;on scored his fourth pole posi$on of 

the season with his final lap of qualifying, commen$ng aMerwards, 

“It was my best lap of the weekend and definitely one of the best 

laps I’ve ever done.”  Bu;on then managed his tyres much be;er 

than his teammate in the early stages of the race, building a lead 

which he did not relinquish, and making it a hat-trick of victories.  

David Tremayne described it as “as good a performance as anything 

we had seen there from the likes of Ayrton Senna or Michael 

Schumacher”, adding that it “swept away final doubts about his 

ability aMer years of floundering in mediocre machinery”.  In 

Turkey, Bu;on qualified second behind Ve;el but a first-lap error 

from the German allowed him to take the lead and he held off the 

compe$$on to take his fourth consecu$ve win.  This meant he had 

won six out of season’s first seven races; an achievement matched 

only by Alberto Ascari, Juan Manuel Fangio, Jim Clark and Michael 

Schumacher, who all went on to win the world $tle. 

The Bri$sh Grand Prix in June marked the end of Bu;on’s 

superiority over the field, and was the first in a string of poor 

results for him. He achieved only sixth place, followed by a fiMh 

place in Germany, as the Red Bull cars dominated both races.  

Brawn GP were hopeful of a strong result in the Hungarian Grand 

Prix, as the car had been significantly updated and was usually at its 

best in hot condi$ons.  However, Bu;on struggled with tyre 

temperatures and achieved a season-worst seventh place; during 

the race, he asked frustra$ngly over team radio, “How can this car 

be so bad at the moment?” 

His bad run con$nued in Valencia; he was out-qualified by his 

teammate, and then, held up behind Webber for a lot of the race, 

could finish only in seventh place.  Barrichello pushed on to win the 

race, and close the gap on Bu;on to 18 points.  Mar$n Brundle felt 
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that Bu;on was struggling with the pressure of leading the world 

championship, wri$ng, “He has $ghtened up in the car and his 

natural ins$ncts behind the wheel are being restricted.”  The 

following race at Spa-Francorchamps, Bu;on had his first 

re$rement of the season aMer a collision with Romain Grosjean 

during the first lap.  This meant Bu;on had scored only 11 points 

from his previous five races, and with five races leM his lead was 

down to 16 points over Barrichello, and 19 and 20.5 over Ve;el and 

Webber respec$vely. 

Bu;on recovered at Monza: he qualified sixth, before finishing 

second behind his teammate. The following race in Singapore, 

Bu;on qualified poorly in 12th but performed much be;er on race 

day to take fiMh place; Barrichello could manage only sixth.  With 

three races and 30 points remaining, this put Bu;on 15 points 

ahead of his teammate and 25 ahead of Ve;el, with Webber now 

unable to win.  A week later at the Japanese Grand Prix, the Brawn 

GP cars struggled again, Barrichello and Bu;on finishing seventh 

and eighth respec$vely. 

At the Brazilian Grand Prix, Bu;on was hampered in qualifying by a 

poor choice of tyres in the wet weather and could achieve only 

fourteenth posi$on.  His championship campaign was boosted by 

Ve;el qualifying sixteenth, but teammate and closest rival 

Barrichello qualified on pole.  In the race, Bu;on was aided by a 

first-lap incident, and was up to seventh by lap seven.  He ran as 

high as second place by halfway, but ul$mately finished fiMh, taking 

enough points to secure the 2009 championship with one round to 

spare.  At the final race of the season, in Abu Dhabi, Bu;on 

qualified behind Barrichello again, but was able to achieve a 

podium by coming third. 

With 169 starts, Bu;on made the second-highest number of race 

starts before becoming World Champion.  Only Nigel Mansell (with 

176 starts, at the 1992 Hungarian Grand Prix) had competed in 

more races than Bu;on before winning the World Championship.  

Bu;on wrote a book about his 2009 season, en$tled “My 

Championship Year”, which was published by Weidenfeld & 

Nicolson on 19 November 2009. 

On 30 November 2009, Bu;on was announced as one of the ten 

men and women shortlisted for the 2009 BBC Sports Personality of 

the Year Award.  At the awards ceremony on 13 December 2009, 

Bu;on was awarded second place.  On 6 December, Bu;on won 

the BBC West Country’s Sports Personality of the Year at the 

University of Bath.  He won the main award against racehorse 

trainer Paul Nicholls, cricketer Marcus Trescothick and golfer Chris 

Wood.  He also won the Laureus World Breakthrough of the Year 

award. 

Bu;on was appointed Member of the Order of the Bri$sh Empire 

(MBE) in the 2010 New Year Honours for his services to motorsport.  

Bu;on’s home town, Frome, has named a street, Jenson Avenue, 

aMer him, and has awarded him the Freedom of the town.  The 

town also intends to name a new bridge over the River Frome ‘The 

Jenson Bu;on Bridge’. 

Following the buy-out of Brawn by Mercedes, Bu;on announced on 

18 November 2009 that he would be leaving the team to move to 

McLaren for the 2010 season.  He signed a three-year deal for a 

reported £6 million per season to drive alongside former world 

champion Lewis Hamilton.  Bu;on said he moved because he 

wanted the mo$va$on and challenge from compe$ng head-to-

head with Hamilton, and that Brawn had offered him more money.  

A number of people, including former Formula One drivers John 

Watson, Jackie Stewart and Eddie Irvine, believed the move was a 

mistake, and that Bu;on would struggle to compete with Hamilton 

at McLaren. 

AMer a seventh-place finish in the opening round in Bahrain, Bu;on 

won the second race in Australia from fourth on the grid. Bu;on 

was the first to come in for slick tyres on a damp but drying track, 

which liMed him to second place aMer the other drivers had pi;ed.  

He inherited the lead when Ve;el re$red with brake problems and 

maintained his lead to the end without changing his tyres again.  

His victory made him the thirteenth driver in Formula One history 

to have won Grands Prix for at least three different constructors.  

Following an eighth-place finish in Malaysia, aMer star$ng 

seventeenth, Bu;on went on to win his second race of the season 

from fiMh on the grid in China, by staying on slick tyres while most 

of the other drivers pi;ed for intermediates, he was promoted to 

second place.  However, the rain did not come, and the other 

drivers had to pit again for dry tyres.  Subsequently, he went on to 

lead the Drivers’ Championship, with McLaren leading the 

Constructors’ Championship. 

In Spain he was leapfrogged by Michael Schumacher and finished a 

frustrated fiMh, before re$ring in Monaco due to an overhea$ng 

engine on lap three.  As a result, Bu;on lost his lead in the 

Championship, dropping to fourth behind both Red Bull drivers and 

Alonso.  Bu;on then finished second in Turkey aMer Red Bull 

teammates Mark Webber and Sebas$an Ve;el, who were leading 

the race, collided with each other.  His own teammate Hamilton 

took the win, aMer the two of them briefly touched aMer a few 

corners of wheel-to-wheel racing.  Hamilton had been told by the 

McLaren team to slow down and that Bu;on would not pass him if 

he did so. Bu;on passed the surprised Hamilton anyway, though 

Hamilton quickly took the lead back.  The second place promoted 

Bu;on to second overall in the Championship, just behind Webber. 

In Canada he followed up this result and remained second in the 
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Championship, 3 points behind his teammate Hamilton.  At the 

European Grand Prix in Valencia, Bu;on finished 3rd and 

maintained 2nd place in the $tle race with another podium.  Bu;on 

missed out on a podium at the Bri$sh Grand Prix, finishing fourth 

aMer problems with the balance of his car in qualifying had leM him 

fourteenth. 

AMer three further-points scoring finishes, Bu;on re$red at the 

Belgian Grand Prix aMer being hit by Ve;el, which punctured the 

radiator of his car.  Second at Monza was followed by a fourth place 

in both Singapore and Japan.  During the Brazilian Grand Prix 

weekend, Bu;on and his entourage were threatened by a number 

of gunmen on his way back from qualifying at Interlagos, although 

nobody was harmed during the incident.  Bu;on was 

mathema$cally eliminated from retaining his championship $tle 

with a fiMh place in the race.  At the season finale in Abu Dhabi, 

Bu;on qualified fourth.  He moved ahead of Alonso at the start, 

and moved up to third.  Hamilton and Ve;el pi;ed, leaving Bu;on 

in the lead.  AMer doing 39 laps on the op$on tyre, Bu;on pi;ed 

and slo;ed back into third, where he would finish and secure fiMh 

in the championship. 

2011 began slowly for Bu;on and McLaren, with Ve;el domina$ng 

the early races.  Bu;on came second in Malaysia, and third in Spain 

and Monaco, losing the chance for a race win in the la;er race aMer 

a red flag in the closing laps allowed Ve;el and Alonso to change 

tyres.  Two weeks later in Canada, Bu;on took what he called the 

“best win of (his) career”, overtaking Ve;el on the final lap aMer 

Ve;el made a mistake under pressure.  Bu;on made five pit-stops, 

had his teammate crash into him, served a drive-through penalty 

for speeding under the safety car - dropping him to last place - as 

well as sustaining a puncture from a collision with Alonso, and 

made 27 on-track passes to win the longest Formula One race in 

history. 

Bu;on suffered his first re$rement of the season at the Bri$sh 

Grand Prix, caused by an error at his final pit stop.  The wheel gun 

failed to refit the wheel nut and Bu;on was released by the pit 

crew with an unsecured wheel.  At the German Grand Prix, he 

re$red in consecu$ve races for the first $me since 2008, due to 

hydraulic issues.  Bu;on won his 200th Formula One race at the 

Hungarian Grand Prix, where he had won his first Grand Prix in 

2006.  Bu;on finished third in Belgium, having qualified in 13th 

aMer a miscommunica$on with his team, aMer overtaking Alonso 

with two laps to go.  He finished second at both Monza.  In 

Singapore, Bu;on chased Ve;el who was in the lead with a few 

laps to go, closing at over a second a lap, but at the final moment, 

traffic denied him the chance to take first.  AMer Singapore he 

moved into second place in the Drivers’ Championship, and he 

became the only driver that could deny Ve;el a second consecu$ve 

$tle. 

Prior to the Japanese Grand Prix, Bu;on signed a mul$-year 

contract extension with McLaren.  The new deal would earn Bu;on 

£85 million.  He took victory in the race ahead of Alonso and Ve;el, 

the la;er becoming champion.  At the Indian Grand Prix McLaren 

team principal Mar$n Whitmarsh stated that the length of Bu;on’s 

new contract was 3 years.  Bu;on qualified fourth for this race and 

elevated himself to second posi$on on the first lap, overtaking 

Alonso at the turn one and Webber on the long back straight.  He 

eventually finished second behind Ve;el, whose race pace he had 

been unable to match.  In Abu Dhabi, Bu;on qualified third and 

also finished in third aMer teammate Hamilton won the race and 

pole-si;er Ve;el suffered a puncture on lap 1 and re$red with 

suspension damage.  Bu;on suffered a recurring KERS problem for 

a large part of the race, but s$ll had a good gap between himself 

and fourth placed man Webber, as well as an almost equal gap to 

second placed Alonso in front. These results ensured that Bu;on 

was the first teammate to outscore Lewis Hamilton in a season.  At 

the final race of the season - the Brazilian Grand Prix, Bu;on out-

qualified Hamilton to start third on the grid and he also finished 

third - in both occasions behind the two Red Bull cars - by 

overtaking Alonso on lap 62.  The result secured second place in the 

Championship for Bu;on, some 122 points behind Ve;el.  In 2011, 

Bu;on won three Grands Prix, set three fastest laps and finished on 

the podium twelve $mes. 

Bu;on remained at McLaren for the 2012 season, again partnering 

Hamilton.  Bu;on qualified second to Hamilton, before going on to 

win the first race of the season in Australia.  Bu;on went on to 

qualify second to Hamilton at the following race in Malaysia, 

however he finished 14th aMer a collision with the HRT of Narain 

Karthikeyan and a lack of grip.  This was Bu;on’s first non-points 

finish since the 2010 Korean Grand Prix and it ended a points streak 

which started at the 2011 Hungarian Grand Prix.  Bu;on finished 

second in China two weeks later. 

In the Bahrain Grand Prix Bu;on qualified fourth behind his 

teammate Lewis Hamilton in second. During the race Bu;on found 

frustra$on with the levels of grip and re$red on lap 55 due to an 

exhaust failure.  At the Spanish Grand Prix Bu;on qualified 11th, 

the first $me he had qualified outside the top ten all season.  AMer 

failing to finish above 8th in the next four races, Bu;on finished 

third in Germany, although he was later promoted to second aMer 

Sebas$an Ve;el was penalised in the race.  He went on to pick up 

his first pole posi$on for over three years at Belgium.  Bu;on won 

the race becoming the first driver of the season to lead every lap of 

a Grand Prix.  Bu;on qualified in second place behind his teammate 

at the Italian Grand Prix, and remained in second place un$l he had 
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to pull up and re$re with a fuel pressure problems two-thirds of the 

way through the race. 

At the Singapore Grand Prix, Bu;on qualified in fourth place and 

finished the race in second place aMer Ve;el inherited the win 

when Hamilton had a gearbox failure during the race.  Bu;on 

qualified in third place in Japan behind a Red Bull front row, but 

was hit with a five place penalty for a gearbox change and dropped 

to eighth.  Bu;on made the best of various first corner incidents 

and weaved his car into third place.  He eventually finished fourth 

aMer Felipe Massa leap-frogged him in the pit stops and he was 

unable to overtake Kamui Kobayashi before the end of the race.  

Bu;on qualified down in eleventh place for the Korean Grand Prix, 

but was forced to re$re from the race aMer the first lap when 

Kobayashi collided with him and also Nico Rosberg.  During the 

Indian Grand Prix, Bu;on finished fiMh behind teammate Hamilton, 

aMer star$ng the race fourth and being overtaking by Fernando 

Alonso in the opening laps.  He qualified sixth for the Abu Dhabi 

Grand Prix, finishing fourth aMer being overtaken in the final laps by 

Sebas$an Ve;el.  He picked up his third win of the season at the 

season-ending Brazilian Grand Prix in changeable condi$ons aMer a 

ba;le for the lead with Nico Hülkenberg and teammate Hamilton. 

Bu;on dropped back from the two halfway through the race but 

they then collided, with Hamilton re$ring and Hülkenberg being 

forced to pit, Bu;on was able to pick up his 15th and final career 

victory.  He ended up finishing 5th in the championship, just a few 

points behind his teammate. 

In March 2013, Bu;on announced that he intends to stay with 

McLaren un$l he re$res.  At the Australian Grand Prix, Bu;on 

qualified tenth and finished ninth, despite the team admiOng that 

they did not truly understand the way the McLaren MP4-28 

behaved in race condi$ons.  In Malaysia, Bu;on started the race 

seventh, but re$red just before the end of the race.  Bu;on was 

partnered with Mexican driver Sergio Pérez aMer Lewis Hamilton 

leM to join Mercedes aMer Pérez impressed McLaren CEO Mar$n 

Whitmarsh with the Sauber team in 2012.  Throughout the season 

and par$cularly at the Monaco and Bahrain Grand Prix, there was 

exci$ng racing between the two drivers, leading to Bu;on making 

the following comment on his team radio, asking the team to “Calm 

him (Pérez) down!”.  Bu;on was very cri$cal of Pérez and his 

driving style aMer the race. 

I’ve raced with many team-mates over the years 

and with quite an aggressive team-mate in Lewis 

[Hamilton], but I’m not used to driving down the 

straight and then my team-mate coming along and 

wiggling his wheels at me and banging wheels with 

me at 300km/h.  I’ve had some tough fights in F1 

but not quite as dirty as that.  That’s something you 

do in kar�ng and normally you grow out of it but 

that’s obviously not the case with Checo [Pérez].  

Soon something serious will happen so he has to 

calm down.  He’s extremely quick and he did a 

great job today but some of it is unnecessary and 

an issue when you are doing those speeds. 

Bu;on’s best result in 2013 was a 4th place at the last Grand Prix of 

the season in Brazil, ending a difficult and under-performing season 

for Bu;on and the McLaren team as a whole in recent $mes.  He 

finished the season in ninth place, with just 73 points.  The season 

was Bu;on’s first no-podium season since 2008. 

AMer a difficult 2013 season with McLaren, it was announced in 

November 2013 that Danish driver, Kevin Magnussen would 

replace Sergio Pérez as Bu;on’s teammate for the 2014 season, 

aMer being a member of McLaren’s Young Driver Programme. 

There was a rule change for the 2014 season where the drivers 

could pick a car number and this would be their unique and 

personal car number for their Formula One career.  Bu;on picked 

number 22 which was the car number he raced under during his 

World Championship winning year for Brawn GP in 2009.  At the 

first race, the Australian Grand Prix, Bu;on finished the race in 4th 

place.  However, as 2nd placed Daniel Ricciardo was subsequently 

disqualified aMer his car was found to have exceeded the maximum 

allowed fuel flow rate of 100 kg/h, Bu;on was promoted to 3rd.  

Ul$mately, Bu;on finished the 2014 season 8th in the Drivers’ 

Championship with 126 points; his teammate Magnussen finished 

11th with 55 points. 

With Alonso moving to McLaren for the 2015 season, when they 

would be using Honda engines, the team had not announced in 

November 2014 whether they would be retaining Bu;on or 

Magnussen as Alonso’s teammate, leaving both 2014 drivers 

wondering whether they would be driving in Formula One in 2015. 

Bu;on commented that his father would have been “livid” about 

his uncertain future.  AMer the last race of the season, at which 

Hamilton won the Drivers’ Championship for the second $me and 

had been a teammate of Bu;on’s in the past, Hamilton said that 

“McLaren would be smart” to keep Bu;on.  “Developing, building a 

team, stabilising a team, you need strong drivers to lead the team, 

and he’s the full package.” 

On 11 December 2014 McLaren announced that Bu;on would be 

staying with them for the 2015 season, partnering former World 

Champion Fernando Alonso.  The BBC reported that he had signed 

a 2-year contract which included an op$on for 2016. 

The new McLaren-Honda package started out to be unreliable and 

problema$c aMer a 29 January launch.  In the three pre-season 
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tests Bu;on, teammate Alonso and reserve driver Kevin 

Magnussen only had a single day over one hundred laps, which was 

completed by Bu;on.  Arriving in Australia Bu;on qualified 17th 

(out of 18) and finished 11th and last in the detuned McLaren to 

ensure the team and new power unit supplier, Honda Racing F1 

would compile decent mileage because of energy recovery issues.  

This con$nued into Malaysia where Bu;on had to re$re from the 

race.  In China, Bu;on collided with Lotus racer Pastor Maldonado 

in the la;er stages of the Grand Prix.  Bu;on received a five-second 

$me penalty dropping him one spot to 14th and two penalty points 

to his super licence which was previously clean for which the points 

will last twelve months.  Bu;on described the crash as ‘just a 

misjudgement’.  Bu;on had a horrible weekend in Sakhir where he 

had to stop on track three $mes, once in FP1, another $me in FP2 

and again in Q1 where he was unable to set a $me and had to line 

up 20th and last on the grid.  AMer an energy recovery issue Bu;on 

could not even start the race.  In Monaco, he scored his first points 

of the season, finishing in 8th place.  At his home Grand Prix in 

Great Britain, Bu;on re$red on the first lap aMer contact with his 

teammate Alonso.  At the Hungarian Grand Prix, Bu;on finished in 

ninth place.  Bu;on also finished ninth at Sochi and in the next 

Grand Prix at Aus$n he finished an incredible sixth place out of 12 

finishing drivers, with his teammate Alonso finishing eleventh. 

Besides the points-scoring posi$ons, Bu;on and his teammate 

Alonso oMen qualified in the back of the grid, with the Briton being 

eliminated very oMen in Q1 in qualifying.  The McLarens were only 

ahead of the Manors and some$mes also the Saubers.  The Honda 

engine was lacking both reliability and power, with the McLaren car 

proving slight poten$al on slow circuits. 

AMer the 2015 Japanese Grand Prix, McLaren principal Ron Dennis 

confirmed that Bu;on would be driving for the team in 2016. 

This $me the Honda engine showed more pace, but the reliability 

was s$ll a problem.  Some$mes the McLarens were figh$ng for 

points, but on many of this races there were problems or 

re$rements, especially for Jenson, who finished the season in 

fiMeenth place with 21 points, with his teammate Alonso in tenth 

place with 54 points. Bu;on’s best result was a sixth place at the 

Austrian Grand Prix. 

On 3 September 2016 Bu;on announced he would be stepping 

down from the McLaren race seat for the 2017 season.  He has 

signed a two-year deal to be an ambassador with the team holding 

an op$on for him to return as a race driver in 2018. 

Bu;on replaced Fernando Alonso for the 2017 Monaco Grand Prix, 

aMer Alonso decided to compete in the Indianapolis 500 which was 

held on the same day.  The appearance was a one-off and Alonso 

returned to partner Stoffel Vandoorne for the subsequent races. 

Bu;on qualified ninth for the race but was hit with a 15-place grid 

penalty for parts replaced on his Honda power unit, and then in 

addi$on required to start from the pitlane aMer his car was 

modified under parc fermé condi$ons.  During the race he was 

running behind Sauber’s Pascal Wehrlein when the two collided on 

lap 58.  Bu;on’s car sustained damage and he was forced to re$re 

from the race. 

In November it was confirmed Bu;on would step aside in order to 

allow Lando Norris to fill the reserve driver role at McLaren for 

2018.  McLaren’s racing director Eric Boullier praised the 

Englishman’s contribu$on to the team’s history, saying, “Jenson has 

been a brilliant driver and ambassador for us… he will always be 

part of the McLaren family and always have a special place for us.” 

This concluded his associa$on with McLaren which had seen him 

accrue the second-highest number of entries (136) for the team 

aMer compatriot David Coulthard. 

Bu;on took part in the Super GT showpiece Suzuka 1000 km race in 

August 2017. 

In December 2017 Bu;on announced he had signed a deal to drive 

for Honda in the Japanese Super GT series in 2018.  In January it 

was announced he would drive a NSX-GT for Team Kunimitsu, 

contes$ng the 2018 season which began 7–8 April 2018 at 

Okayama. 

On 27 April 2018, Bu;on was confirmed as an SMP Racing driver in 

the LMP1 class of the 2018–19 FIA World Endurance Championship, 

including the 2018 24 Hours of Le Mans.  Driving with regular 

partners Mikhail Aleshin and Vitaly Petrov, Bu;on’s BR Engineering 

BR1 car re$red from the Le Mans race with one hour remaining 

following an engine failure.  In his fourth WEC event at the 

Shanghai 6 Hours race, Bu;on scored his first endurance racing 

podium with 3rd place.  This was his first podium at the Shanghai 

circuit since the 2012 Chinese Grand Prix, and the first $me he had 

shared a podium with former McLaren F1 team-mate and rival 

Fernando Alonso (who finished 2nd) since the 2012 Brazilian Grand 

Prix. 

Like many Formula One drivers, Bu;on resides in the principality of 

Monaco, although he did live in Guernsey for 18 months before 

returning to Monaco in 2012.  He also has proper$es in the UK and 

Bahrain.  His hobbies include mountain biking, compe$ng in 

triathlons and body boarding, and his car collec$on includes a 

Nissan GT-R, a 1956 VW Campervan, a Honda S600 and a Mercedes 

C63 AMG, a McLaren 675LT Spider, McLaren P1, numerous Ferraris 

and his championship winning Brawn BGP 001.  In 2013, Bu;on 
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announced his plans to sell his Ferrari Enzo at an auc$on.  He 

previously owned a Honda NSX Type R and a BugaO Veyron. 

He was engaged to the actress and singer Louise Griffiths before 

ending their five-year rela$onship in May 2005.  In 2009, Bu;on 

began da$ng model Jessica Michibata. On 14 February 2014 Bu;on 

proposed to Michibata, and the two married in Hawaii in 

December 2014.  In December 2015, Bu;on announced 

they had split up aMer one year of marriage.  In 2016 

Bu;on started da$ng model Bri;ny Ward. 

Bu;on has at least three ta;oos: a black coat bu;on on 

his right forearm; a large tribal design encompassing his 

leM shoulder and upper chest; and Japanese kanji-

characters on his ankle which says “一番” (Ichi ban, 

“Number One” in Japanese); this was done before he 

won the world $tle, and is the name of Bu;on’s triathlon 

team. Since mid-2010, the same legend has appeared on 

Bu;on’s race helmet.  Bu;on is also a brand ambassador 

for Head & Shoulders, and has appeared in adver$sing 

campaigns for the company. 

Bu;on is also involved in charitable work through the 

crea$on of The Jenson Bu;on Trust.  Established in 

March 2010, the Trust provides dona$ons to a number of 

charitable causes.  Each year the Trust will select and 

nominate charitable beneficiaries to which the funds will 

be distributed. 

On 5 September 2011, Bu;on opened a restaurant on 

Beulah Street in Harrogate called Victus, but it closed 

aMer less than a year in trading.  Bu;on’s manager 

Richard Goddard said “unfortunately the business was 

launched in an economy which then con$nued to slide 

and just hasn’t stopped, with people simply not having 

the disposable income needed to spend in restaurants.” 

On 12 January 2014, Bu;on’s father John died at his 

home on the French Riviera, aged 70. John, whom Jenson 

called “Papa Smurf”, is thought to have died from a heart 

a;ack.  John was a constant member of Jenson’s small 

entourage. 

On 3 August 2015, Bu;on and his wife Jessica were burgled 

at a rented Saint-Tropez home while staying with friends 

when robbers looted the house and stole belongings worth 

£300 000, including his wife’s £250 000 engagement ring.  

Reports suggested that the couple might have been gassed 

through the air condi$oning system prior to the burglars’ 

entry into the building. 

On 18 October 2015, Bu;on won a triathlon compe$$on at 

Hermosa Beach, California. 

On 8 December 2016 Bu;on was awarded an honourary 

doctorate in engineering from the University of Bath. 

On 12 June 2018 Bu;on got engaged to former Playboy model 

Bri;ny Ward aMer two years of da$ng. 

On 18 January 2019 he announced that he and Bri;ny were 

expec$ng their first child together. 
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Lisbon, Portugal:  Who remembers 

the original 850i from the 1990s?  It 

was revolu$onary, expensive, 

exclusive, sleek, muscular and hugely 

desirable.  It was also somewhat of a 

contradic$on as it was not the best car 

that BMW ever made.  Things however 

have changed. 

The return of the BMW 8-Series represents 

a minor course correc$on for the company 

that has made it; which is all that’s needed, 

really.  You may have read different 

elsewhere that this is part of some grand 

brand redefini$on, or a new era in the 

company’s developmental tale. 

Well anyone who thinks that is wrong, 

because the simple truth is, if you want to 

change the direc$on of a firm the size of 

BMW even just a li;le bit, you have to say 

you want to change it a lot.  That’s what 

Munich is doing when it says it wants to 

move the BMW brand upmarket away 

from yuppiedom into true execu$ve luxury

-brand territory by bringing back its old 

flagship grand touring coupe, the 8 Series 

(as well as by launching all-new, extra-large 

and mostly chromed models such as the X7 

SUV).  It’s swinging the rudder on the 

ba;leship in order to move the heading 

compass by five degrees or so. 

Enter stage leM, then, the big, desirable, 

BMW coupe done fresh for the 21st 

century.  Elegant yet modern and 

interes$ng to behold, luxurious and 

technologically cuOng-edge to travel in, 

dis$nguishingly spor$ng to drive.  That’s 

the hard sell from BMW, in any case. 

As far as I am concerned the new 8-Series 

looks a good deal more elegant in its less 

pumped up form; the juOng winglets, 

enlarged air intakes and gloss black and 

carbon fibre body trim of our top-of-the-

range M Performance M850i xDrive test 

car adding a bit too much visual aggression 

for the good of the car’s overall look.  

Without those sporty addi$ons, the 8 

Series’ low, long-nosed, elongated profile, 

its flowing surfaces and its visually 

interes$ng design details are each given 
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more visual dis$nc$on; and then there’s no 

denying what a great-looking car this is.  

Not ‘pre;y’, perhaps, but alluring all the 

same. 

The 8 Series went on sale recently, with a 

choice of just two engines.  The 840d diesel 

gets BMW’s familiar twin-turbocharged 3 

litre straight six with 235kW, while the 

M850i uses a redeveloped version of the 

firm’s 4.4 litre twin-turbo V8 with 390kW.  

A cheaper six-cylinder turbo petrol 840i will 

join the range soon, and aMer that is 

expected the full-house M8.  All are 

expected to feature xDrive four-wheel 

drive. 

Like every longitudinally engined BMW since the sixth-genera$on 7

-Series of 2015, the 8 Series adopts Munich’s ‘Cluster Architecture’ 

plaYorm, which itself allows a mix of high-strength steel, 

aluminium, magnesium and carbon fibre reinforced plas$c within 

the car’s body.  It contributes to an overall weight which is lean for 

a car of this kind - by comparision our M850i test car was more 

than 100kg lighter than an equivalent Mercedes S-Class 

Coupe despite having extra driveshaMs to carry. 

Suspension is via the same mix of double wishbones up front and 

mul$ple links at the rear familiar to all of BMW’s bigger models, 

although the 8-Series gets suspension seOngs, axle kinema$cs, sub

-frame moun$ngs, wheelbase and track widths different from its 

various plaYorm rela$ves.  A four-wheel steering system, paired 

with an ac$vely variable steering ra$o for the front axle, comes as 

standard; adap$vely damped ‘adap�ve M Sport’ suspension is 

op$onal and comes with ac$ve an$-roll bars.  BMW has chosen not 

to offer the ac$ve air suspension system available on its 7-Series 

and 6-Series GT on the new 8-Series, however; this big GT coupe 

uses steel coils.  For a spor$ng GT, that could be either a source of 

dynamic strength or, given how advanced and tunable modern 

mul$-chamber air suspension systems have become, it could turn 

out to be a weakness.  I guess only $me will tell. 

First, we step inside.  The interior of the 8-Series was an 

opportunity, taken, for BMW really to go to town, where the old 6-

Series coupe always felt slightly constrained by the more modest 

posi$on it adopted in BMW’s model hierarchy, and perhaps by its 

material links to the 5-Series sedan.  Has Munich fully commi;ed to 

the opportunity, though: thrown off the shackles, taken off the 

handbrake and given us a world-class cabin for luxury grand 

touring?  Most decidedly and by a long way too. 

It’s certainly raided the cupboard labelled ‘ma; chrome’.  I get the 

feeling most of the interiors of BMW’s coming genera$on of cars 

will be more ‘blingy’ than those they replace.  Thankfully, most of 

the shiny stuff is impressively and tastefully used, and the 

environment looks and feels very rich and expensive - just as it 

should! 

The 8-Series’ seats are superb.  Before you lies BMW’s new-

genera$on iDrive 7 inch touchscreen infotainment system, which 

sports a new look and more driver-customisable menu screens.  

And then there is its Live Cockpit Professional 12.3in instrument 

display (so BMW finally joins the 

ranks of car makers offering a fully 

digital cluster).  

If these new digital instruments spell 

the beginning of the end for the 

beau$fully simple, round BMW 

speedometer, I will be sorry to see it 

go, I must say.  You can’t read a half-

octagonal dial nearly as easily. But, 

with speed displayed digitally in the 

head-up display, perhaps BMW 

thinks that no longer ma;ers. 

Elsewhere there’s a new 

transmission tunnel layout too and, 

if you want them, a;rac$ve cut glass 

versions of the car’s gear selector, 
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iDrive selector, engine start bu;on and audio volume knob.  It all seems very 

nice, in the glorious isola$on of an interna$onal press launch.  Would it beat 

a Porsche Panamera, Audi A7 Sportback or Mercedes S-Class Coupe for material 

lavishness, perceived quality or avant-garde technological appeal?  Well sadly I’m 

not so sure. 

The M850i’s V8 will certainly take some bea$ng though.  It’s smooth and very 

quick to respond, just as is the car’s eight-speed automa$c gearbox, and retains 

that nicely flexible mid-range feel and top-end ferocity with which BMW M5 

owners will be familiar.  This is a seriously fast car that would give up very li;le 

on real-world velocity even to full-calibre AMGs and lesser Aston Mar$n DB11s.  

It’s also a eerily quiet and well isolated car at cruising speeds - although I would 

sooner hear more from that V8 under load and a bit less of the impression done 

of it by the car’s audio speakers.  Why oh why do they have to do that?? 

The 8 Series’ Integral Ac�ve Steering system is more intui$ve in use than similar 

BMW set-ups used to be, but it s$ll doesn’t quite give the car the tangible, 

en$cing, natural-feeling rim you would like from a big GT.  The steering’s 

somewhat short on both front-end feel and on-centre stability; it’s too 

monotone of weight regardless of selected driving mode; and it’s also well 

capable of taking you by surprise when it at once lightens and quickens at 

roundabout speeds.  That you are constantly having to adapt to its changing 

characteris$cs remains a slight shortcoming and obstacle to the enjoyment of 

the car’s driving experience. 
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Nego$ate that hurdle successfully, 

however, and you will find the M850i is an 

excellent drivers’  car - one as agile and 

compelling though a fast bend as any big 

GT.   

BMW’s standard eDiff for the rear axle 

adds handling balance and a modest dose 

of adjustability too should you want to 

spice things up, but not so much as to 

detract from the car’s towering sense of 

trac$on and stability under power. 

And what about the use of steel springs?  

Well, it’s more than respectable, but not as 

sophis$cated or finely honed as you might 

think.  In comfort mode, our adap$vely 

damped M850i felt absorp$ve if a touch 

restless on the highway, and notably under

-damped on the rebound.  In sport mode, 

close body control is be;er and plenty of 

suppleness remains, but there’s 

a thudding edge to the 

secondary ride than a long-

distance GT could do without.  

It was enough to make me 

check if the car runs on run-flat 

tyres; and worryingly it doesn’t, 

though other 8-Series models 

will.  

If you want the isolated comfort 

of the most luxurious and 

reserved coupes on the market, 

you should head straight to that 

Mercedes, Audi or Bentley 

showroom. 

There’s every chance that 8- 

Series drivers won’t want those things, of 

course; or at least not nearly as much as a 

really appealing dynamic driving 

experience - which they will find in the 

M850i.  But these days you can find one of 

those in a Porsche Panamera too, and in 

other air-sprung GTs - oMen coming 

packaged with slightly be;er ride comfort 

and isola$on. 

Admi;edly a lot has changed in the market 

for big, con$nent-crossing two-plus-twos 

since the last BMW 8-Series last popped a 

headlight up in 1999. 

This new one is a very welcome and likable 

return - but it’s got one or two tricks s$ll to 

learn before it can be considered a truly 

world-class grand tourer. 
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I can remember seeing my first BMW.  It was an old 3 Series - 

please don’t ask me which because I am useless when it 

comes to that sort of thing. 

The dis$nc$ve kidney-grille however was the most 

recognisable feature, and that pre;y much hasn’t changed.  If you 

took a dog turd and put a kidney-grille on it people would think 

BMW before yuck. 

Over the years, and I am not going back some, the grille has 

changed shape and size, which is understandable because designs 

have changed too. 

In the bo;om right corner of this page is 

the latest 7 Series, the G11 with a faceliM - 

and then faceliMed again by my editor and 

his design team.  It is there to illustrate a 

point that I am going to make. 

The grille is geOng bigger and more stupid 

looking.  Or at least that is my humble 

opinion. 

The same can be said of other products 

too.  Mobile phones for example, back in 

the early days they were enormous and 

then as technology improved they got 

smaller - so much to the point where you 

could at one stage get a phone the size of a 

lips$ck. 

Today though things are going the other way.  Screen size is 

important - the bigger the be;er - and that means that a brand new 

phone made by any leading brand will be a thing the size of a book, 

but a 20th of an inch (a few millimetres) thick. 

Apparently the reason is because the technology needs to fit inside 

the thing.  I get that.  How about SIM cards then.  If phones are 

bigger then why are they geOng smaller? 

And this is, I believe, the problem BMW and their legendary kidney-

grille are facing at present, and to the future.  And like the humble 

SIM card things don’t really make a lot of sense. 
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This is not a photograph of an actual BMW model - it has been 

altered and retouched for the purpose of illustra$ng a salient point.  

Of course the way things are going it could well be the face of the 

future… but for that we may have to wait a couple years to find out. 
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So for the purposes of this ar$cle I am going to s$ck with only 

the 7 Series. 

Launched in 1977 the E23 was the answer to the Mercedes 

Benz S-Class which was launched 5 years prior.  It was a big, 

fast, elegant, sophis$cated and luxurious car.  The brand’s 

crowning glory, and was topped by the 745i, which used the 

same engine as the M1 sports car. 

More to the point the famous kidney-grille was prominent 

and yet understated but undeniably BMW.  It fi;ed the face 

of the car like a pair of Armani frameless sunglasses.  

Beau$fully. 

Then nine years later, in 1986, a new 7 was launched, the E32, 

which was even more of what the previous genera$on 

offered.  It was the first BMW to offer trac$on control, double 

glazing, dual-zone climate control, Xenon headlights and so 

the list went on.  A technological marvel and beau$fully 

designed; regarded even by many to be the best looking 7 

Series ever made.. 

It also brought V8 and V12 engines into the fold. 

The grille widened to accommodate the cars equally widened 

stance, but was in keeping with the design and accentuated 

what was regarded widely as the ul$mate execu$ve 

statement of success. 

It also stayed in produc$on for 8 years. 

The E32 was however replaced by the E38 in 1994 and it 

enjoyed a marginally shorter lifespan of 7 years. 

Sadly at this juncture the BMW design team started ‘playing it 

safe’ and the car was - apart from the obvious difference in 

size - almost the iden$cal design of contemporary 3 and 5 

Series models, a trend which BMW stuck with for a few years 

thereaMer. 

Despite is dull design language it naturally housed all the 

latest toys and gadgets BMW had to offer and was s$ll a very 

good, very nice big execu$ve car. 

The grille sat perfectly propor$oned to its profile and 

reminded all that it was the flagship model. 

2002 saw the introduc$on of the E65 (and its four faceliMs in 

the six years it was produced).  This was the dawn of car value 

deprecia$on because of marke$ng people s$cking their noses 

where they didn’t belong. 

It was also then American madman-cum-car designer Chris 

Bangle came along and birthed what is widely regarded as the 

ugliest 7 Series ever to offend the eyes of those unfortunate 

to see it.  The rear being the biggest eye-sore. 

However despite this the, now quite large, grille was s$ll well 

propor$oned and an elegant thing to behold. 

BMW 7 SERIES E23 (1977-1986) 

BMW 7 SERIES E32 (1986-1994) 

BMW 7 SERIES E38 (1994-2001) 

BMW 7 SERIES E65 (2002-2008) 
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Sadly the society of assassins to preserve all that is aesthe�cally 

beau�ful failed to find BMW’s designers and yet another horror 

show was thrown at the world in 2008, dubbed the F01.  It was 

not a pre;y car and the grille looked a bit like it had melted 

slightly. 

Seven years of produc$on saw four faceliMs - none of which 

improved the look - but did add new technology s$ll found in 

current models, such as hybridisa$on, the 8-speed gearbox and 

iDrive (all-wheel drive). 

Despite the droopy grille the car was s$ll a 7 Series and could 

be mistaken for nothing else - except the 3 and 5 Series of the 

same era which were smaller clones. 

Aggression, poise and power are what the world saw with the 

launch of the G11 model in 2015.  It is also the current model, 

although suffered the misfortune of botched plas$c surgery this 

year.  Prior to that it was just faceliMed (G12). 

The 2015 car’s grille was a pronounced thing, perhaps even too 

big for the front-end, but the 2019 silliness (below) too that to a 

new level, stretching the grille a further 2 inches towards the 

ground. 

Thankfully its not ugly and BMW’s only explana$on for this is 

that they want to try and create a “Rolls Royce like” look.  Well 

they own Rolls Royce and they work with huge grilles, because 

from day-one that has been their design language. 

As for the G12 faceliM of 2019 - I seriously don’t like it and 

rather disturbingly if you look at those BMW concepts revealed 

in recent years - like the X7 (now in produc$on) - this problem 

is only going to get worse.  So much for tradi$on!! 

BMW 7 SERIES F01 (2008-2015) 

BMW 7 SERIES G11 / G12 (2015-PRESENT) 

BMW 7 SERIES G12 (2019 FACELIFT) 
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Detroit, USA:  Now I would have 

preferred it if Nadia, our resident 

American, was doing this test, but I 

got the call so here I am in Detroit, 

Michigan - the motor capital of 

America - to drive the Hellfire, or Hellcat, 

or whatever it was called… 

This of course is in the furtherance of 

bridge building with our cousins on the 

other side of the Atlan$c, so we bring to 

you their finest offering of an affordable 

blue-collar mind-bending performance car.  

The Dodge Challenger SRT Hellcat 

Widebody.  Quite the name, isn’t it? 

Now before I start I must point out that 

historically Americans have never been 

very good at extrac$ng power from 

engines, irrespec$ve of how many cubic-

inches they were.  In fact most 2 litre cars 

from Europe outgunned the “big-block 

575s” back in the day.  However this has 

changed for the good. 

The car, as it seems is an answer for those 

who thought that the exis$ng Challenger 

SRT Hellcat, and its 520kW 6.2 litre 

supercharged V8, was a li;le tame.  The 

Redeye uses most of the same mechanical 

package that was fi;ed to the limited-run 

SRT Demon which was offered in the US 

last year for amateur drag racers, and 

which proved capable of turning in sub-10-

second quarter miles. 

The Redeye has slightly less power - 

586kW against the Demon’s 618kW - but is 

able to produce its peak output using 

regular US-grade 93-Octane petrol rather 

than the 100-Octane the Demon needed.  

Both use the same upgraded supercharger 

and have engines with strengthened 

connec$ng rods, stronger pistons and an 

upgraded lubrica$on system. 

It is definitely not a nimble sports car, with 

both sides of the Redeye’s power-to-

weight ra$o being almost equally well 

stacked.  On Dodge’s numbers it weighs 

2050kg, yet is s$ll claimed to be capable of 

both a 3.4 second 0-100km/h $me and a 

top speed of 325km/h. 

Predictably it is as ridiculous as you would 
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hope and expect it to be.  At everyday 

speeds, the Redeye is actually pre;y 

civilised for something with such 

outlandish sta$s$cs.  The ride is pliant 

at low speeds, if a li;le under-

damped, and the light-feeling steering 

is reasonably accurate with very li;le 

play. 

Cabin materials feel (and smell) cheap, 

but it seems well screwed together 

and, although old-fashioned, the 

simple design suits the car’s complete 

lack of pretension.  From the driver’s 

seat, it is oMen hard to remember just 

how much cartoon aggression the 

steroidal styling is projec$ng, 

especially in the Widebody, which has 

chunky arch extensions to cover fa;er 

tyres. 

This is a true working-class muscle car 

in every sense of the word.  A hero of 

the people and something a;ainable 

by the masses.  And loved too. 

The glove might not be silk, but 

there’s definitely an iron fist inside it.  

Push beyond the top inch or so of the 

thro;le pedal’s long travel and the 

Redeye’s character changes, exhaust 

note hardening and thrust turning 

immediately serious.  Push harder and 

it just gets progressively angrier, 

especially once the supercharger 

starts to add its whine above 3 000r/

min.  Well before the pedal reaches 

the floor your brain will be telling you 

the Challenger is giving its all, but 

there is more to come.  Fully 

untapped, the car can spin its 

speedometer in a way that’s 

reminiscent of a superbike, with some 

truly startling figures arriving 

amazingly quickly. 

It’s very important not to be distracted 

by the numbers, nor the way the 

scenery is blurring in the side 

windows.  Try to slow, or turn, the 

Redeye and you are leM in no doubt of 

the very considerable forces at play 

here; it’s alarmingly easy to find 

yourself approaching a corner way too 

fast.  Because while the Redeye copes 

with bends reasonably well, there’s no 

ques$on they aren’t its forte. 

Especially as sending any significant 

amount of torque to the rear axle in a 

slow turn sees the trac$on control 

surrendering and going home... 

Even with everything fully switched 

on, the Redeye slithers and slides to 

rakish angles under power and this 

was on dry roads: in the wet, I expect 

the amusement of such low-speed 

an$cs would be a more frightening. 

The Redeye has a (quite complicated) 

launch control system designed to 

maximise drag strip performance, but 

it is also possible to fully disable all the 

driver aides - in the same way you 

could choose to wrestle a bear.  Fully 

unshackled, the Redeye vaporises its 

rear tyres off the line, although easing 

the thro;le slightly did persuade it to 

hook up.  It’s not the most sensible 

way to deploy its huge performance, 

but it’s certainly fun. 

There will likely be a limited number 

of parallel imports from the States, 

but Dodge has given up on the UK and 

there is close to zero chance that the 

Redeye will ever cross the Atlan$c 

through official channels. 

In the US, it makes a strong bang-per-

buck case for itself; the standard 

Redeye costs almost exactly the same 

as an Audi RS5 but has close to twice 

the power, although the Widebody 

carries a $6000 premium over the 

standard body. 

The Challenger is geOng old though 

and what with it being 10 years since 

it first went on sale there are lesser 

versions rapidly falling into 

obsolescence.  SRT versions like this 

s$ll provide plenty of marke$ng sizzle, 

though, and it’s hard not to see the 

appeal of this most muscular of 

muscle cars. 

Now, back to Nadia.  I know that Ford 

have very recently launched the 

Shelby GT500 - the most powerful 

Ford ever made, apparently - and I 

really hope that Ford will wake up and 

send one her way very soon. 
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… the interior was well designed, and then handed to people to build who had a $1 budget… cheap! 
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In the last two months we have featured cars which 

make use of hydrogen-fuel-cell technology.  Last 

month is was the Mercedes Benz GLC F-Cell and this 

month the Hyundai Nexo.  Now in both of those 

ar$cles efforts were made to properly explain the 

technology, firstly by Mark in the Merc and then I in 

the Nexo, and to be honest we both failed.  So I 

thought it prudent to try and properly explain how 

this science could very well be the future of cars as we know it, and 

list some of the more prudent advantages and disadvantages. 

Hydrogen + Oxygen = Electricity + Water Vapour 

A fuel cell is a device that converts chemical poten$al energy 

(energy stored in molecular bonds) into electrical energy.  A PEM 

(Proton Exchange Membrane) cell uses hydrogen gas (H2) and 

oxygen gas (O2) as fuel.  The products of the reac$on in the cell are 

water, electricity, and heat.  This is a big improvement over internal 

combus$on engines, coal burning power plants, and nuclear power 

plants, all of which produce harmful by-products. 

Since O2 is readily available in the atmosphere, we only need to 

supply the fuel cell with H2 which can come from an electrolysis 

process. 

There are four basic elements of a PEM Fuel Cell: 

The anode, the nega$ve post of the fuel cell, has several jobs.  It 
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conducts the electrons that are freed from 

the hydrogen molecules so that they can 

be used in an external circuit.  It has 

channels etched into it that disperse the 

hydrogen gas equally over the surface of 

the catalyst. 

The cathode, the posi$ve post of the fuel 

cell, has channels etched into it that 

distribute the oxygen to the surface of the 

catalyst.  It also conducts the electrons 

back from the external circuit to the 

catalyst, where they can recombine with 

the hydrogen ions and oxygen to form 

water. 

The electrolyte is the proton exchange 

membrane.  This specially treated material, 

which looks something like ordinary 

kitchen plas$c wrap, only conducts 

posi$vely charged ions.  The membrane 

blocks electrons.  For a PEMFC, the 

membrane must be hydrated in order to 

func$on and remain stable. 

The catalyst is a special material that 

facilitates the reac$on of oxygen and 

hydrogen.  It is usually made of pla$num 

nanopar$cles very thinly coated onto 

carbon paper or cloth.  The catalyst is 

rough and porous so that the maximum 

surface area of the pla$num can be 

exposed to the hydrogen or oxygen.  The 

pla$num-coated side of the catalyst faces 

the PEM. 

As the name implies, the heart of the cell is 

the proton exchange membrane.  It allows 

protons to pass through it virtually 

unimpeded, while electrons are 

blocked.  So, when the H2 hits the 

catalyst and splits into protons 

and electrons (remember, a 

proton is the same as an H+ ion) 

the protons go directly through to 

the cathode side, while the 

electrons are forced to travel 

through an external circuit.  Along 

the way they perform useful work, 

like ligh$ng a bulb or driving a 

motor, before combining with the 

protons and O2 on the other side 

to produce water. 

How does it work?  Pressurized 

hydrogen gas (H2) entering the 

fuel cell on the anode side. This 

gas i-s forced through the catalyst by the 

pressure.  When an H2 molecule comes in 

contact with the pla$num on the catalyst, 

it splits into two H+ ions and two electrons 

(e-).  The electrons are conducted through 

the anode, where they make their way 

through the external circuit (doing useful 

work such as turning a motor) and return 

to the cathode side of the fuel cell. 

Meanwhile, on the cathode side of the fuel 

cell, oxygen gas (O2) is being forced 

through the catalyst, where it forms two 

oxygen atoms.  Each of these atoms has a 

strong nega$ve charge.  This nega$ve 

charge a;racts the two H+ ions through 

the membrane, where they combine with 

an oxygen atom and two of the electrons 

from the external circuit to form a water 

molecule (H2O). 

All these reac$on occurs in a so called cell 

stack.  The exper$se then also involves the 

setup of a complete system around core 

component that is the cell stack. 

The stack will be embedded in a module 

including fuel, water and air management, 

coolant control hardware and soMware.  

This module will then be integrated in a 

complete system to be used in different 

applica$ons. 

Due to the high energe$c content of 

hydrogen and high efficiency of fuel cells 

(55%), this great technology can be used in 

many applica$ons like transport (cars, 

buses, forkliMs, etc)  and backup power to 

produce electricity during a failure of the 

electricity grid. 

Advantages of the technology: 

• By conver$ng chemical poten$al 

energy directly into electrical 

energy, fuel cells avoid the 

“thermal bo;leneck” (a 

consequence of the 2
nd

 law of 

thermodynamics) and are thus 

inherently more efficient than 

combus$on engines, which must 

first convert chemical poten$al 

energy into heat, and then 

mechanical work. 

• Direct emissions from a fuel cell 

vehicle are just water and a li;le 

heat.  This is a huge improvement 

over the internal combus$on 

engine’s litany of greenhouse 

gases. 

• Fuel cells have no moving parts.  

They are thus much more reliable 

than tradi$onal engines. 

Hydrogen can be produced in an 

environmentally friendly manner, while oil 

extrac$on and refining is very damaging. 

Disadvantages of this technology: 

• There are really only two at this 

stage; fuel cell produc$on costs 

and availability of filling sta$ons. 
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Lisbon, Portugal:  The old BMW Z4 

brought stability and success to its 

maker’s sports car range.  For more 

than a decade before it arrived, 

Munich seemed only to be 

experimen$ng with various execu$ons of 

two-seat weekend toys.  The Z1, Z3 and Z8 

had plenty of novelty value, but none were 

any good and sales figures, or lack thereof, 

ensured no survival beyond one model 

genera$on (although that la;er fact seems 

a bit strange when you consider that 

secondhand values of Z8s in the UK have 

now risen well north of £200 000). 

The Z4, on the other hand, has been 

successful enough to convince BMW to 

directly replace it not once but twice. The 

latest, third-genera$on version drops the 

folding metal hard-top of the second, but 

it’s s$ll slightly longer, wider and heavier 

than its immediate predecessor.  Chunkier 

or otherwise, though, BMW will tell you 

that this is an a;empt to reverse the move 

made by its predecessor away from 

uncompromising driver appeal - to 

represent BMW’s tradi$onal spor$ng DNA 

as best a modern front-engined, rear-

wheel-drive roadster can and maybe even 

give owners of the four-cylinder Porsche 

718 Boxster S greater pause for a sleek six-

cylinder contempla$on than it has 

managed before. 

This is the car Munich has been co-

developing with industry giant Toyota 

since 2013, of course - the plaYorm sibling 

of the new (as yet to be launched) Supra.  

That fact, more than anything, might be 

the reason why Munich hasn’t $nkered 

with it too much, because doing so would 

only have made engineering the car on a 

common plaYorm harder. 

What BMW has done, however, is to 

en$rely redesign the car’s suspension 

(struts featuring up front and, for the first 

$me in a Z4, a five-link system at the rear).  

Lightweight aluminium components have 

been adopted to save on unsprung mass, 

while new sub-frame moun$ng techniques 

have been used at both ends and the 

tracks are wider - by a significant 98mm at 

the front.  The result is staggering! 

At launch, buyers will be able to choose 

between 145kW and 190kW 

turbocharged 2 litre petrol engines in the 
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20i and 30i respec$vely.  A 3 litre 

turbocharged straight six (M40i), with M 

Performance status, gli;ers away 

temp$ngly at the top of the range and is 

endowed with 250kW and 500Nm of 

torque (which, Z4 fans may note, is 

actually no more than the outgoing Z4 

sDrive35iS had).  The top-spec version of 

the new car gets lightweight 18 inch 

alloy wheels as standard, as well as an 

eight-speed automa$c gearbox, lowered 

and adap$vely damped sport 

suspension, uprated brakes and a 

torque-vectoring electronic locking 

differen$al. 

It’s pleasing to note that the car 

industry’s tragically protracted sojourn 

with the folding metal hard-top is now 

mostly over.  Cloth roofs are lighter, 

simpler and easier to package, all of 

which makes them a much be;er fit for 

any sports car, and they seem to be able 

to seal a cabin almost as well as a hard-

top would these days. 

They also reiterate the underlying 

principle about any conver$ble, it seems 

to me, via that sense of visual 

impermanence.  A cloth roof on a sports 

car is like Gene Kelly’s fedora, or an 

umbrella over the braai (barbeque for 

our non-South African readers): it’s a 

joyous thing.  When it’s up, you can tell 

it’s only up under protest, and it will be 

down again to let the sunshine in and a 

million miles of headroom before you 

know it. 

The new Z4’s roof is nicer to look at than 

most.  BMW supplies it in black as 

standard, but our test car’s came in 

anthracite grey with a silver fleck that 

made it look a bit like designer denim.  

Squeeze underneath that and you will 

find a driving posi$on that isn’t set quite 

as far back as the Z4’s once was.  It used 

to feel as if you were siOng right on the 

rear axle, with acres of body work out in 

front of you.  That’s not quite true of the 

new version; you are usefully closer to 

the middle of the wheelbase, 

posi$oned low and nicely out of the 

wind, and with plenty of room for your 

legs and elbows. 

The Z4 features BMW’s new-genera$on 

Live Cockpit Professional digital 

instruments and its BMW Opera�ng 

System 7.0 infotainment set-up.  It’s also 

the first Z4 with a head-up display.  The 

la;er is op$onal but probably worth 

having, because those new digital 

instruments aren’t as easy to read at a 

glance as they might be. 

Out on the open road is where the car 

was born to thrive, and it does so well 

indeed. 

Power delivery is linear and smooth with 

very li;le tell-tale that turbos are at 

work. 

The pervious genera$on Z4s were good 

cars, but somehow lacked something to 

make them feel special.  The new one 

however has found that something and 

it does make it feel special. 

It also makes you feel special and you 

can’t really put a price on that. 
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Richboro Pennsylvania, USA:  In my introductory column, 

and in the spirit of keeping all my fellow readers enthralled 

and entertained, I men$oned about the topic of “firsts.”  In a 

short it discusses how there are many firsts in our lives and 

revisits Jenny’s ques$on of what the automobile has done for 

us!  Recently, I have been given the privilege of another first 

opportunity which is to write a review on none other than my own 

2013 Nissan Sentra SR.  Without further ado, let me explain what 

you will see in my precious 2013 Nissan Sentra SR that made me fall 

in love with her.  

The first thing you will no$ce about this par$cular model is that it’s 

what I call a sports sedan with an interes$ng and ar$s$c 

craMsmanship in its sleek semi-aerodynamic design.  Some may say 

it’s a sedan but I beg to differ when it has that SR label a;ached to 

the name.  For those who don’t know SR stands for Sports Racing, 

so you be;er believe that this beauty of a car has some special 

features and won’t lack in the performance department for the 

type of vehicle it is! 

One of the first things I no$ced when looking at this car before 

choosing to buy it was the exterior design.  Let’s have a look at it 

shall we. If you are thinking about buying this beauty just know it 

comes in 7 colors choices of Super Black (the color of my car, which 

is not the one in the photographs), Red Brick, Aspen White, Metallic 

Blue (as photographed), Brilliant Silver, Magne�c Gray and 

Amethyst Gray.  By now you may have no$ced how wide the front 

view of the 2013 Nissan Sentra SR’s nose is and how it looks more 

like an import tuner than anything else.  I’d most certainly agree 

with you as this was my first impression of the front also and it did 

slightly make me feel overwhelmed of whether or not I would be 

able to quickly adapt to judging the car’s dimensions.  

The Nissan Sentra’s nose or in America we call it a front and back 

bumper has a total measurement of 69.3” wide, and from the nose 

to the end of the car it measures in at 182.5” long.  Therefore, if 

you are in a scenario like myself of upgrading your car in all aspects, 

it may be a bit overwhelming at first in the sense of judging its 

dimensions, however the great news is that this par$cular car 

doesn’t take long to learn how to judge its measurements 

correctly!  It actually took me about 2-3 days to learn how to judge 

her right.  

Unfortunately, with this model it does not come with a built-in 

camera like you see with newer models that enables you to judge 

your distance from the curb or another car, see your blind spots, 

and most importantly sensors that give you a warning alarm to let 

the 2013 Nissan Sentra SR 
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you know if you are close to hiOng 

something.  In addi$on to the dimensions, 

this model measures in height at 58.9,” 

with a ground clearance of 6.5” making it 

quite relieving for drivers under the height 

of 5’4” to feel comfortable driving or si$ng 

in and possibly tolerable for those in the 

5’5”-5’7” range.  However, this would not 

be the case if one is above the height of 

5’8” as the car will most definitely feel 

restric$ve to you in my honest opinion.  

While examining the rest of the exterior 

you will see that the 2013 Nissan Sentra SR 

has a few sleek aerodynamic structures 

into its design in order to address any wind 

resistance and air flow issues.  In other 

words, this ride seems to do quite well , 

offering low resistance to air flow instead 

of against it therefore crea$ng a decently 

smooth ride depending on which mode 

you have the car in.  

In references to the modes, the 2013 

Nissan Sentra SR has three driving modes. 

The first is standard mode, second is eco 

mode, and lastly the sport mode which, by 

the way is my favorite especially on the 

highway.  I’ll get into the modes later on in 

this review but first let me finish covering 

the exterior and then move onto the 

interior of which aMer I will get into the 

good stuff, aka it’s performance!  

This par$cular model has LED lights 

therefore it may not be the best of choices 

to go with if you are like myself and have a 

difficult $me seeing at night.  For some 

people this may be a make or break 

whether or not they would buy the car.   As 

for me it wasn’t important just as long as I 

could see the road effec$vely and safely 

especially at night which I could so win-win 

for me!  The one thing I love most about 

the LED lights in par$cularly the tail lights 

is that Nissan did drivers right by not 

making their lights reflec$ve.  I can’t even 

begin to tell you how many $mes  

I have seen a vehicle with reflec$ve tail 

lights and it has leM me baffled as a driver 

who’s behind them of figuring out whether 

or not the person is stopping, it really is 

quite an irritant to some drivers believe it 

or not so huge shout out to Nissan for 

making their lights like this and not like 

other companies (I understand why the 

reflec$ve lights by other companies but it’s 

really such an annoyance and confusion to 

be behind like vehicles in my opinion).  

For those wondering, yes, this model does 

come with LED fog lights too.  Lastly, I’d 

like to stress about these LED headlights 

because as a consumer this is quite 

important to me and I’m sure many other 

consumers which I don’t know about you 

but I’ve no$ced in other magazines that 

the headlights never seem to be covered.  I 

personally like knowing about the 

headlights and how good or bad they are 

so I will now quickly discuss that. If you are 

expec$ng the lights to be like the BMW M 

series if I’m correct then you will be sad to 

know that the lights on this 2013 Nissan 

Sentra SR don’t even come close to 

comparison.   

Unfortunately, with these lights the 

furthest you will see and this is me being 

nice is 25M ahead of you (max 50M if you 

have the high beams on) and 

approximately one lane over on each side 

if you are on the highway.  Therefore, 

probability of hiOng a Bambi is possibly 

high as you most likely won’t see the baby 

deer coming out of the woods in $me, but 

that’s just my opinion.  It would be really 

nice if Nissan could have their lights similar 

to the BMW M series if I remember 

correctly where it can see 50M ahead of 

you and it covers 180-degree angle of 

vision for the driver on low beams and 

maybe 75-100M on high beams.   

I don’t know what the regula$ons are but I 

did see a car like this and I can’t remember 

the model but I did fall in love with it when 

I saw that it covered such distance with it’s 

lights on low beam.  Now moving onto the 

interior of this beauty.  

When opening the car you will see a 

beau$ful interior with such exquisite 
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accents to match it’s sporty appeal.  

Unfortunately the interior of this 2013 

Nissan Sentra SR model only comes in 

black with a charcoal gray or in my case 

blue zigzag accented pa;ern in the seats.  

On areas such as the gear shiM plate that 

leads up to the air condi$oning controls 

and the side doors you will sees a glossy 

silver plate accented with a black 45 

degree rectangle pa;erns that almost 

make it look like a diamond pa;ern.  As for 

the air vents, they have ma; silver 

accented plates around them adding to 

the sporty flavor of the vehicle.  Sea$ng 

comfort is a bit more difficult for me to 

review as I unfortunately don’t drive long 

distances and the max I have driven in this 

car is a bit over an hour ride therefore I 

can only base my write-up on personal 

experience.  In other words, I personally 

didn’t have to alter my sea$ng posi$on in 

those 45 minutes of driving to feel 

comfortable again.   If you are interested 

in purchasing this car, you’ll be happy to 

know that the front seats have a shoulder 

room of 54.7” and leg room of 42.5” with 

the addi$ve hip room at 50.9.”  Those 

measurements are not too shabby and 

definitely above the average consumer’s 

body measurements.  However, in my own 

personal experience based on having both 

types of friends in my car and this being 

the number one complaint, it may not be 

ideal for those who are very muscularly 

propor$oned or those who are a bit on the 

large side as available room will possibly 

feel quite constric$ng.  My brother is 5’8”, 

father 5’10”, best friend who I consider a 

brother is 5’9” and all three of them have 

complained about the leg room space in 

both the front and backseat of my vehicle 

so again probably not ideal to get this car if 

you are above the 5’7” height marker as it 

will feel very limited for your legs to move 

comfortably especially in the back seat as 

the dimension for the shoulder room is 

53.9”, leg room at 37.4”, and last hip room 

of 50.1.” 

Lastly when it comes to the interior 

sea$ng material, unfavorably this model is 

only offered in a cloth fabric verses it’s 

other trim sisters who have it available in 

both leather and cloth choice with the 

addi$ve of different colors too such as tan.  

Therefore, I will admit that summer $me in 

this car does get quite hot and sadly it 

takes approximately 15 - 20 minutes 

(that’s me being nice) for the air-

condi$oning to cool the car down.  So if 

you are okay with swea$ng your cojones 

off then be my guest of buying this vehicle.   

I personally don’t like to sweat my cojones 

off unless it’s via exercising at the gym and 

in respect of winter$me you will 

encounter the same issue when it comes 

to defros$ng your vehicle.  If you didn’t 

catch that let me phrase it differently. 

What I mean is expect your car to take 15 - 

20 minutes to fully defrost the ice off it 

during the winter seasons of harsh snow 

weather.  To add insult to injury this model 

also does not come with a keyless igni$on 

op$on in order to prevent yourself from 

freezing or swea$ng in advance prior to 

geOng into your vehicle.  On the plus side 

it does have a great trunk space and can fit 

a decent load of things. 

Guess what $me it is?  That’s right now it’s 

$me to talk about those awesome 

performance features and how this baby 

handles.  Earlier I men$oned about how 

this model has three driving modes which 

were standard, eco and my favorite sport 

mode.  Let’s start with the standard mode.  

In standard mode you will get a car that 

has a nice pick up kick to it as I call it and it 

most definitely even in standard mode 

does not upset in its performance 

department.  The 17 x 6 inch alloy wheels 

with P205/50R V Tires does not disappoint 

and handles it’s trac$on of the road quite 

well.  I did not feel like my car was coming 

out from underneath me and my god does 

it handle quick turns very smoothly and 

nicely.  In standard mode you will hit that 

30/39 city to highway miles per gallon of 

which you will need to fuel your 13.2 

gallon tank up again.  Depending on where 

you live obviously price ranges of gas will 

vary but where I live I have paid 

approximately between $25 to $32.  In 

reference to the gas please let me note 

that although the tank is 13.2 gallons for 
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those of you who are new drivers, that 

means at 10 gallons is when this vehicle 

will be on empty giving you 3.2 miles to 

find a nearest gas sta$on to fill up before 

you have to call for roadside assistance.  All 

in all in standard mode the car func$ons as 

it should and handles quite magnificently 

in my opinion. 

Now onto the eco mode. One thing I 

no$ced almost immediately in eco mode is 

an incredible decrease in it’s performance.  

Talk about an issue in the performance 

department.  When driving in the eco 

mode, I oMen feel like my car is a dud.  It 

feels a lot slower and like it’s barely 

moving honestly even though it is.  The 

thing is eco stands for economic thus the 

decreased performance of the car.  Due to 

the performance being decreased I have to 

say that it does handle quick turns be;er in 

this mode verses standard.  It does 

obviously grip the road be;er due to it’s 

decrease in performance.  In fact 

some$mes I feel like it grips the road a bit 

too much and my car feels like the $res are 

stuck to the road as if it’s going through a 

large dump of s$cky goo therefore 

some$mes making it difficult to handle 

when first geOng the vehicle.   

It took me a few weeks to get used to this 

mode when I was on the highway. The 

good thing is while in this mode, oddly 

enough the drive sounds quieter.   

I don’t understand how that’s possible but 

I can hear my music much clearer and even 

have a conversa$on in my car while in this 

mode comfortably without shou$ng, so it 

has it’s benefits I guess.  Another benefit 

with this mode is that it really does save 

you a ton of money on gas.  While 

standard mode gives you approximately 

two $mes a month of filling up for gas, eco 

mode makes it half of that in a month $me 

frame meaning you will only have to fill up 

approximately one $me.  Some$mes I 

could even go six weeks without having to 

fill up again depending on how rigorous my 

driving is.   

I have driven this vehicle a few $mes down 

‘the shore’ where I have a vaca$on home I 

visit in the summer and have used the eco 

mode in order to save money on my gas.  

Within that trip which is approximately an 

hour and some minutes, I only had to fill 

up one $me on my way back home while 

using the eco mode the en$re $me being 

down there for three days of traveling all 

over with the addi$on of ini$ally having a 

full tank of gas prior to the trip.  That being 

said the eco mode does exactly what it was 

created for and does a fantas$c job in my 

opinion. 

Next is the sport mode which is where it’s 

at with this car.  You want to talk about a 

nice pick up and performance, well this car 

definitely delivers.  Many of the $mes 

when I’m on the phone with my friends 

(following PA state law of puOng it on 

speaker and not holding it of course), the 

first thing my friends would men$on is 

how nice my car engine sounds.  I can’t lie 

it really has a nice roar to it and my do I 

love when it roars.  Okay it’s nothing 

compared to the Audi RS3 Sedan (Nardo) 

or RS3 Sportback (Wolfgang) that Jenny 

had but for a Nissan that’s deemed by the 

automo$ve industry as a sedan, I’d say you 

got a good bang for your buck in the sports 

performance department!   

This vehicle has an inline 4 cylinder engine 

with a 130hp at 6 000 rpm, 1.8L base 

engine, 128 M-lb torque at 3 600 rpm, and 

a con$nuously variable speed (CVT) 

automa$c transmission.   

I have go;en this baby 0-60 fairly quickly 

and the best part in the sports mode is you 

don’t even recognize how quick that pick 

up speed is.  I remember one $me while 

driving I thought I was going the speed 

limit of 40 in sport mode when all the 

sudden my friend pointed out that I was 

almost kicking 100 (I was actually at 85 but 

most definitely would have hit that 100 

had my friend not pointed it out).   
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Let’s talk about something else besides the 

speed.   

The 2013 Nissan Sentra SR is all wheel 

drive which means no place for driMing if 

you are into that sort of stuff especially 

since it has ABS, EBS and a bunch of other 

safety precau$on features within the drive 

capabili$es.  Trac$on is great and handles 

quick turns very well.  

In addi$on it also handles quick reac$ons 

quite well in case you are in sports mode 

and some douchebag wants to randomly 

cut you off as I have had this happen on I-

95 quite a lot of $mes while being the 

owner of this car.  When you make quick 

turns you most definitely don’t feel like the 

car is coming out from underneath you as 

this would be expected in sport mode, but 

not with this Nissan Sentra SR year and 

model!  

Prior to wri$ng this review, I was informed 

by my editor that he would like for me to 

do a review on my own car so aMer being 

told this and happily agreeing to doing 

a piece on it, I worked this baby in all 

three modes examining its posi$ves 

and nega$ves.  Never have I driven a 

car so hard in my life or tested it’s 

limits but when I finally tested this 

2013 Nissan Sentra SR’s limits of it’s 

performance, my oh my did she do 

excep$onally well and be;er than I 

expected.  

When you originally go to a car 

dealership and test drive a car you 

think you may want, you don’t really 

drive it hard and see all it’s 

capabili$es.  Even aMer making the 

final decision of geOng the vehicle 

you s$ll don’t tests it’s limits or 

threshold of what it can or cannot 

handle.  At first I thought this model 

was nothing compared to other 

models like the BMW M, Audi RS, Subaru 

WRX STi, or even Ford Mustang, but aMer 

tes$ng it’s threshold of how much it can 

handle I have to say it may not be the 

previous car series listed but I definitely 

see poten$al of Nissan adding the Sentra 

to the Nismo series line, which aMer 

wri$ng this review as of February when 

a;ending the Philadelphia Auto Show I 

have learned Nissan did just that with this 

model. 

I personally can’t wait to do a full review of 

the Sentra Nismo.  Just to see the 

difference between the two models, mine 

and it! 

… the interior is really nice and func�onal but would be nicer if offered in different color schemes... 
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The Rolls Royce Corniche is a two-

door, front-engine, rear wheel drive 

five-seater produced by Rolls Royce 

Motors as a coupé and conver$ble 

from 1971 to 1995. 

The Corniche was a development of the 

Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, with the two 

door variants of that model marketed as 

the “Silver Shadow Mulliner Park Ward two 

door fixed head coupe & drop head coupe” 

un$l March 1971 when the Corniche name 

was applied.  The exterior design was by 

John Polwhele Blatchley.  The model was 

assembled and finished in London at 

Mulliner Park Ward as con$nua$on of the 

1965 Silver Shadow coupe and 1966 

drophead.  A Bentley version was also sold, 

becoming known as the Con$nental in 

1984. 

The Corniche draws its name from the 

French and Italian term for a corniche, a 

coastal road, especially along the face of a 

cliff, most notably the Grande Corniche 

along the French Riviera above the 

principality of Monaco. 

The first car with the Corniche nameplate 

was a 1939 prototype based on the 

Bentley Mark V featuring coachwork by the 

Paris firm, Carrosserie Vanvooren.  The 

single car undertook 15 000 miles (24 

000 km) of endurance tes$ng in 

Con$nental Europe before being blown up 

by a bomb at Dieppe while wai$ng at the 

dockside to be shipped to England.; though 

never produced because of the onset of 

World War II the company registered the 

name. 

The Corniche, available as coupe or 

conver$ble, used the standard Rolls Royce 

V8 engine with an aluminium-silicon alloy 

block and aluminium cylinder heads with 

cast iron wet cylinder liners.  The bore was 

104.1mm and the stroke was 99.1mm for a 

total of 6.75 litres.  Twin SU carbure;ors 

were ini$ally fi;ed, but were replaced with 

a single Solex 4A1 four-barrel carburetor 

introduced in 1977.  De-smogged export 

models retained the twin SUs un$l 1980, 

when Bosch fuel injec$on was added. 

A three-speed automa$c transmission (a 

Turbo Hydrama$c 350 sourced from 

General Motors) was standard.  A four-

wheel independent suspension with coil 
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springs was augmented with a 

hydraulic self-levelling system (using 

the same system as did Citroën, but 

without pneuma$c springs, and with 

the hydraulic components built under 

licence by Rolls Royce), at first on all 

four, but later on the rear wheels only.  

Four wheel disc brakes were specified, 

with ven$lated discs added for 1972. 

The car originally used a 119.75 in 

(3,042 mm) wheelbase. This was 

extended to 120 in (3,048 mm) in 

1974 and 120.5 in (3,061 mm) in 1979. 

The Corniche received a mild restyling 

in the April of 1977.  Difference 

included rack-and-pinion steering, 

alloy and rubber bumpers, aluminium 

radiator, oil cooler and a bi-level air 

condi$oning system was added.  Later 

changes included a modified rear 

independent suspension in March 1979.  In 

March 1981, aMer the Silver Spirit had 

gone on sale, the Coupe version of the 

Corniche and its Bentley sister were 

discon$nued.  For 1985 there were also 

cosme$c and interior changes. 

Corniche models received Bosch KE/K-

Jetronic fuel injec$on in 1977.  This engine, 

called the L410I, produced approximately 

177 kW at just above 4 000r/min for a top 

speed of 190 km/h. 

The Bentley version was updated in July 

1984 with a new name, the Con$nental, 

revised and colour-coded bumpers, rear 

view mirrors, a new dash and 

improvements to the seats. 

Produc$on totalled 1 090 Rolls-Royce 

Corniche Coupes, 3 239 Rolls-Royce 

Corniche Conver$bles, 69 Bentley Corniche 

Coupes and 77 Bentley Corniche 

Conver$bles. 

The Corniche II name was applied for the 

United States market from 1986 and for 

other markets from 1988.  An$-lock brakes 

were added for 1988, but air bags would 

not be available un$l the Corniche III.  Also 

new for 1988 were some detail changes to 

the interior.  Later in 1988 there was also a 

new reverse warning lens type and pa;ern 

around the rear license plate, as well as 

newly designed seats and redesigned 

instrumenta$on. 

1 234 examples of the Corniche II were 

produced. 

The Corniche III was introduced at the 

1989 Frankfurt Motor Show with new alloy 

wheels, colour-coded bumpers, a more 

advanced suspension system, air bags and 

MK-Motronic fuel injec$ons.  Minor 

interior changes included a revised 

dashboard, console and seats. 

The car was reworked for 1992 as the 

Corniche IV, presented at the Detroit Auto 

Show in January.  By this $me produc$on 

had moved to Crewe, in prepara$on for 

the 1994 closure of Mulliner Park Ward.  

Mechanically, the IV featured the four-

speed GM4L80 automa$c transmission 

rather than the previous three-speed 

GM400 unit.  Adap$ve suspension was also 

introduced.  Visually there is nearly no 

difference between the Corniche III 

and IV except for a glass rear 

window replacing the previous 

plas$c unit.  The top mechanism 

was improved, no longer requiring 

manual latching. CFC-free air 

condi$oning was specified, as were 

driver and passenger airbags.  In 

October 1992 a 21st anniversary 

Corniche was presented.  25 cars 

were built, all finished in Ming Blue 

with a cream hood with a silver 

plaque on the dash. 

In August 1993 an engine with 20 

percent more power became 

standard fitment. 
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The last 25 Corniche models to be built, completed in the 

summer of 1995, were unique turbocharged versions and were 

called the Corniche S. 

In total, 5 146 Corniche Conver$bles had been built, plus 1,108 

Coupes, and 140 Bentley Corniches. 

The last chassis ever produced was SCAZCO3C25CX50156.  The 

last chassis went into number 21 of 25 of the Corniche S 

models to be produced.  Apparently 22, 23, 24, and 25 were 

completed ahead of 21.  This is the last chassis of the 5 146 

Corniche Conver$bles built (in 1995) and is owned by car 

collector Allan Jones of Cleveland, Tennessee.  The dashboard 

plate iden$fies it as #21 of 25 but the plates were not assigned 

in sequence with the chassis numbers.
 

The fiMh series to bear the Corniche name made its debut in 

January 2000.  At the $me of its release, it was the most 

expensive vehicle offered by Rolls Royce, with a star$ng price 

of a staggering US$359 900.  Its produc$on was ended in 2001, 

as Bentley became a subsidiary of Volkswagen AG and 

con$nued manufacture in Crewe while Rolls Royce became 

solely owned by BMW, manufacturing in a new factory built by 

BMW. 

Produc$on figures: 

• Rolls-Royce Corniche: 4 332  

  Coupe (1971–1981): 1 108 

  Conver$ble (1971–1988): 3 224 

• Bentley Corniche: 140  

  Coupe (1971–1981): 63 

  Conver$ble (1971–1984): 77 

• Rolls-Royce Corniche II (1988-1989): 1 234 

• Rolls-Royce Corniche III (1989-1992): 452 

• Rolls-Royce Corniche IV (1992-1995): 244  

• Corniche IV (1992–1995): 219 

• Corniche S (1995): 25 

• Rolls-Royce Corniche (2000-2002): 374 

• Bentley Con$nental (1984–1994): 421  

• Bentley Con$nental Turbo (1992–1995): 8 

Insofar as collectability is concerned the Corniche, pre;y much 

any Corniche is highly desirable and s$ll sell for a premium.  

The Bentley version however because it was produced is 

significantly smaller numbers is vastly more so desired. 
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Boulonge-sur-Mer, France:  In this day and age, where 

everything is pre;y much a consumable, disposable product 

It is surprising to find car models make a half century, and it’s 

a very short list, but this limited edi$on Jaguar is a 

celebra$on of one of them.  It’s the XJ50, and the clue is very 

obviously in the name, the first XJ6 debu$ng to considerable 

acclaim in 1968. 

Were Jaguar founder Sir William Lyons s$ll alive he might be 

surprised to discover that a) the XJ model line was s$ll in produc$on 

b) that this version of it is a diesel and c) that the XJ has become so 

big.  But then, so has everything else. 

For the record, among those few half-century survivors are the 

Mini, the Porsche 911, the Chevrolet Corve;e and the Toyota 

Corolla, the last of these a phenomenally successful mul$-

genera$onal family of models, but not one with the charisma of all 

the others. 

So, what is the XJ50 all about?  Well, like plenty of limited edi$ons, 

it takes a thorough examina$on of the standard features list to 

understand what your money buys you.  The XJ50 is based on the  

Premium Luxury XJ, which is the second model up the hierarchy, 

sandwiched by the base Luxury and the not basic at all PorRolio, 

and this model also slightly cheaper than the XJ50. 

Compared to the Premium Luxury version, then, you get adap$ve 

headlights, 20 inch Venom alloys, 18-way heated and cooled front 

seat, quilted soM leather, soM grain leather to the upper dashboard, 

suede-cloth headlining, gloss shadow and piano black décor, privacy 

glass, electric rear window sun-blinds, rear reading lights, alloy 

pedals, illuminated XJ50 tread-plates, an 825 Wa; Meridian 

surround sound system rather than 380 Wa; sounds, a digital TV, a 

360-degree parking aid, blind spot and reverse traffic warnings and 

park assist. 

Items special to the XJ50 itself are 20 inch two-tone alloys, bumpers 

from the PorRolio version, a black grille, a selec$on of four paint 

colours (though all of these are normally available) and subtle 

addi$onal badging. Inside, leapers and logos adorn the head rests, 

the illuminated sill tread plates and the centre armrest, while the 

paddle shiMers are anodized, and the pedals are alloy. 

In case you’re wondering, the slightly cheaper PorRolio actually 

comes with some things that the XJ50 doesn’t, such as massage 

front seats, oval exhaust $ps, superior leather to the steering 
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… the interior might be dated but it is s�ll a beau�ful place to spend many hours on the open road... 

wheel, illuminated rear vanity mirrors 

and rear side window sun-blinds, while 

most of the items it does without, 

including alloys an inch smaller, a 360-

degree parking aid, park assist, rear 

reading lights and a rear window 

sunblind you can probably overlook.  

That said, the XJ50 is marginally be;er 

value, as limited edi$ons oMen are. 

Now, you will be forgiven if you haven’t 

stumbled all the way through these 

lists of equipment, but they are 

presented exhaus$vely because kit is 

the essence of the XJ50, the rest of the 

car as per your usual XJ.  Which 

provides a 220kW 3 litre V6 diesel and 

an eight-speed automa$c that drive the 

rear wheels. 

As luxuriant as XJs have always been, 

the more so with its beau$ful quilted 

leather seats.  And while diesels might 

have a par$culate suffused cloud 

levita$ng above them these days, it’s 

hard not to enjoy the velvet delivery of 

the V6’s ample torque and its silky 

smoothness with those eight forward 

gears.  This is a soothingly swiM 

machine, again true to XJ tradi$on. 

Less impressive, though, is an overly 

firm low speed ride and worse, if you 

are in the back, road noise whose 

subtle penetra$on is sufficient to make 

conversa$on with front seat occupants 

surprisingly loud.  Which is very un-XJ-

like.  And a pity given the decent room 

in the rear, even aboard the standard 

wheelbase car, this a contrast to most 

of the XJs produced over the past half 

century. 

The news is be;er for the driver, who 

will enjoy an agility that belies the 

XJ50’s excess length, with it’s light 

aluminium body a real benefit here.  

This might be a big diesel, but it’s a 

surprisingly nimble and agile one. 

The car is nine-years old and this is 

evident in several areas. 

If you’re an ardent XJ lover or a 

collector, then maybe the XJ50 is worth 

considera$on.  But it’s hard not to be 

slightly disappointed at the modesty of 

the differences between this and a 

standard car, and the fact that as a 

price-to-equipment package, it’s hardly 

a must-buy. 
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In November 2017 our late friend and 

colleague Jennifer Muller took a 

Lamborghini Huracan Perfromante to a 

racetrack as part of her review of the 

supercar.  The track in ques$on was 

Rockingham Motor Speedway. 

It is now sadly a former motorsport venue 

in the United Kingdom, that hosted 

corporate driving days, driver training, 

conferencing and exhibi$ons, vehicle 

manufacturing events, track days, tes$ng, 

driving experiences and motor racing.  It 

claims to be Europe’s fastest racing circuit, 

and was the first banked oval constructed 

in Britain since the closure of Brooklands in 

1939.  The venue hosted its last day of 

racing in November 2018 aMer being sold 

by its owners and will be redeveloped to 

become a ‘logis$cs hub’ for the car 

industry. 

Located in Northamptonshire, Rockingham 

falls under the control of two local 

authori$es. 

Rockingham is accessible from the A1, M1, 

A14, A43 and A6116, and is located 30 

minutes from Leicester, Peterborough and 

Northampton. 

The nearest railway sta$on is Corby, which 

is two miles from the circuit with hourly 

East Midlands Railway services to London 

St Pancras. 

Rockingham has 13 configura$ons of track, 

which can be used for anything from 

touring cars to motorcycles to rally cars.  

The circuit is overlooked by the 6 280 seat 

Rockingham Building, a steel-framed, glass-

fronted grandstand building containing 

suites, offices, bars and kitchens, and by 

four grandstands.  Together the building 

and grandstands offer a total sea$ng 

capacity of 52 000.  The inner pit and 

paddock complex is accessed from the 

Rockingham Building via two pedestrian 

tunnels and there is a further spectator 

viewing area on top of the pit garages. 

The 2.368km American-style banked oval 

circuit is 18.3 metres wide and has a 

maximum bank angle of seven degrees and  

comprises four very dis$nct corners. 

Rockingham’s oval is unique in the UK and 

one of only two speedways in Europe (the 

other is Lausitzring).  The oval circuit can 

also be converted to a road course layout 

for events by posi$oning temporary 

chicanes and curves both on the main area 

and apron of the circuit. 

Over the weekend of 20–22 September 

2001, the Champ cars came to England for 

the first $me to contest the Rockingham 

500, a round of the CART (Championship 

Auto Racing Teams) FedEx Championship 

Series. Since the event was just a week 

aMer the 11 September terrorist a;acks 

and subsequent closing of US airspace, the 

event was in jeopardy.  However, the 

logis$cs were worked out, with many of 

the teams stripping off their sponsors’ 

logos (“livery”) as a mark of respect for the 

vic$ms of the a;acks.  The race distance 

was also shortened to 300 km.  Victory was 

snatched on the exit of Turn Four of the 

last lap by Gil de Ferran driving the 

Marlboro Team Penske Honda-powered 

Reynard 01i at a race average speed of 

245.45km/h from Kenny Bräck at the 

wheel the Team Rahal Lola-Ford Cosworth 

B1/00, and the Newman-Haas Racing Lola-

Toyota B1/00 driven by Cris$ano da Ma;a.  

The fastest lap, and therefore outright lap 

record was set by Patrick Carpen$er in 

25.551secs (337km/h) in the Player’s 

Forsythe Racing Reynard-Cosworth. 

Carpen$er became for first Canadian to 

ever hold the outright lap record at an 

English circuit. 
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The US-based series returned in September 2002. This was the last 

$me Champ Cars raced at this facility.  The race ran over the full 

distance of 500 km, Scotland’s Dario FranchiO took the chequered 

flag in his Team KOOL Green Lola-Honda, bea$ng Cris$ano da 

Ma;a by just 0.986 of a second . 

The Interna$onal Super Sportscar Circuit (ISSC) is 3.1km long and 

between 18.3 and 11 metres wide, with a maximum bank angle of 

seven degrees at turn one. Rockingham’s Interna$onal Super 

Sportscar Circuit is used by the Dunlop MSA Bri$sh Touring Car 

Championship as well as for most other car race events.  The circuit 

combines long straights, sweeping high-speed bends (including the 

infamous Turn 1 and Gracelands) with a lower speed, highly 

technical infield layout.  Average lap speeds around the circuit 

range from 1m 24s in the BTCC to 1m 12s in Bri$sh F3. 

The site has a wet handling area with a kick plate which is used to 

simulate a variety of driving condi$ons including ice, rain and 

slippery wet leaves.  These different road condi$ons are simulated 

at much slower speeds than in normal driving and in a fully 

controlled environment.  The area is designed to give drivers a 

greater understanding of the latest ABS, trac$on control and crash 

mi$ga$ng technologies, and the way that they affect vehicle 

control. 

Construc$on of Rockingham started late in 1999, with the opening 

mee$ng planned for May 2001. 

Rockingham Motor Speedway was constructed on a Bri$sh Steel 

works brown field site as a banked oval with the inten$on of 

bringing the American oval racing across the Atlan$c for the first 

$me.  The opportunity was taken to use the infield for further 

circuits. 

AMer almost ten years of planning and 23 months of construc$on 

work, Rockingham opened for business on Monday 15 January 

2001. It was formally opened by the Queen on 26 May 2001. 

AMer the sale of the venue, Rockingham held a “super send off” to 

mark its final day as a racing circuit on 24 November 2018.  Much of 

the site will be demolished to become a logis$cs hub for 

automo$ve logis$c companies.
 

During its life as a circuit Rockingham was the filming loca$on for 

several motoring television shows including Fi3h Gear, Wheeler 

Dealers, Saturday Night Takeaway and The Grand Tour. 

In addi$on thereto the circuit a;racted the a;en$on of The 

Telegraph and Fiat Punto held a track day at Rockingham in 2012 

and published a number of ar$cles featuring the circuit.  

Autosport’s Caterham SP300R video review was made on the ISSC, 

and Car Magazine did a track test on the Nissan GT-R vs Porsche 

911 Turbo in 2012 and a McLaren supercar group test in 2010.  Car 

Dealer magazine reviewed the BMW M5 at Rockingham and 

compared it with a Mercedes E63 AMG, a Lexus ISF, a Porsche 

Panamera and an Infini$ M35h.  The circuit also features on the 

Pistonheads website with videos showing the Caterham SP300 R 

and the new Astra VXR.  Chris Harris on Cars showcased the BAC 

Mono. 

And last but not least Naked Motoring used it for the Lamborghini 

Huracan Perfomante track test. in 2017, only a year before its 

closure. 

For me it is always a shame when circuits close down.  I can 

remember a few years back when Silverstone was under threat a 

few of us jumped in and rescued it.  But I guess this is what they call 

progress, or just a sign of the $mes. 

PLEASE SEND YOUR COMMENTS ON THIS ARTICLE TO 

the_savageatnakedmotoring.co.za 
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In an$cipa$on of an upcoming story I thought I would give a 

bit of a history lesson about the Shelby Mustang, which is a 

high performance variant of the Ford Mustang which was 

built by Shelby American from 1965 to 1968, and from 1969 

to 1970 by Ford.  Following the introduc$on of the fiMh 

genera$on Ford Mustang in 2005, the Shelby nameplate was 

revived as a new high-performance model, this $me designed and 

built by Ford. 

The 1965 - 1966 cars were the smallest and lightest of the GT 350 

models.  These cars are oMen called “Cobras”, which was the Ford-

powered AC-based two-seat sports car also produced by Shelby 

American during the same period.  Both models use the Cobra 

emblem, similar paint scheme, and the op$onal “Cobra” valve 

covers on many GT350s that were part of a marke$ng $e-in by 

Shelby, as well as one of his iconic symbols.  All 1965 and 1966 cars 

had the Windsor 4.7 litre HiPo K-Code 202 kW V8 engine, modified 

with a large 4-barrel Holley 715 CFM carburetor to produce 228 kW 

at 6 000 r/min and 446 Nm at 4 200 r/min of torque.  Marke$ng 

literature referred to this engine as the “Cobra hi-riser” due to its 

high-riser intake manifold.  Beginning as a standard Ford Mustang 

with a 4-speed manual transmission and 9” live rear axle, the cars 

were shipped to Shelby American, where they received the high-

riser manifolds, Tri-Y headers, and were given larger Ford Galaxie 

rear drum brakes with metallic-linings and Kelsey-Hayes front disc 

brakes. 

The 1965 GT350 was not built for comfort or ease of driving.  There 

were 34 “GT350R” race-spec cars built specifically for compe$$on 

use under SCCA rules, and the model was the B-Produc$on 

champion for three straight years.  The 1966 GT350 was more 

comfortable for casual drivers, including rear seats, op$onal 

colours, and an op$onal automa$c transmission.  This trend for 

more op$ons and luxuries con$nued in the following years, with 

the cars becoming progressively larger, heavier, and more 

comfortable, while losing much of their compe$$veness in the 

process.  The 1969 GT350s and GT500s were largely styling 

modifica$ons to a standard Mustang.  By 1969 Carroll Shelby was 

no longer involved in the Shelby GT program, and the design was 

done in-house by Ford. 

The 1965 and 1966 GT350s were delivered from Ford’s San Jose 

Assembly Plant in body in white form for modifica$on by Carroll 

Shelby’s opera$on, originally in Venice Beach and later at Los 

Angeles Interna$onal Airport.  San Jose cars carried an “R” in the 

Ford VIN deno$ng that facility.  The only year that Shelby Mustangs 

from the 1960s came from another plant was 1968, where they 

came from New Jersey, “T” in the VIN, and were modified by A.O. 

Smith. 

All 1965 GT350s were painted Wimbledon White with Guardsman 
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Blue rocker stripes.  Very few GT350s were delivered to the dealer 

with the op$onal “Le Mans” (or “LeMans”) top stripes, which run 

the length of the en$re car.  Approximately 28% of the 562 1965 

cars built had Le Mans stripes.  Dealers oMen added the stripes, 

probably at the customer’s request.  Today, it is difficult to find a 

GT350 not so equipped. 

Many ERT 1965 cars had the ba;ery relocated to the boot, which 

was changed mid-year from complaints of fumes, and had over-

rider trac$on bars, relocated A-arms, as well as other modifica$ons.  

Over-rider trac$on bars are named so because of their design being 

on top of the leaf spring as opposed to underneath them.  There 

was only one transmission available, a 4-speed Borg-Warner T10 

manual.  The exhaust system in the 1965 GT350 was a side-exit 

dual exhaust with glass-pack mufflers.  For this one year, the GT350 

also had special 210 km/h rated Goodyear “Blue Dot” tyres, named 

for the prominent blue dot on each sidewall.  The 1965 GT350 had 

a full size spare $re mounted in place of rear seats, making it a 2-

seat-only vehicle (to be allowed to race under SCCA regula$ons as a 

“sports car”), and rode on either silver-painted steel wheels or 

special cast-magnesium centre “Cragar Shelby” 15” rims with 

chromed center caps marked with a stylised “CS”. Total 1965 model 

year produc$on was 562 units. 

For 1966, the GT350 lost its Mustang tag and was marketed simply 

as the Shelby GT350.  The new model year also saw the 

introduc$on of non-white colours, including blue, red, green, and 

black.  Other changes included special rear quarter-panel windows 

replacing the factory extractor vents, func$onal brake scoops on 

each side, and op$onal SelectShi3 3-speed automa$c, as well as an 

op$onal Paxton supercharger.  The ba;ery was no longer relocated 

to the boot for 1966, and the over-rider trac$on bars were 

discon$nued.  The normal factory fold-down rear seat was op$onal.  

While early 1965 cars had black engine blocks, 1966 and later cars 

had their engines painted the regular factory Ford dark blue. The 

1966 models came with a dual-exhaust exi$ng in the rear. 

The first 252 GT350s for 1966 began as 1965 Mustang K-Code 

Fastbacks.  These cars were specifically ordered by Shelby American 

for conversion into 1966 GT350s.  Upon delivery to Shelby-

American, the cars were randomly picked for conversion.  The 

Shelby VINs do not correspond in numerical order with Ford VINs.  

The Ford VINs were shipped in ‘blocks,’ but many differ significantly 

because the order they were taken for conversions. 

Total produc$on for 1966 was 1 373 fastbacks, including two 

prototypes and four drag cars, and the 252 early produc$on models 

with Ford Mustang 1965 bodies.  In order to help Shelby sales, 

Ford, the major shareholder of Hertz, persuaded the rental car 

giant to purchase 1 003 fastbacks, including two prototypes.  Four 

“experimental” GT350 conver$bles were also built for test 

purposes in an$cipa$on of a 1967-1/2 conver$ble offering, bringing 

total produc$on to 2 378 units for 1966.  A small number of the 

1966 models were fi;ed from the factory with Paxton 

superchargers, but not the No-Spin limited slip differen$al; with an 

op$on price of $670, the engine was rated at 330 kW. 

The deal with the Hertz Corpora$on to offer 1 000 GT350s for 

rental that, aMer their rental-car lives were finished, were returned 

to Ford, refurbished, and sold to the public as “GT350H” models.  

Most Hertz cars were black with gold LeMans stripes and rocker 

panel stripes, although a few were white with blue stripes.  The first 

85 Hertz cars were available with four-speed manual transmissions 

and Hertz adver$sed them as “Rent-a-Racer” cars.  During rental, 

these cars were some$mes used as produc$on class cars at SCCA 

events, and were rumoured to have been returned to Hertz with 

evidence of roll bars being welded in.  Ford pushed another 800 

models on Hertz with black paint, gold stripes and black interior, as 

well as automa$c transmissions. 

When the Hertz cars were returned to Ford to be prepared for sale 

to the public, the high-performance parts were oMen 

“lost” (presumably at the manufacturer) before final sale. 

For 1967, the GT350 carried over the K-Code high performance 289 

with a ‘COBRA’ aluminium hi-rise.  The GT500 was added to the 

lineup, equipped with a “Ford Cobra” FE Series 7 litre V8 engine 

with two 600 CFM Holley four-barrel carbure;ors siOng atop a mid

-rise aluminium intake manifold. 

Documented plans to introduce a conver$ble mid-produc$on year 
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were shelved due to supply, produc$on 

and financial problems that happened as 

soon as the first cars started to arrive at 

Shelby’s Los Angeles facility in September.  

By October 1966, Ford took control over 

engineering and purchasing.  A.O. Smith 

was tapped to fix the fibreglass fitment 

and quality problems.  Six months later, in 

May 1967, the decision was made to 

terminate the California-based Shelby 

opera$on.  On 18 August 1967, a small 

staff, along with the remaining engineering 

cars, was sent to Ionia.  The small staff of 

the newly formed Shelby Automo$ve, Inc. 

had substan$ally less involvement aMer 

this $me. 

Notable cars for 1967 include: 

• 0100, the first GT500 built. 

• 0131, the only Shelby GT coupe 

built (“Li;le Red’), which was the 

precursor to the ‘68 California 

Special.  The original “L’il Red” was 

rediscovered in a Texas farm field 

in March 2018
.
 

• 0139, the only Shelby GT500 

conver$ble built (in 1967).  Note: 

cars 0100, 0131 and 0139 were the 

first big block Shelby GT cars 

ordered and built. 

One 1967 Fastback was updated to a 

GT500 equipped with a 427 FE GT40 racing 

engine producing 650 horsepower, and 

was known as the “Super Snake”.  The car 

was capable of speeds over 240km/h; 

hiOng 270km/h during a demonstra$on 

(by Shelby himself) of Goodyear’s 

Thunderbolt tyres.  No cars other than the 

prototype were built due to limited 

interest.  The car sold at Mecum’s 2013 

Indianapolis auc$on for $1.3 million. 

For 1968, the Cobra name was applied to 

both models, and they were now marketed 

as the Shelby Cobra GT350 and the Shelby 

Cobra GT 500.  The solid liMer K-code 

engine was discon$nued by Ford so Shelby 

used the hydraulic liMer 170kW 302.  It 

produced 187kW with the high rise intake 

but was not equipped with Shelby headers 

in order to make room for power steering.  

The early 1968 GT500 used the Shelby 

installed 428 Police Interceptor with a 

single four barrel carbure;or rated at 

268kW. 

The 1967 redesign made for a heavier 

Mustang; along with a longer, fibreglass 

bonnet, and new front and rear facias.  The 

design of the original 1965 version was 

evident, but these styling upgrades gave 

the car a more aggressive appearance and 

achieved Carroll Shelby’s goal of 

differen$a$ng his car from the Mustang on 

which it was based.  The separate high-

beam headlamps in the grille added more 

character, while a thin, chrome front 

bumper sat below a mesh grille with the 

classic “Shelby GT350” logo in place 

(except for the very early cars).  The small 

bonnet scoop was there to deliver fresh air 

to the engine.  Shelby also included new, 

horizontal sequen$al taillights (sourced 

from a ‘67 Cougar in 1967 and a ‘65 

Thunderbird in 1968) and an integrated 

Kamm-type rear spoiler.  Func$onal rear 

brake-cooling scoops adorned the rear 

quarter panels.  Ten-spoke, fiMeen-inch, 

cast-aluminium rims were the wheel 

choice with Goodyear white-le;ered 

radials. 

The GT350 was available with air 

condi$oning and an AM/FM radio.  The 

steering wheel was a wood-rimmed and 

sa$n-trimmed design with the classic 

Shelby logo in the centre.  Behind this 

wheel was a very classy-looking set of 

gauges.  A 140-mph (225km/h) 

speedometer and a whopping 8 000r/min 

tachometer were joined along with a 

smaller analogue clock, fuel level, water 

temperature, and oil pressure gauges. 

The 1967 GT350 came with an iron-block, 

289-cubic-inch (4.7 litre) V8 rated at 306 

horsepower (228kW) and 447Nm of 

torque.  For a pushrod design, the GT350 

revved rela$vely high, with the 

horsepower peak not in full swing un$l the 

6 000 r/min redline.  1967 was well before 

modern fuel injec$on came about, and the 

car used a single Holley four-barrel 

carbure;or.  The true dual-exhaust with H-

shaped crossover system came standard 

with low restric$on silencers and chrome 

exhaust $ps.  Power was routed to the 

ground through a sturdy, four-speed 

manual gearbox with a single, dry-disc 

clutch.  A three-speed automa$c was made 

available as an op$on.  Final drive ra$os 

were 3.89-to-1 for the four-speed manual 

and 3.50-to-1 for the automa$c.  

Accelera$on was impressive, with a 0 to 

100km/h $me of around seven seconds 

and a top speed of 225km/h.  Braking 

du$es were handled by 11.3 inch discs up 

front and drums in the rear.  Power assist 

was standard.  The front suspension 

consisted of unequal-length control arms, 

coil springs, adjustable tube arms, and an 

an$-sway bar.  Out back was a live axle, 

with mul$-leaf, semi-ellip$cal springs and 

tube shocks.  The steering was a power-

assisted recircula$ng ball design. 

In 1968 the 289ci V8 was replaced with a 

factory 302 V8 using an aluminium Cobra 

intake manifold and Holley 600 cfm 

carbure;or.  The 302 had less racing parts 

than the 289 and was rated at 186kW.  A 
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Paxton Supercharger was available that was rated at 246kW at 

5200 r/min. 

The 1967 Shelby GT 500 was the first model built in the Shelby GT 

500 range.  It is based on the 1967 Mustang and is equipped with a 

FE 427 cu in (7 litre) 428 Cobra-Jet V8 engine topped with an 

aluminium mid-rise intake and 2X4-barrel 600 CFM Holley 

carbure;ors producing 265 kW at 5400 r/min and 570 Nm at 

3200 r/min of torque.
 
 Two thousand forty eight were produced in 

1967. 

Several body parts of the GT were made of fibreglass including the 

front-end, bonnet, rear tail light panel, boot lid, quarter panel 

extension, and side scoops. 

Beginning in April 1968, Ford began factory installing a version of 

the 428 engine known as the “Cobra Jet”.  The GT500 was 

subsequently known as The Cobra GT500 KR.  The ini$als KR, 

believe it or not, stood for “King of the Road.”  Ford rated the Cobra 

jet at 250 kW, but with 600Nm of torque at 3 400 r/min, the power 

was considered significantly underreported.  Shelby’s KR engine 

was leM standard adding die-cast aluminium valve covers with 

“Cobra Lemans” to note Ford’s FE engine family victory over Ferrari 

at Le Mans in 1966 and 1967. 

The GTs lost their Cobra tag for 1969, and once again were 

marketed simply as the Shelby GT350 and Shelby GT500.  The 

GT350 and GT500 for the 1969 model year received an extensive 

face liM, the body alone increasing in length by 4 inches (100 mm) 

with some reaching 10 inches (250 mm).  Ford was involved with 

design and style decisions, with Shelby having li;le input.  The 

GT350 was now equipped with a 351 cubic-inch V8. Carroll Shelby 

terminated his agreement with Ford in the summer of 1969. 

No produc$on of 1970 Shelby GT350 and 500 models was 

undertaken; however, unsold 1969 models were given 1970 vehicle 

iden$fica$on numbers under FBI supervision.  The 1970 models 

had two cosme$c changes, a front chin spoiler and two black 

bonnet stripes.  The rest of the changes had to do with emissions.  

The GT500 had the carbure;or modified and marked “ed” (edited) 

on tag.  The distributor in both the GT 350 and GT500 was changed 

to a 1970 version.  A total of 789 were re-VIN’d. 

Although produc$on of Shelby GTs in the USA had ceased, a total of 

nine 1971 “Shelby Europa” GT350 and GT500 Mustangs were 

produced under license by Belgian dealer Claude Dubois for the 

European market.  Seven Fastbacks (Ford used the term Sportsroof) 

and two conver$bles were produced; of which seven were M-code 

and one H-code cars.  One 429SCJ J-code Fastback was produced, 

though its whereabouts today are unknown.  Both conver$bles and 

one fastback were modified to GT500 with 351-HO.  Both 

conver$bles are located in Finland.  All 1971 Shelby Europas were 
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based on 1971 Mustang, and none on the 1972 Mustang.  

Previously it was believed that 14 cars were produced, but the total 

produc$on number of nine cars was confirmed in 2014 by cross-

check of Claude Dubois’ files and Ford Factory Mustang produc$on 

data. 

Shelby, along with Paxton, also designed a new variant based on 

the V6 Mustang.  Modifica$ons include a supercharged motor 

producing 260 kW, 20” wheels bearing the Shelby name and the 

Cobra moniker on each side and the boot lid, a 2” drop in 

suspension, Baer/Shelby 14-inch front and rear brakes, an 

aggressive front fascia and a dual exhaust.  Shelby also created the 

CS8, a 4.6 litre V8 variant of the CS6.  The Shelby CS6/8 was not 

available as a factory release.  However, Shelby had made the 

CS6/8 kit available for purchase.  But then the contract with Hertz 

GT-H came, and only a handful of CS6/8’ were built, making them 

one of the rarest cars ever built by Shelby. 

Ford introduced the Shelby GT-H version of the Mustang at the 

2006 New York Auto Show.  Like the original GT350H from 1966, 

the GT-H had gold-on-black paint and was only available at the 

Hertz car rental agency. 

Ford Racing Performance Group provided Shelby its FR1 Power 

Pack to add 18.5kW to the exis$ng Mustang GT powertrain with an 

addi$onal 13.6Nm of torque.  The package included a 90mm cold 

air kit, muffler kit, a new X-pipe and Ford Racing “GTA” axle-back 

silencers.  The Ford Shelby GT-H also had the Ford Racing Handling 

Pack (FR3) which included specially tuned dampers, lowering 

springs, sway bars, strut tower brace, and a Ford Racing 3.55:1 ra$o 

rear axle assembly. 

A total of 500 cars were built to celebrate the 40th anniversary of 

the original Shelby GT350H. 

For 2007, a conver$ble version of the GT-H was offered for rental at 

Hertz.  This $me the conver$bles came with a custom light bar 

reminiscent of the 1968 Shelby Mustang conver$bles.  The 4.6 litre, 

281-cubic-inch, 238 kW Ford Shelby GT slo;ed between the 

220 kW Mustang GT and the Ford Shelby GT500.  It is essen$ally a 

retail sale version of the Hertz rental-only Ford Shelby GT-H, except 

a manual gearbox was available.  The Shelby GT was a unique 

model in that, just like the Shelby Mustangs of the 60s, the Shelby 

GT’s manufacturing was completed at Shelby Automobiles Inc.  in 

Las Vegas, Nevada aMer being shipped directly there by Ford Motor 

Company. Shelby GT’s were then sold pre-$tle to customers.  By 

comparison, GT500 models were manufactured solely by Ford 

Motor Company in Flint, Michigan. 

Produc$on of the Shelby GT began in December 2006 and the car 

went on sale in January 2007.  It was originally planned that a 

limited number of up to 6 000 cars would be built.  The Shelby GT’s 

include the dele$on of the rear spoiler, a retro Shelby bonnet 

scoop, a cold air induc$on system with performance tuning 

resul$ng in a power output of 238 kW, a Ford Racing suspension 

package consis$ng of upgraded dampers, springs which lowered 

the vehicle 1.5” and sway bars, a high performance exhaust system, 

interior Shelby sill plates and badges and silver stripes, with the car 

available in either white or black in 2007 and Vista Blue, Grabber 

Orange, or Black with red stripes for 2008.  The Grabber Orange 

Shelby GT-C (California) was sold exclusively in California and only 

available as a coupe (less than 220 models were produced). 

Following the 2007 Shelby GT-H conver$ble rental car, Shelby 

offered the 2008 Shelby GT as a Vista Blue coupe or conver$ble 

also in limited numbers.  The Vista Blue models were available as a 

coupe or conver$ble. 

A total of 100 units of Shelby GT coupe and conver$ble were 

named aMer the Barre;-Jackson auc$on.  They included black 

exterior with “Barre;-Jackson Red” LeMans bonnet and side 

stripes, Barre; Jackson Edi$on door sill plates, black interior with 

the Shelby GT serial number plate, special fuel filler cap insert, 

autographed photo of Carroll Shelby, Craig Jackson, Amy Boylan, 

and Steve Davis. 

The vehicle was unveiled at the Arizona Interna$onal Auto Show.  

Produc$on versions were sold in Arizona Region Ford dealers with 

an MSRP (manufacturer suggested retail price) of US$38 980 

(including $250 dona$on to the Carroll Shelby Children’s 

Founda$on). 

One hundred Barre; Jackson Shelby GTs were built in 2008 that 

were black with red stripes, also available in coupe or conver$ble.  

The Barre; Jackson Shelby GTs were sold exclusively in Arizona.  

Ford dealers and customers asked for a version of the Shelby GT-H.  

Like the GT-H, the Shelby GT is modified at Shelby Automo$ve’s 

factory in Las Vegas, Nevada, while the GT500s are produced 

en$rely by AutoAlliance Interna$onal. 

At the request of owners, a number of Shelby GTs were modified in 

various ways by Shelby Automobiles in Las Vegas.  One of these 

modifica$ons results in a model known as the Shelby GT/SC 

(Supercharged).  A large number of add-ons could be had including 

the “Super Snake” brakes, as well as larger wheels and tyres which 

were necessary to accommodate these brakes.  Addi$onally there 

were three different available superchargers, again installed by 

Shelby Automobiles or authorized Shelby Mod Shop, that could 

increase power up to 335kW*.   These include the Ford Racing 

Whipple and the rare Paxton superchargers.  

Shelby and Ford returned for the 2007 model year with the Shelby 

GT500.  Introduced at the 2005 New York Interna$onal Auto Show, 

*Superchargers were limited because the 4.6 engine did not have forged internal crankshaM and pistons. 
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the GT500 uses a supercharged and intercooled Modular 5.4 litre 

V8 engine rated at 373 kW at 6 000 r/min and 651 Nm at 4 500 r/

min.  Features include the Tremec TR-6060 6-speed manual 

gearbox, suspension tuning, a body kit, and 18 inch wheels. 

Deliveries of the Shelby GT500 began in May 2006. 

A collabora$on of Ford’s SVT and Carroll Shelby, the GT500 was 

produced in limited quan$ty for three years (approximately 10 000 

units per year) on the line at Ford’s Flat Rock, Michigan 

(AutoAlliance) assembly facility. 

The Ford Shelby GT500KR, revealed at the 2007 New York 

Interna$onal Auto Show, was released in April of 2008.  The car is 

powered by a Modular 5.4 litre supercharged and intercooled 

version of the base GT500 V8 engine now upgraded to 403 kW at 

6250 r/min and 691 Nm at 4500 r/min, with func$onal Cold Air 

Intake and unique calibra$on.  SVT and Shelby announced that 

1000 40th Anniversary Edi$ons would be built for the U.S. in 2008, 

with another 571 units in 2009.  This 1 571 produc$on run matches 

that of the original 1968 GT500KR.  In total, 1 712 units were 

produced, with the remaining units going to Canada, export 

markets and military sales. 

All KRs were built by AutoAlliance Interna$onal on the normal 

Mustang produc$on line and then shipped to Shelby Automobiles 

Incorporated (SAI) where final assembly was completed.  SAI was 

the manufacturer of record. 

The Shelby GT500KR features a carbon fibre composite bonnet with 

func$onal scoops and vents, twist-lock bonnet pins modelled on 

the original 1968 KR, a unique carbon fibre spli;er, carbon fibre 

mirror caps, and func$onal brake cooling ducts.  The suspension 

was tuned by SVT with unique spring rates, dampers, stabilizer 

bars, and strut tower brace and was sourced from Ford Racing. 

Unique Goodyear Eagle F1 Supercar tyres were developed for the 

KR with a unique compound.  With the same tread pa;ern as the 

Eagle F1 Supercar tyre on the 2007 - 2009 GT500 they can only be 

iden$fied by a unique Goodyear “Wingedfoot” emblem on the 

sidewall. 

The 2008 - 09 GT500KR draws on styling cues from the classic 1968 

“King of the Road” GT500KR model, and the 2008 model includes 

“40th Anniversary” badging; both years will have availability of 

standard GT500 colours with “LeMans” stripes, and Carroll Shelby 

signature embroidered seats.  The GT500KR’s star$ng price was 

$120 000. 

The GT500KR was prominent in the new Knight Rider television 

series on NBC.  One of the main characters of the show was KITT, 

(voiced by Val Kilmer) an advanced Ar$ficial Intelligence housed in 

a GT500KR who is also 100% all black and the only difference is the 

red scan light bar and the red voice module.  Also, in the return of 

the show, KARR (voiced by Peter Cullen) who is once again similar 

to KITT with a yellow scan light bar and a yellow voice module and 

is once again 100% all Black like KITT was also a GT500KR. 

Other specifica$ons include: 

• 4 sea$ng 

• Displacement 5,408 cc (5.4 litre; 330 cu in) 

• Power: 403 kW at 6 250 r/min 

• Torque: 691 Nm at 4 500 r/min 

• 3.73 differen$al ra$o 

• 18 x 9.5” Alcoa wheels with unique Goodyear Eagle F1 

Supercar tyres (front: P255/45ZR18 & rear: 285/40/ZR18) 

Star$ng in 2008, previous 2007 Shelby GT500 Mustangs could be 

sent to Carroll Shelby’s Special Performance Plant in Las Vegas to 

be rebuilt into a Super Snake, for an addi$onal cost of $27 995.  The 

Super Snake offered a 451 kW 5.4 litre engine.  A Kenne Bell twin-

screw supercharged version with “over 725 hp” (540kW) was also 

available, without warranty and offered a varied 0 - 100km/h 

accelera$on $me in 3.5 to 3.7 seconds.  The Super Snake is inspired 

by the 1967 GT500 Super Snake, a car made by Carroll Shelby for 

Goodyear Tyres. 

The Super Snake also comes with a variety of other performance, 

handling and cosme$c changes.  These include badging, new gauge 

pod, 20” Alcoa wheels, fibreglass ram-air Super Snake bonnet, 

stripes, carbon fibre front spli;er and side skirts, larger 6-piston 

Baer brakes, front and rear brake cooling ducts, complete track 

setup suspension, aluminium driveshaM, 3.73 differen$al gears and 

cat-back exhaust system. 

The Super Snake package was also available for 2005 - 2006 Ford 

Mustang. 

The Prudhomme Edi$on Super Snake is a limited (100 units) drag 

racing package for the 2007 - 2010 Ford Shelby GT500 cars, named 

aMer Don Prudhomme.  The engine is rated at 800 hp (600 kW) on 

race fuel or 750 hp (560 kW) on 93 octane fuel.  It includes a Kenne 

Bell supercharger, a modified air intake s$cking out of the bonnet 

in the $lt front end, a five-point Impact safety harness, a Borla side 

exhaust system, front and rear adjustable BMR racing suspension 

and drag $res with op$onal street tyres.  The side lower rockers are 

incorporated. 

The package has an MSRP of $100 000 (not including donor car). 

The Prudhomme concept car went on sale in 2009 Barre;-Jackson 

Las Vegas auc$on.  The vehicle was sold with a winning bid price of 
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$275 000 (before buyer premium). 

The Terlingua is a V6 Ford Mustang fi;ed with a Racing Team 

package that includes performance enhancements and modified 

cosme$c details by Shelby.  The package is applied by Shelby 

Automobiles in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

The Terlingua features improvements to the handling with Ford 

Racing components, and improved braking capabili$es that 

included Baer brakes. Op$onal supercharger was a Paxton/Vortech 

blower in either polished or raw.  This model also features a deep 

draw bonnet designed by Chief R&D at Shelby Vince LaViole;e, 20” 

anthracite “Razor” wheels and a comprehensive styling changes 

including a logo with the Terlingua rabbit on the bonnet. 

Specifica$ons: 

• Power: 280kW at 5 300 r/min 

• Torque: 326Nm at 3 500 r/min
 

• 0 - 100km/h: 5.5 seconds
 

• Top speed: 274 km/h 

For the 2010 model year, the Shelby Mustang GT500 was 

redesigned along with the base Ford Mustang.  As with the 2007 - 

2009 GT500, the 2010 included unique front and rear fascias, 

bonnet with func$onal vents and unique rear spoiler.  The rear 

spoiler included a func$onal Gurney flap.  Along with new exterior 

colours, customers had the op$on of extending the exterior stripes 

onto the seats.  Produc$on was limited to 2 000 units. 

The 5.4 litre engine’s power output was increased to 403 kW and 

691 Nm of torque with the addi$on of a cold air intake similar to 

the 08/09 GT500KR and includes a knock sensor to protect the 

engine if lower octane fuel is used. 

SVT re-tuned the coupe’s suspension and worked with Goodyear on 

19” tyres with new construc$on, compound and tread pa;ern.  The 

coupe’s 19” wheels are forged for a reduc$on in unsprung weight.  

The conver$ble retained the 18” wheels.  The 2010 Shelby Mustang 

GT500 can sprint from 0 to 100 kilometres per hour in 4.2 seconds 

and has a top speed of 290 km/h.  The 2010 GT500 can brake from 

100km/h - 0 in just over 30m and has a lateral accelera$on of 1.00 

G. 

Much like the 2011 V6 and GT Mustangs, the 2011 Shelby GT500 

got an engine update with an all-new 5.4 litre aluminium engine 

which was significantly lighter than the previous cast-iron engine 

and uses Ford-patented plasma-coa$ng technology (Plasma 

transferred wire arc).  The inventors of PTWA received the 2009 

IPO Na$onal Inventor of the Year award.  This technology was 

ini$ally patented and developed by inventors from Flame-Spray.  

The technology was subsequently improved upon by Ford and 

Flamespray.  With the engine updates, not only has performance 

improved to 410 kW at 6 200 r/min and 691 Nm at 4 500 r/min, but 

the GT500’s fuel efficiency improved to 16 l/100 km (urban) and 

10 l/100 km (highway), which was enough to eliminate the U.S. Gas 

Guzzler Tax.  The final produc$on number of the 2011 Shelby GT500 

by the end of the year was 5 100 units. 

Ford also improved upon the handling characteris$cs of the GT500.  

The overall stance of the car has been lowered by 11 millimetres in 

front and 8 millimetres at the rear.  The car also features Ford’s 

new Electric Power Assist Steering (EPAS) that improves torque 

build-up and road feel which delivers quicker and more precise 

steering, increased effort on the racetrack or winding roads, and 

reduced effort in low-speed parking manoeuvers.  The car also has 

Ford’s AdvanceTrac stability control system, which features a sport 

mode when pressed twice consecu$vely while stopped with the 

brakes applied. 

External improvements include an op$onal SVT Performance 

Package, which includes Goodyear EagleF1 SuperCar G: 2 tyres, all-

new lightweight 19-inch forged-aluminium wheels in front and 20-

inch forged-aluminium wheels at the rear, a 3.73 rear axle ra$o, 

and performance tuned front and rear shocks along with s$ffer 

springs.  The package includes a unique rear spoiler Gurney Flap for 

improved handling, slightly revised front and rear fascias, a new 

pedal box for improved clutch use, slo;ed brake dust shields for 

improved brake cooling, standard HID (high-intensity discharge) 

headlamps, MyKey programmable vehicle key, integrated spo;er 

mirrors, and fold-down rear headrests.  Op$onal is a glass top roof, 

previously available, star$ng in 2009, with the Mustang GT. 

The improvements in handling and performance gives the 2011 

Shelby GT500 a skidpan ra$ng of 1.0g, and a Virginia Interna$onal 

Raceway lap $me of 2:58:48, making it as fast as, and some$mes 

faster than, cars such as the M3, Audi R8 V10, Dodge Viper SRT-10 

and Porsche GT3 around this racetrack.  Changes to 2012 model 

year Shelby GT500 included only a new Recaro seat op$on.  The 

Sterling Gray colour was no longer available. 

Just like the 2011 Shelby GT500, born on the proving grounds of the 

drag strip and road course at Las Vegas Motor Speedway, Shelby 

American worked with companies like Ford Racing to create an 

even more aggressive suspension and engine package for the 2011 

Super Snake.  For the 2011 model year, more power, new 

anthracite wheels, white stripes and new side scoops are op$onal. 

The 2011 Ford Shelby GT500 Super Snake post $tle package 

includes: 
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• Ford Racing handling pack including dynamic adjustable 

dampers, lowering springs, tuned stabiliser bars, and front 

strut tower brace. 

• 6-speed manual gearbox with 3.73:1 rear axle ra$o. 

• Shelby/Ford Racing supercharger upgrade producing over 

490kW and 800Nm. of torque. 

• Either a Shelby/Ford Racing or Shelby/Kenne Bell 

supercharger kit producing 560Kw with upgraded drive 

shaM, billet twin 75mm thro;le body and exclusive badges. 

• Op$onal Shelby/Kenne Bell 600kW tune on normal fuel. 

• Borla exhaust system. 

• An op$onal Shelby / Eibach handling pack is also available. 

• Shelby-designed Alcoa 20-inch wheels in durabright or 

anthracite. 

• Short-throw shiMer 

• Forged Shelby / Baer brakes with 6 piston calipers and cross 

drilled / vented rotors. 

• Front brake cooling ducts and behind the door side scoop. 

• Unique fibreglass bonnet featuring classic Shelby design 

and pins. 

• Shelby signature Super Snake stripes in either ma;e black 

or ma;e white. 

• “Shelby” le;ering across the boot lid. 

• “Super Snake” vehicle badges and official Shelby CSM 

interior plate. 

• Op$onal two tone leather interior. 

• Shelby signature embroidered headrests, floor mats and 

other Shelby designed components. 

Full details on the 2012 Shelby GT500 Super Snake were revealed at 

the New York Auto Show.  The package included a unique fibreglass 

bonnet featuring the iconic Shelby design and pins, a new Borla 

exhaust system, the Shelby signature Super Snake stripes that come 

in either ma;e black or ma;e white, and “Super Snake” vehicle 

badges.  An official Shelby CSM interior plate and “Shelby” le;ering 

across the rear boot lid allowed the GT500 to be fully recognizable 

as a Shelby vehicle, while a set of Shelby designed 20” Alcoa wheels 

that came with a choice of either durabright or antracite finished 

off the exterior look. 

The interior also included Shelby signature embroidered headrests 

and floor mats, along with other Shelby designed components. 

These signatures could also be applied to op$onal two-tone 

leather. 

The 2012 Limited Edi$on Super Snake produces 560 kW and 

800 Nm of torque from its 5.4 litre supercharged V8 engine.  The 

power can be taken up to 600 kW with the op$onal upgrade.  The 

engine is mated to a six-speed manual transmission with 3.73:1 

rear axle ra$o and short-throw shiMer.  The car uses forged Shelby/

Baer brakes with 6 piston calipers and cross drilled/vented rotors. 

To celebrate the 50th anniversary of Shelby American, 50 black and 

gold Super Snakes were manufactured.  The prototype was used as 

a promo$onal vehicle and is considered a highly sought-aMer car by 

collectors.  The prototype had been reported as sold in 2015. 
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Coinciding with the 45th anniversary of the original 1965 Shelby 

GT350, Shelby American unveiled an all new GT350 Mustang at the 

opening night gala of the Barre;-Jackson auc$on in Sco;sdale, 

Arizona.  Presented in concept form, the new GT350 had a 

supercharged version of the brand new 5 litre V8 engine in the 

2011 Mustang GT as well as performance upgrades from Ford 

Racing, Borla, Cragar, Baer and more. 

The GT350 was a post-$tle upgrade available from Shelby. 

Customers could have their 2011 Mustangs shipped directly to 

Shelby’s Las Vegas facility to be converted or they could deliver the 

car themselves.  Automa$c transmission was available for 

conversion with a naturally aspirated engine, producing up to 

321 kW, and manual transmission cars had the op$on of NA or a 

supercharged engine fi;ed with a Ford Racing supercharger to 

produce 391 kW, or at the expense of the warranty,  465 kW, a 

Ford Racing suspension system (the first 100 cars were fi;ed with 

the Eibach suspension carried over from the GT500 Supersnake), 

Baer brakes in front and op$onal in rear, Custom Borla exhaust 

system, 19” Cragar wheels, and more.  For the exterior, Shelby 

installed a new front fascia, front spli;er, func$onal bonnet scoop, 

func$onal brake cooling ducts, tail light trim, rear boot lid filler 

panel, and a rear fascia with centre exhaust exit.  Performance 

White with Guardsman Blue racing stripes were the only available 

colour combina$on for 2011 models.  2012 models were available 

in other colours, but lost the 45th Anniversary badge of the 2011. 

Ini$al road tests of the GT350 by Motor Trend show the 2011 

Shelby GT350 is capable of accelera$ng from 0 to 100 km/h in 3.7 

seconds, compared to the 2011 Mustang GT’s $me of 4.4 seconds.  

It is also faster than the 2011 GT500, which needs 4.2 seconds to 

get to 100 km/h as well as the Shelby Super Snake with 560 kW, 

which takes 4.1 seconds.  Weight difference isn’t a factor to blame 

for the be;er performance than the GT500, considering the GT350 

is only frac$onally lighter than the newly lightened GT500. 

The GT350’s quarter mile (400m) $me is 12 seconds at 195.4 km/h. 

Two GT350s were used to pace the 2010 NASCAR race in Las Vegas.  

They had the prototype front fascia and are now displayed at the 

Shelby Heritage Museum, being a mainstay for promo$onal 

materials and posters. 

AMer being revealed at Barre; Jackson in 2010 as a celebra$on of 

the original 1965 Shelby GT350s 45th anniversary, the 2012 GT350 

made its world debut at the 2011 Chicago Auto Show. 

A conver$ble version was offered for 2012, the first conver$ble 

GT350 since 1970. 

The 2011 Ford Shelby Mustang GT350 was previously offered only 

in a white exterior colour with Guardsman Blue Le Mans racing 
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stripes running the length of the vehicle, but the 2012 model year 

saw two new colours in Race Red with white LeMans stripes and 

Kona Blue with white LeMans stripes.  These paint schemes are 

unique because they are not Factory paint jobs.  The conver$ble 

offered a new op$onal light bar with other op$ons including a one-

piece drive shaM and colour coordinated billet aluminium engine 

cap set.  The extensive body kit upgrades included a revised front 

fascia, side rockers with brake ducts, rear bumper and boot lid.  

New taillights and custom Shelby GT350 badges further dis$nguish 

this special model and bring back memories of past models.  The 

serialised dash plate with individual numbering for each GT350 

produced was also included.  The 2012 Shelby GT350 delivers the 

same performance numbers as the 2011 model.  The addi$on of a 

Whipple supercharger and Borla exhaust system have really 

allowed this V8 to take on a life of its own.  An automa$c 

transmission was op$onal with the naturally aspirated engine.  

Keeping the powerful engine under control was an upgraded 

suspension system designed by Shelby to give the Mustang a 

reduced body roll and more variability to create custom track 

setups.  Custom ERADISPEED rear rotors in conjunc$on with Bear 6-

piston brakes were also included in the package. 

Unveiled at the 2012 New York Interna$onal Auto Show, the Shelby 

1000 is an upgrade to the 2012 Shelby GT500 and was available in 

two versions.  The Street Legal version produces 690 kW, while the 

Track version delivers 820 kW.  The chassis has been strengthened 

to handle the addi$onal power.  The rear end was replaced with a 

high performance 9-inch unit; the brakes included 6 pistons in front 

and 4 pistons out back.  The driveshaM was a stronger unit while 

the suspension included new struts, sway bars and bushings.  The 

bonnet, rear panel and spli;er were func$onal pieces for 

performance. 

The Shelby GTS was unveiled at the 2012 New York Auto Show, a 

new model designed to be a;ainable to the masses.  It was 

available in both V6 and V8 form configura$ons.  “It’s a car that 

reaches a younger buyer while acknowledging the economic 

reali$es of our $mes,” said Shelby American president John LuM at 

the $me. 

Shelby installed new front and rear fascias, a “deep draw” 

fibreglass bonnet, black billet grille, Shelby le;ering on the boot lid 

and finally the signature “Le Mans” dual stripes over the top and 

triple side stripes with GTS le;ering.  Shelby also added a short-

throw shiMer with cue-ball knob, a serial number plaque and Shelby

-badged floor mats.  The GTS was fi;ed with the op$onal 14-inch 

Baer front brake system.  Only 7000 were made 

To celebrate the founda$on of Shelby American, Shelby American 

released a 50th Anniversary Edi$on of the Shelby GTS.  The car was 

based on the 2012 Mustang GT and Mustang V6, and was only 

available in two exterior colours, Black and Performance White.  

Produc$on was limited to 100 units with 50 being black and 50 

Performance White units. 

First unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show in November 2011, 

Ford Shelby GT500 was the most powerful Mustang at the $me. 

The DOHC 4 valves per cylinder 5.8 litre supercharged and 

intercooled V8 engine is cer$fied to produce 494 kW at 6 500 r/min 

and 855 Nm at 4 000 r/min, with a claimed top speed of 325 km/h.
  

The new GT500 weighs 1 746 kg, and was available from May 2012. 

The 2013 models had various improvements and differences 

compared to the GT500 of 2012 including new front end sheet 

metal along with standard HID headlamps, along with a new LED 

tail light assembly.  The new 2013 Shelby GT500 also had no grille, 

due to the massive amount of cooling required for the vehicle.  

Performance changes included twin fuel pumps (a Mustang GT’s 

single supply pump, twice over), larger fuel injectors, a beefier and 

larger-diameter clutch, a larger fan, a three-row intercooler (the 

previous car used a double-row unit), a beefed-up Tremec TR-6060 

six-speed manual gearbox with an internal oil pump, and a single-

piece carbon-fibre driveshaM.  Larger Brembo front disc brakes with 

six-piston callipers, reinforced axle tubes, and aero tweaks to help 

the car reach 320 km/h-plus safely.  According to Ford, the changes 

have resulted in a 14-percent reduc$on in drag and a 66-percent 

increase in front-end downforce.  Also new for 2013 was a larger 

front an$-roll bar and retuned springs.  An r/min-adjustable 

electronic launch-control func$on was standard, as was a four-

mode electronic stability control system. 

A Performance package was also offered, adding two-mode 

adjustable Bilstein dampers and a Torsen limited-slip rear 

differen$al. In addi$on to the Performance package, a Track 

package for road racing could be ordered bringing a transmission 

cooler, a nose-mounted differen$al cooler for the Torsen limited-

slip unit, and an air-to-oil engine-oil cooler. 

A Motor Trend magazine May 2012 road test provided a 0 to 

100 km/h accelera$on $me of 3.5 seconds and a quarter mile $me 

of 11.6 seconds at 202.3 km/h.  By comparison, the 2013 GT500 

was faster than both the Camaro ZL1 and Corve;e Z06. 

Automobile-Catalogue computer model theore$cal es$mates 

provided a 0 to100 km/h accelera$on $me of 3.3 seconds, a 

quarter mile $me of 11.3 seconds at 210 km/h, and a top speed of 

335 km/h (manufacturers claim: 325 km/h; Car and Driver: 304 km/

h). 

In February 2012, at the Chicago Auto Show, Shelby officially 

announced that a conver$ble version of the 2013 GT500 will reach 
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produc$on.  The conver$ble had a limited top speed of 250km/h. 

No major changes from the previous year 2013 were made for the 

2014 model year, however several colours had been discon$nued 

and been made. 

At the Barre;-Jackson auc$on in 2012, Shelby American announced 

the release of the GT500 Super Snake.  The Super Snake is offered 

in two supercharged engine packages which have power outputs of 

494 kW and 630 kW respec$vely.  The first fiMy vehicles sold were 

available in limited edi$on colours, either in black with a triple gold 

stripe or white with a triple gold stripe. 

The 2013 GT500 Super Snake marked the discon$nua$on of the 

Shelby “Alcoa” Super Snake wheels.  New, lightweight forged 

aluminium wheel were produced and used instead.  These wheels 

were also used on any GT500 (even 2007 - 2012 models) that 

entered the Shelby American Facility to be converted into a Super 

Snake version.  The 2013 Super Snake was also offered with a wide 

body op$on. 

The WELD edi$on Super Snake had new wheels designed 

specifically and exclusively for Shelby and will be used on the next 

genera$ons of Shelby Mustangs.  This car was in the Weld wheels 

SEMA show display. T he bonnet of this WELD Super Snake is an all 

carbon fibre Super Snake bonnet.  It also has carbon fibre trim 

parts, included side rocker panels, rear diffuser, spoiler and rear 

fenders. Parts that featured WELD are its vinyl strips and Recaro 

seats. 

This car was the first of the latest genera$on wide body Super 

Snakes.  CSM13SS0001P was one of the key development vehicles 

for the wide body program as well as the Super Snake program for 

2013.  It appeared on both the wide body and many of the Super 

Snake promo$onal materials and displays during this $me period.  

It was previously shown at the Detroit Auto Show in 2013 and the 

New York Auto Show, as well as many other shows and events all 

over US.  It was also in the Shelby Annual publica$on.  This 

prototype is currently on display in the Shelby Museum. 

This demonstrator of Shelby American was used as part of a ride-n-

drive to help show drivers the primary difference between the 

stock GT500 and the GT500 Super Snake.  The conversion includes 

630kW, courtesy of a 4 litre Whipple Supercharger, and comes with 

the op$onal Wa;s link and upgraded interior. 

Revealed in 2013 as an upgrade kit for the Mustang GT, the Shelby 

GT350 (S197 II) was built in limited numbers and was offered in 

both coupe and conver$ble versions.  For the 2013 model year, the 

GT350 received new colour op$ons, visual styling cues, and 

op$onal performance enhancements.  The 2013 Shelby GT350 is 

powered by a 5 litre V8 engine offered in either a 320 kW naturally 

aspirated version with an op$onal upgrade to increase the power 

output to 340 kW, or a 391 kW or 465 kW supercharged versions.  

The engine could be combined with a manual gearbox with a short 

throw shiMer as standard, or an automa$c transmission for the 

naturally aspirated engine as an op$on. 

The 2011 Ford Mustang GT from Shelby was previously only offered 

in a white exterior colour with Guardsman Blue Le Mans racing 

stripes running the length of the vehicle, and the 2012 model saw 

the addi$on of two new colours; Race Red with white LeMans 

stripes and Kona Blue with white LeMans stripes.  The 2013 model 

year added even more colour op$ons in the form of Grabber Blue, 

Sterling Gray Metallic, “Go;a Have It” Green, Candy Red Tint Coat 
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Metallic, Ingot Silver Metallic, “Deep Impact” Blue Metallic 

(replaces Kona Blue Metallic), Race Red, Performance White, and 

Black.  These new colours could be combined with Sa$n Black or 

Gloss White stripes and a new set of wheels in Sa$n Black or Bright 

Silver Metallic.  Other styling cues for 2013 included a glass roof 

op$on, Recaro Seats, and a modified custom rear valance. 

Changes for the 2013 model year also included a one piece drive 

shaM, more powerful brakes, cooling enhancements, and a colour 

coordinated billet aluminum engine cap set. 

It was a prototype of GT350 used as a track demonstrator vehicle; 

which ended up not being used that much as an$cipated.  It had a 

465 kW) supercharged V8 engine, luxury interior with Recaro seats, 

gauges, and 6 piston Wilwood brakes in the front and 4 piston 

callipers in the rear.  It was in the 2013 sales literature and is one of 

the Heritage Centre show cars. 

The 2013 Shelby 1000 was officially unveiled at the New York 

Interna$onal Auto Show, under once again a Street Package, and a 

Track Package (S/C). 

The 2013/14 Shelby 1000 had the 5.8 litre V8 engine from the 

2013/14 GT500.  Upgrades included a full Engine Package using a 

performance 630kW fuel system with more powerful injectors, a 

Borla Custom 3” stainless steel cat-back exhaust and new parts 

such as forged pistons, ported cylinder heads, $tanium valve 

springs and $tanium retainers.  The engine breathes through a 

Kenne Bell 3.6 litre Supercharger using a 4.5” inlet pipe feeding an 

1850cfm thro;le body.  A High Performance aluminium flywheel 

and a twin-clutch assembly is also used.  The engine is es$mated to 

produce over 890 kW. 

Like the 2012 Shelby 1000, the 2013/14 needed significant under-

body and chassis strengthening modifica$ons to handle the extra 

power from the engine.  DriveshaM tunnel braces and billet-

aluminium supports and suspension parts were used.  A Custom 9” 

Wavetrac Differen$al is used to help put power down through the 

rear wheels. 

The Exterior received the usual “Shelby 1000” decals and an overlay 

package with a func$onal carbon fibre bonnet, front lip spoiler, rear 

bumper and side skirts. A Widebody Version of the car was also 

offered. 

Since 2011, Shelby 1000 become a package for 2010-14’s Ford 

Shelby GT500, due to the popularity of the package, Shelby 

American also received 2013–14 Ford Shelby GT500s to be 

converted into Shelby 1000s from customers. 

The Shelby American version of Shelby GT was based on the 2014 

Ford Mustang GT.  It was unveiled at the LA Auto Show. 

Shelby offered a unique set of modifica$ons for the exterior.  On 

the base GT, it got a front spli;er conversion with a GT500 rear 

spoiler and quarter glass covers.  The bonnet was made of 

fibreglass to save weight and the Le Mans stripes added some style.  

A separate wide body conversion with the op$on of rear-only or full 

all-around wide body wheel arches was also available to spice up 

the exterior of the 2014 Shelby GT.  Among other accessories, 

Shelby GT front fascia, carbon laminated bonnet louvers, billet 

upper grille with Ford running pony emblem and “Powered by 

Ford” badges on the sides completed the exterior package. 

The interior of the 2014 Shelby GT had been overhauled to keep up 

with the latest trends.  Unique touches to the interior included an A

-pillar gauge pod with boost, and fuel and oil pressure gauges.  This 

modifica$on was only available on the GT/SC conversion.  Even the 

standard GT conversion got the Shelby headrest covers, special GT 

dash plaque and engine plate.  Leather upholstery in black was 

standard along with electrically adjustable seats. 

The “Shelby GT Standard” is the base pack with 320kW.  The slight 

bump in power was achieved by fiOng a Borla performance 

exhaust as well as engine tuning.  The standard package also 

included a Barton short shiMer.  The “Shelby GT/SC” gives 75 more 

kilowa;s over the base modifica$on.  Shelby Ford Racing Whipple 

Supercharger kit in either 391kW or 465kW configura$ons, Shelby 

cooling system and front spli;er.  Although, Shelby did not 

independently confirm the performance figures, a 0 - 100 km/h 

$me of 3.7 seconds and a quarter-mile in a mid 11-second range 

has been es$mated. 

The base upgrade package used 20-inch wheels, shod with BFG G-

Force Comp2 $res and a Panhard suspension bar to s$ffen up the 

chassis.  Apart from this, the standard upgrade did not offer much 

in terms of performance or improved handling.  Of course, be;er 

tyres did provide improved grip while the suspension brace 

resulted in be;er cornering. 

Shelby had done a whole lot to improve the dynamics of the Shelby 

GT/SC star$ng with an aluminium driveshaM, employed to deliver 

power to the rear wheels in order to reduce the overall mass.  

Wilwood brakes - six-piston front and four-piston rear - for added 

braking performance. 

The 20-inch rims on the GT/SC were painted black and were fi;ed 

with Michelin Pilot Supersport tyres.  Eibach provided s$ffer coil-

over springs as well as a sway bar kit to improve handling. 

Shelby American launched the 2015 Shelby GT in 2015.  It is a 

package available for the 2015 Ford Mustang GT and is available 
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with either manual or automa$c transmissions. 

According to Shelby American, the upgrades for the 2015 Shelby GT 

include a more aggressive style with carbon fibre enhancements: 

bonnet, rockers, spli;ers, spoiler and diffuser.  Shelby GT also 

features cold air intakes, custom 20” WELD Venice wheels with high

-grip Michelin tyres, Ford Performance supercharger, Wilwood 

brakes, adjustable rear control arms, dash-mounted 3-gauge pod 

for track boost, fuel and oil pressure, race seats, roll cage and 

harness. 

The Shelby Ecoboost is a Shelby GT package for Ford Mustang 

Ecoboost launched in 2015.  The package is available in North 

America. 

The GT EcoBoost’s exterior changes are extensive.  Many of the 

upgrades are the same as the ones found on packages offered on 

Ford Mustang GT.  This includes the extensive use of carbon fibre, 

notable in the front spli;er, bonnet, rear spoiler and rocker panel. 

The Shelby Ecoboost includes a Ford Performance handling pack 

upgraded suspension.  Like the manual and automa$c transmission 

V8 version, the EcoBoost version of the car is far more than stripes 

and a badge.  The car was refined with a Ford Performance 

handling pack upgrade, engine tune and a throa$er Ford 

Performance exhaust.  The result is over 250 kW on 91 octane fuel 

and significantly be;er handling. 

Shelby American launched the new Shelby Super Snake in 2015.  

Due to the discon$nua$on of Shelby GT500, the 2015 Super Snake 

lost its GT500 tag, but s$ll have some people called it as GT500 

Super Snake.  Like the 2015 Shelby GT, it is also based on 2015 Ford 

Mustang GT.  The 2015 Super Snake has a 5 litre V8 equipped with 

a Shelby/Ford Racing supercharger engine rated at 650+hp (750+hp 

via Shelby/Whipple Supercharger).  According to Shelby, the test 

car produces 850 hp (630 kW).  But the car’s 12.3-second, 187 km/h 

quarter-mile run speaks to a horsepower number far less than 750, 

let alone 850.  A standard Camaro ZL1 is slower.  Tuner cars such as 

this one lack SAE-cer$fied horsepower and torque ra$ngs. 

In front is a carbon-fibre Super Snake bonnet, adorned with a 

forced-air scoop that rises above the central grille.  The grille is also 

new, with a black anodised material used both in the upper and 

lower por$ons of the front intake. 

Aerodynamically, Shelby added a carbon fibre front diffuser, which 

is complemented in the rear by a larger carbon fibre spoiler.  Below 

the wing there’s more carbon fibre used in the new rear diffuser, 

taillight panel, and rocker panels with side-skirt aero blades just in 

front of the rear wheels.  The composite is also in place for the 

mirror covers.  Finally, there’s the requisite Super Snake racing 

stripes and external badging. 

The Super Snake includes special CSM badging, Shelby floor mats, 

sill plates, a dash-mounted gauge pod made from carbon fibre and 

stuffed with AutoMeter gauges, Ford Performance short-throw 

shiMer, an upholstery upgrade, racing seats, five-point racing 

harnesses, Shelby valve covers, and a carbon fibre latch cover. 

Rou$ng the power are 3.73 gears and new half shaMs, both from 

Ford Performance.  The tyres are Michelin Pilot Super Sport 

wrapped around staggered 20-inch WELD Racing Super Snake 

wheels.  For the first $me, the Super Snake was available with 

either a six-speed manual or six-speed automa$c transmission.  

Under bonnet op$ons included an upgraded intercooler and 

cooling kits for the differen$al and transmission. 

Shelby American has for the first $me provided right-hand drive 

version Super Snakes to the UK and Europe through official 

distributor Bill Shepherd Mustang, and also to Australia, introduced 

by Mustang Motorsport. 

In January 2017, Shelby American introduced the 50th Anniversary 

edi$on Shelby Super Snake based on the 2017 Mustang GT, and 

having a limited produc$on run of 500 units.  The 50th anniversary 

edi$on has different fascia and wheels than that of the Mustang GT 

version, can accelerate from 0 to 100km/h in 3.5 seconds along 

with having a quarter mile $me of 10.9 seconds. 

For 2016, the GT350 has a 5.2 litre flat-plane crank V8 engine, 

known as Voodoo producing 392 kW at 7 500 r/min and 582 Nm at 

4 750 r/min.  The GT350 is more track focused than the GT500, and 

was benchmarked against the Chevrolet C7 Corve;e, Porsche 911 S 

and BMW M4.  It has a track-focused chassis tuning, wider front 

fenders housing 295-width Michelin Pilot Super Sport tyres, 

significant aerodynamic changes to include lowering the bonnet 

around the engine, ac$ve-exhaust, six-piston Brembo brakes with 

semi-floa$ng rotors, MagneRide damping op$on (the first 

MagneRide-equipped Ford), light weight Tremec six speed manual 

transmission, Recaro seats and various weight reduc$on efforts. 

Specifically,  it has a carbon fibre reinforced polymer radiator 

support that directs cooling channels for various components. 

At the 2015 North American Interna$onal Auto Show a more track-

focused, hardcore and limited produc$on version of the GT350 was 

unveiled called the GT350R, benchmarked against the Chevrolet 

Camaro Z28 and Porsche 911 GT3.  The GT350R retains the GT350’s 

5.2 litre flat plane crank V8 engine, producing the same power, but 

grip was significantly increased by the means of wider Michelin 

Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres, Carbon Revolu$on carbon fibre wheels (the 

first ever fi;ed to a mass-produc$on road car) each weigh 

approximately 35kg less than the aluminium wheels on the GT350, 

and significantly more downforce thanks to a larger spli;er and 
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carbon fibre rear wing to keep the car stuck to the ground.  Items 

like the air condi$oning, stereo, boot floorboard, all the carpe$ng, 

the rear seats, and the backup camera could be removed from the 

factory resul$ng in the GT350R weighing 59 kg less than the GT350. 

Serial #001 was sold at the 2015 Barre;-Jackson Sco;sdale Auc$on 

for US$1 000 000 with the proceeds to benefit the JDRF. 

The GT350R won Road & Track magazine’s 2016 “Performance Car 

of the Year” (PCOTY) and Car and Driver magazine’s “10 Best Cars” 

for 2016. 

As with previous produc$on-based Mustang race cars, Mul$ma$c 

Engineering was engaged by Ford Performance to develop a 

complete race-only version of the S550 Shelby GT350R.  The 

resul$ng compe$$on deriva$ve, the GT350R-C, has safety 

equipment and roll-over protec$on homologated to FIA and IMSA 

specifica$ons;  Bosch MS5.0 ECU and ABS controller; MoTeC 

instrumenta$on and data-logging; adjustable an$-roll bars; 

Mul$ma$c DSSV spool-valve dampers and other compe$$on 

upgrades. 

Though delayed un$l the third race of the 2015 Con$nental Tire 

SportsCar Challenge, the GT350R-C was compe$$ve right away: 

having earned pole posi$on for its debut race, the GT350R-C won 

the next two rounds, and took three wins overall in its debut 

season. 

Success con$nued into 2016 as privateer team C360R finished 

behind the sole entry of factory-supported team Mul$ma$c 

Motorsports for a 1–2 GT350R-C finish in the season-opener at 

Daytona..  The #15 Mul$ma$c Motorsports Shelby GT350R-C driven 

by Billy Johnson and Sco; Maxwell con$nued on to win 6 out of 10 

races as well as the 2016 Team, Driver, and Manufacturers 

Championships. 

Shelby American offered a limited run of 50 Shelby Terlingua Racing 

Team Mustangs based on the 2015 - 16 Ford Mustang GT in 2016.  

The Shelby Terlingua is Shelby American’s most track-inspired 

Mustang and is built as a tribute to the Terlingua Racing Team® and 

their 1967 Trans Am Championship. 

Modifica$ons for the Terlingua include a Whipple supercharger 

mated to the new Mustang GT 5 litre V8 engine producing over 

560 kW and an exclusive Eibach sway bar and adjustable coil overs.  

Terlingua also includes Ford Performance’s upgrades like halfshaMs, 

a short throw shiMer and the aggressive sounding Borla Exhaust 

with black $ps.  The car also added the Brembo big brake kit for 

race track proven performance, and with 20” WELD racing wheels, 

tons of Shelby-designed carbon fibre components and the dis$nct 

Terlingua Racing Team badging. 

On the 50th anniversary of the Rent-a-Racer program, Ford, Hertz 

and Shelby introduced the 2016 Shelby GT-H.  Based on the 5 litre 

V8 Mustang GT, Shelby enhanced the Mustang with Ford 

Performance components including suspension, exhaust and 

wheels, along with Shelby design cues like polycarbonate bonnet 

and stripes.  Beginning Memorial Day, 140 2016 Shelby GT-H’s are 

available for rent as modern-day “Rent-A-Racers” through the Hertz 

Adrenaline Collec$on at select U.S. airport loca$ons. 

There are several logos and emblems spread throughout the body. 

“GT-H” logos are on the grille, rear faux gas cap, and on the boot 

lid.  Shelby replaced the standard front spli;er and rear spoiler with 

elements made with carbon fibre.  The bonnet is also specially 

craMed with vents and a big bulge at the centre, the same as the 

Shelby GT. It has 19-inch aluminium wheels which are wrapped in 

high-performing Michelin rubber (255/40s at the front and 275/40s 

at the rear. 

The interior of the new Ford Mustang Shelby GT-H is based on the 

standard Mustang GT.  Only a few features sets the two models’ 

interior styling apart.  They include “GT-H” logos on the headrests, 

customised sill plates with “Hertz Shelby GT-H” le;ering and a 

numbered plaque on the dash.  The floor mats also has “GT-H” 

logos. 

The engine has a cat-back exhaust system from the Ford 

Performance.  This specifically gives the model a throa$er sound.  A 

“Shelby-GT-H” engine plaque is also added as well as an engine cap 

kit.  The chassis has also been updated via the Ford Racing Handling 

Pack which helps deliver a race-like driving experience.  The 

package adds lowered springs, special-tuned dampers and revised 

sway bars. 

American introduced the all new Shelby GTE on 2 August 2016, at 

their website. Inspired by the success of the Shelby GT and Shelby 

GT-H Programs, the Shelby GTE delivers legendary performance at 

an affordable price for Shelby fans world wide. Immediately 

recognisable, the Shelby GTE displays iconic Le Mans-style striping 
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and Shelby badging to go along with a soundtrack developed by 

Ford Performance and Borla that resonates true American muscle. 

Same as the Shelby GT, GTE is also available with either the V8 or 

2.3 litre Ecoboost engine, automa$c or manual shiM transmission.  

The “E” in GTE stands for “enhanced”, the power of the V8 version 

is 340kW, 15kW more than ordinary Mustang GT.  The power 

increases come in part from the Ford Performance catalogue, with 

V8 models geOng the factory-approved Power Pack. EcoBoost 

models, in contrast, get a Shelby-specific engine tune. GTEs also get 

the Ford Performance Handling Pack and Ford Performance Borla 

cat-back touring exhaust as well as Ford Performance 19-inch 

wheels wrapped in tyres of Shelby’s choosing.  GTE also gets its 

own specific bonnet, upper and lower front grille, spli;er, rocker 

panels, and rear spoiler. 

The GT350 was updated for the 2019 model year.  The update 

includes new suspension, aerodynamics, and bespoke Michelin 

summer tyres.  The updated rear wing has an op$onal Gurney flap, 

helping downforce without adding too much drag.  The other 

aerodynamics update is out front.  The GT350 now gets the grille 

from the GT350R, which has fewer openings, crea$ng less front-

end drag. 

In order to improve corner grip and braking, Ford commissioned a 

custom set of Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres that have a model-

specific tread pa;ern and compound.  The tyres are 295/35-19 

front sec$on and 305/35-19 rear sec$on, the same as the previous 

model.  The springs and shocks have been revised - 10 percent 

soMer in the rear and 10 percent firmer in the front.  The tuning for 

the Magneride system, ABS and electronic power steering system 

have also been revised. 

The 2019 GT350 also gets updated in the interior.  Power 

adjustable seats with faux suede inserts are available, along with 

faux suede inserts on the doors.  An op$onal 12-speaker Bang & 

Olufsen Play sound system is also available.  The GT350 now come 

standard with the 8-inch SYNC 3 touchscreen infotainment and dual

-zone climate control.  The new colours were also introduced: 

Velocity Blue and Ford Performance Blue.  The digital instrument 

cluster is not yet available.  The GT350R remains unchanged.  The 

2019 GT350 goes on sale in early 2019. 

The 2020 GT500 was unveiled at the January 2019 North American 

Interna$onal Auto Show in Detroit.  It is powered by a hand-built 

5.2 litre aluminium-alloy V8 engine with a 2.65 litre roots-type 

supercharger with air-to-liquid intercooler tucked in the engine 

valley.  It is claimed to produce more than 520 kW. 

So, that concludes the full history of the Shelby Mustang.  Keep 

checking because coming up soon will be our resident American, 

Nadia’s tribute to the Mustang… and this is something not to be 

missed. 
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COMING UP NEXT IN MAY... 
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AVAILABLE FROM 23RD APRIL 2019 (GMT) 
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